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2 LESSON NINETEEN

BHAGAVAD-GITA

^ll^cTR II V^ll

traigunya-visaya veda

nistraigunyo bhavarjuna

nirdvandvo nitya-sattvastho

niryoga-ksema atmavan 45.

The Vedas’ concern is with the three gunas.

Be without the three gunas, O Arjuna,

freed from duality, ever firm in purity,

independent of possessions, possessed of the Self.

trai-

gunya-

trai-gunya-

visayah

trai-gunya-visayah

vedah

(n.) three

(n.) quality

(dvigu compound) three gunas

(For the dvigu compound, see Lesson 18, p. 236.)

(For the suffix ya, see below.)

(mas. nom. pi.) concern, spheres of action,

object

(tafpurusa compound) concern with the three

gunas, concern of the three gunas

(mas. nom. pi.) the Vedas, the texts of the

Veda
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INTRODUCTION
TO METER

nis-trai-gunyah

bhava

arjuna

(m. nom. sing., dvigu compound) without the

three gunas

(For the prefix nis see Lesson 15, p. 198.)

(2nd per. sing, imperative act. Vbhu) be, exist

(See below for the imperative.)

(mas. voc. sing.) O Atjuna

nir-dvandvah

nitya-

sattva-

nitya-sattva-

sthah

nitya-sattva-sthah

(m. nom. sirtg.) freed from duality, without the

pairs of opposites

(adv.) ever, eternally, ever

(n.) purity, goodness

(See below for the suffix tva.)

(karmadharaya compound) eternally pure

(mas. nom. sing, from Vstha) firm, standing in

(upapada compound.) ever firm in purity

(See Lesson 18, p.236, and see below for the

upapada compound.)

nir-yoga-

ksemah

nir-yoga-ksemah

atma-van

(mas.) without acquisition, without gain

(mas. nom. sing.) conservation, securing

possessions.

(dvandva compound) without possessions,

(mas. nom. sing.) possessed of the Self

(See below for the vant declension.)

1 . The section of the Vedangas that explains meter is Chandas.

The principle text ofChandas is the Chandas Sutra, attributed to

Piflgala. Chandas is said to be the feet of the Veda.

2. The verses from the Bhagavad-Gita are primarly in anustubh

chandas, which is also called £loka meter. A few verses are in

tristubh chandas. Each verse, or each sloka, in anustubh
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meter is divided into four parts or lines, each called a pada, or foot.

Each pada is divided into eight syllables, each called aksara.

There is a pause or ca;sura (yati) after each pada. The tri$tubh

meter is four padas ofeleven aksaras.

3. There are seven basic meters: gayatri, usnik, anustubh, brhati,

pankti, tristubh, and jagati. Each of these is divided as follows:

diandas.(mgtgr) pada (lings)

gayatri 3

usnik 3

anustubh 4

brhati 4

pankti 4

tristubh 4

jagati 4

aksara (syllables')

8 , 8 , 8

8 , 8 , 12

8 , 8 , 8 , 8

9, 9, 9, 9

10, 10 , 10 , 10

11 , 11 , 11 , 11

12, 12 , 12 , 12

Several of these meters is are found with other variations. For

example, brhati could also be 8, 8, 8, 12 or 8, 8, 12, 8; and

pankti could also be 8, 8, 8, 8, 8.
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%

GRAMMAR:
NOMINALS ENDING
IN MAT, VAT

5

1 . We will now study the declension for masculine nominals ending

in mat or vat, which is sometimes listed in the dictionary as mant

and vant. (Panini used mat and vat, although some later Sanskrit

grammarians used mant and vant.)

Stem: bhagavat (mas. adj.) possessing fortune, fortunate

prathama qrjcRr:

dvitiya WRPT

trtiya

caturthi

pancami

sasthi
f » »

TOT: mm

h

saptaml sprafcT ^TcTn>:

sambodhana

l i i i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that some forms, called strong forms, use vant: the nominative

dual and plural, and the accusative singular and dual.

i
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#

2. The neuter adjective for bhagavat differs from the masculine only

in the prathama, dvitiya, and sambodhana:

prathama

dvitiya * smcRfr

sambodhana

3. The feminine adjective uses vat and adds i to form the base. It is

then declined like words in i. For example:

prathama

dvitiya *rj r^cfnr

tritiya C4I *
I °l cfl I^

caturthi WTcft'^TTR; qTjcrcfr'cq-:

pancarni *HI3c*TT: ^RT^cfr^TFT

sasthi

saptami

sambodhana ^PT^ftcf ^4 J
I °l C^?l
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THE SUFFIXES

MAT, VAT,

YA, TVA

1 . There are considered to be five types of aggregate formations

(vrtti), which are complex words that can be broken into

meaningful parts. They are:

krt-vrtti nouns formed by adding

primary suffixes to verb roots

taddhita-vrtti nouns and adjectives formed by adding

secondary suffixes to nouns
*

dhatu-vrtti complex verbs derived from verb roots.

These include the causative (gijanta),

desiderative (sannanta), intensive

(yananta), and denominative

(namadhatu) forms.

samasa-vrtti compounds, divided into four groups

(See Lesson 18, p. 235, 236.)

ekasesa-vrtti “one remains” formation. One member is

used alone to represent the entire

compound.

2. We will now observe a few suffixes, which will he studied in detail

in Lesson 30. Suffixes are called pratyaya. There are two kinds:

primary suffixes (kit pratyaya) and secondary suffixes (taddhita

pratyaya). Primary suffixes are placed at the end of verb roots to

form primary nominal bases (krdanta). The root often takes its

guna substitute. (See Lesson 13, p. 167.) For example:

knowledge

veda is from Vvid (know) and the suffix a.
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!

%T union

yoga is from Vyuj (join) and the suffix a.

vision

darsana is from Vdrs (see) and the suffix ana.

3.

Secondary suffixes are placed at the 6nd of nouns, called prakrti, to

form derivative nouns and adjectives, called taddhitanta. The

original noun, or prakrti. often takes vrddhi substitute for its first

vowel. The suffixes mat and vat are two of the many secondary

suffixes.

4.

The suffixes mat and vat are used to indicate possession

(matvartha) (Panini 5.2.94-95). These are usually adjectives. For

example:

buddhimat possessed of intelligence, wise

dhanavat possessed of wealth, wealthy

These adjectives are then declined like bhagavat.

5.

The suffix vat, although more common, is considered to be an

aspect of mat. The vat suffix is generally used if the noun ends in a

or a. (P5nini 8.2.9). For example:

i
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rOpavat having the form

rasavat having the essence

PjfcPTct

smrtimat possessed of memory, wise

6. The suffix ya is also a secondary suffix (taddhita pratyaya). The

suffix ya means “pertaining to,” “relating to,” “belonging to,” or

“deriving from.” It forms adjectives and also neuter abstract nouns

(bhavavacana). For example, it would make “happy” into

“happiness.” If there is a vowel at the end of the noun, it is dropped

before adding ya. For example:

f^npr

triguna becomes traigunya

three gunas pertaining to the three gunas

7 . The first syllable may take its vrddhi substitute, which is called

lengthening or strengthening. (See Lesson 13, p. 167.) For

example:

putra (son) becomes pautra (grandson)

janaka (a king) becomes janakl (his daughter, Slta)
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8. Often the first syllable of the noun may not take a vrddhi substitute.

For example:

TTr5T

satya (truth—that which

pertains to existence)

dantya (dental)

TT&f

rajya (kingdom)

9. The secondary suffix tva (feminine ta) can also be added to

nominals to form an abstract noun. For example:

sat (existence) becomes sattva (purity, consciousness)

nitya (eternal) becomes nityatva (eternity)

*TcT

sat (existence) becomes

danta (teeth) becomes

TT3FT

rajan (king) becomes

amrta (immortal) becomes amrtatva (immortality)
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THE IMPERATIVE 1 . We will now study the imperative (lot). The imperative is used as a

command, demand, instruction, or injunction. It is used when one

person is asking or telling another person to do something. The

uttama purusa, bahu vacana imperative for “go” (gacchama)

could be translated as “We must go,” or “Let us go.”

2. Here is the formation of the imperative in the active and middle. It

uses the present stem, but with different endings:

root: Vgam (go) Imperative Active

prathama

gacchatu gacchatam gacchantu

gaccha+tu gaccha+tam gaccha-a+antu

madhyama M^CIH
•N

gaccha gacchatam gacchata

gaccha gaccha+tam gaccha+ta

uttama TT^T£T

gacchani gacchava gacchama

gaccha+ani gaccha+ava gaccha+ama

I; i i i i i

eka dvi bahu
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root: VIabh (obtain) Imperative Middle

prathama ePTcTFT

labhatam labhetam labhantam

labha+tam labha+itam labha-a+antam

madhyama

labhasva labhetham labhadhvam

labha+sva labha+itham labha+dhvam

uttama er*rraf

labhai labhavahai labhamahai

labha+ai labha+avahai labha+amahai

i__ i i . i t _i

eka dvi bahu

3. The imperative verb is negated by m3, rather than na. For example:

m i

Never shall we denounce anyone.

4. Here is the imperative for V as:

Root: V as (be) Imperative

prathama

madhyama

uttama 1 Pi
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THE UPAPADA
COMPOUND

1 . Now we will study the upapada compound (samasa), or

“subordinate word” compound. (See Lesson 18, p. 236.) In this

type of tatpurusa compound, the last member is formed from a

verb root, but is declined like a noun.The first member is considered

the subordinate (upa) word (pada), and thus the name upapada,

Panini 3.1.92. For example:

sattva-stha (stha is from the root Vstha.)

established in sattva, firm in purity

2 . The verbal root may lose its last letter, may change a long vowel to

its short vowel (a to a), or may add t. For example:

grha-stha (stha is from the root V stha.)

holding the house, a householder

atma-vit (vit is the root V vid.

)

knower of the Self

indra-jit (jit4s from the root Vji.)

conqueror of Indra (Ravana’s son Meghanada)

cTCfcT

tarati sokam atma-vit

The knower of the Self overcomes sorrow.

(Chandogya Upanisad 7.1.3)
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT

(mas.)

(mas.)

ENGLISH

Aijuna

security, prosperity, comforts

• (mas.) quality, attribute, strand

(n.) ‘two-by-two,” pairs of opposites

mf(a)n (adj.) eternal, continual, perpetual

(adv.) eternally, ever, always

mfn (adj.) fortunate, glorious

MJ |eKI (mas.) the honorable one, sir

(mas.) union, acquisition

WT (n.) kingdom, realm

f^PT: (mas.)

(mas.)

concern, sphere of action, territory, object

knowledge

(n.) purity

TTPT mf(a)n (adj.)

mm (n.) truth
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EXERCISES 1 . Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 45 from theBhagavad-Gita first

for pronunciation only. Then pronounce each word out loud and be

able to give its grammatical analysis and definition. Finally, be able to

recite the verse with the meaning in mind.

*

PtfMN ^1^1^11**11

2. Begin practice of the Bhagavad-Gita slowly and distinctly. The

best way is repeat after a good Sanskrit speaker.

3. Memorize the declension for bhagavat.

4. Memorize the conjugation of the imperative and the vocabulary from

this lesson.

5 . Translate the following sentences. (Notice that we will go from the

Sanskrit to the English for all exercises.)

cRfcT 1^1
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b . ^ wrier eRT ^5(R ri

c . ^pr.^ireirRi M3ilc^}4w^
*

f$IWH'*f<cT 1^1

d. m

e. W^RTeT: 1*1

g. *ic-fcrtRf ^i^i4Ts«tto ivai
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h. TJ# TTrt ^ TT^t ^ 1^1

6. Translate the following sentences:

a. 1*1

b. *FT5ram^Wtref ri

C. *TW3*T I * I

d. ^ ^f!r^ wiRli m

e . i*i
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ANSWERS

f. ^fcT 1^1

g. cT^" 4) jMH d^Hdlfalci 4HdiQiqd^ I'tfl

h. TftoRTT f^TT J|fa^l4)Fcl TPT: f^fcT 1^1

5. a. “Go to the forest and bring me fruit,” the girl says.

b. Arjuna is possessed of happiness when he sees the truth.

c. “Let us read the scriptures of the Veda,” said the teacher to his

students.

d. One established in the Self is eternally established in purity.

e. Since he is possessed of the Self, he obtains the sun

and the moon.

f. “Let us be truthful,” the father says to his sons.

g.

‘The sphere of the Veda is truth,” spoke the teacher.
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h. The qualities ofArjuna are purity and truth.

6. a. Acquisition and prosperity are in the sphere of the three

gunas.

b. May the honorable one read the story ofRama (Notice that as a

form of address, bhagavan is used with the third person

imperative.)

c. The kingdom ofRama was possessed of happiness (happy).

d. Letme always remember where the king dwells.

e. The sphere of yoga is without the pairs of opposites.

(Here “without the pairs of opposites” is an adjective.)

f. “Let us remember the hymns of the Vedas,” the teacher says.

g. “Your family must obtain knowledge of yoga,” Slta said.

h. “Where will -I go without Sita?” Rama asks.
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LESSON TWENTY

Recitation: Bhagavad-Gita Chapter 2, Verse 48
j
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Passive Construction
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BHAGAVAD-GlTA

wtW'Mi mm i

IIVrjM

yogasthah kuru karmani

sangam tyaktva dhanahjaya

siddhy-asiddhyoh samo bhOtva

samatvam yoga ucyate 48

Established in Yoga, O winner of wealth, perform actions

having abandoned attachment

and having become balanced in success and failure,

for balance ofmind is called Yoga.

(mas.) union

(mas. nom. sing.Vstha) established, fixed in

established in Yoga (upapada compound)

(2nd per. Sing, imperative act Vkr) perform, do

(This verb stem does not end in a. See below.)

(n. acc. pi) actions

(mas. acc. sing.) attachment, clinging

(gerund Vtyqj) having abandoned

(For the gerund, see Lesson 12, pp. 161, 162)

(n.) wealth

(mas. Vji) winner, conqueror

yoga-

sthah

yoga-sthah

kuru

karmUni
•

*

sangam

tyaktva

dhanam-

jaya

i
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THE ORAL
TRADITION
OF TEACHING

i

LESSONTWENTY

dhanan-jaya (mas. voc. sing, tatpurusa compound)

O winner of wealth (Arjuna)

(Notice that the first member of this compound

is in the accusative. Ocasionally a compound,

called aluk samasa, will not lose the endings

of the prior member. See Lesson 16, p.210.)

siddhi-

a-siddhi

siddhy-a-siddhyoh

samah

bhutva

(fem.) success, perfection

(fem.) non-succes*s, failure

(fem. loc. dual dvandva compound) in success

and failure (See Lesson 16, pp. 210-213.)

(mas. nom. sing, adj.) balanced, even

(gerund Vbhu) having become

samatvam

yogah

ucyate

(n. nom. sing.) the state of balance, equanimity,

evenness

(mas. nom. sing.) yoga, union

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, passive V vac)

is called, is said (For the passive, see below.)

1 . Youth in ancient India, after theupanayana ceremony, lived in

their teacher’s house (gurukuia) for twelve years, to the

age of 25. Sanskrit lessons, completely oral, emphasized

recitation and memorization. According to the Rk Samhita

7. 103, “Education is hearing and repeating another’s speech.”

The teacher would pronounce the verse with the proper accents,

and the students, seated on the ground, repeated^,

2 . Rectiation of Sanskrit verses is traditionally divided into three

speeds (vrtti). Learning verses was traditionally done at the

slowest speed:

druta quick, melted, indistinct

madhya medium

vilambita slow
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3. The Sanskrit literature was passed down from teacher to student

primarily through an oral tradition, which is still lively today.

Secondarily, manuscripts were used for the preservation of the

literature. Manuscripts were made from palm leaves or

inner birch bark (in the north), and trimmed in a narrow,

horizontal shape. They were bound at the top, and secured with

painted wooden covers.

4. The palm leaves (palmyra palm, talapattra, or talipot palm)

were prepared by drying them in the sun, smoothing them, and

then applying oil. Incisions were made in the leaves with an iron

stylus (style). Then black paint, made from a mixture of

lampblack or charcoal powder and oil, was applied to the surface

of the leaf. When the excess paint was wiped off, the incisions

made by die stylus appeared in black. Some leaves were painted,

instead of using a stylus. Small designs and pictures were

painted around the script. Later on, other materials were used,

such as cotton, silk, wood, bamboo, copper, and paper.

5. The first person to design and use a printing type for devanagari

was Charles Wilkins (1749-1 836).
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VERB CLASSES
1

, 4
,
6 , 10

1. Now we will study in more depth the ten classes (da£a-gana) of

verbs. Almost all Sanskrit roots are divided into ten classes,

according to how the present stem is formed from the root.

(Sometimes one root may appear in more than one class, because

it forms its present stem in more than one way.) The present stem

is used for verbs in the present indicative (lat), imperfect (lan),

imperative (lot), and optative (lin). The present stem is also used

for the present participle (vartamane krdanta). (We have not

studied the optative or present participle yet.) These forms

compose the present system. Some of the following is review,

and much is for observation only.

2. All of the verbs that we have studied (except V as) have stems

which end in a and stay the same throughout the conjugation.

They come from classes 1, 4, 6, and 10. Let’s look at how these

stems are formed.

3. Each class is named after one root from its class, usually the first

root listed in that class in the Dhatu Patha of Panini. The first

class is called the bhvadi-gana (bhu adi gana), which means

“bhfi, etc. class,’- or “the class beginning with bhu.”

4. Class One. Vbhu gana. (Vbhu be, become) Most of the verbs

that we have studied so far are in this class, and about half of all

roots belong to this class. Verbs in this class form their stem by:

guna of root + a

Here are some examples of how the stem is formed:

The guna of Vsmr is srnar.

smar + a = smara (remember)

(smarati, he remembers)

The guna of ^vad is vad.
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vad + a = vada (speak)

(vadati, he speaks)

5. The root only takes guna if its vowel (most roots have one

vowel) is a final vowel or is a short vowel followed by one

consonant For example:

The guna of Vsubh is sobh.

sobh + a = Sobha (shine)

(£obhate, he shines)

The guna of Vbudh is bodh.

bodh + a = bodha (know)

(bodhati, he knows)

Vjiv and Vbhas do not take guna.

This rule is a general rule, true of other classes that add guna to

the root vowel.

6. ffthe guna of die root is e or o, then the e appears as ay (from a

+ i), and the o appears as av (from a + u). The a is then added.

For example:

The guna of Vji is je.

je + a - jaya (conquer)

(jayati, he conquers)

The guna of Vbhu is bho.

bho + a = bhava (be)

(bhavati, he is)

The guna of V ni is ne.

ne + a = naya (lead)

(nayati, he leads)
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7 . Some stems are formed from the vrddhi of the root, and there

are also irregular formations of the present stem. For example:

Vgam + a = gaccha (go)

(gacchati, he goes)

'I stha + a = tistha (stand)

(tisthati, he stands)

Vpa + a = piba (drink)

(pibati, he drinks)

8. As we learned in Lessons 1, 2, and 3, the present stem takes

endings to form a verb. Here are the endings for the present

indicative active verbs (for all classes):

prathama fcT ^rf%

madhyama m 2T

4

uttama fir

1 f

oRT
“s

{ 1

to
"N

) f

1 i

eka

i l

dvi

1 1

bahu

Note that final s becomes a visarga once a verb is formed.

9.

Here is the conjugation ofVbhu. It is class 1 and

parasmaipada and so noted as IP:
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Root: Vbhu IP (be, become) Present Indicative

prathama qcrfcT WRT
bhavati bhavatah bhavanti

bhava+ti bhava+tas bhava-a+anti

madhyama

bhavasi bhavathah bhavatha

bhava+si bhava+thas bbava+tha

uttama

bhavami bhavavah bhavamah

bhava+a+mi

i i

bhava+a+vas

i i

bhava+a+mas

i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that when the ending begins with v or m, an a is added

before the ending. Before anti, the a is taken away. (These changes

were presented in Lesson 1, p. 5; Lesson 2, p. 13; and Lesson 3,

p. 24.)

10. The atmanepada endings for classes 1, 4, 6, and 10 are:

prathama t ft "5Ft

madhyama ft

uttama f *rt

i i

eka

1 1

dvi

i 1

bahu
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1

1

. Here is the conjugation of V bhas:

Root: Vbhas 1A (speak) Present Indicative

prathama TOcT
bhasate

bhasa+te

bhasete

bhasa+ite
*

bhasante

bhasa-a+ante

rnadhyama W&
bhasase

bhasa+se

bhasethe

bhasa+ithe

bhasadhve

bhasa+dhve

uttama

bhase

bhasa+i

Wt Wit
bhasavahe bhasamahe

bhasa+a+vahe bhasa+a+mahe

1 !

eka

1

dvi

1 1 1

bahu

Like the parasmaipada, notice that when the ending begins with

v or m, an a is added before the ending. Before ante, the a is

taken away.

12. Class Four. V div gana. (Vdiv play, increase, shine) This stem

is formed by:

root + ya

Here is an example of how the stem is formed (V div is

irregular):

Vman + ya ~ manya (think)

(manyate, he thinks)

Notice that Vman always takes atmanepada endings, although

other roots in this class take parasmaipada endings.
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13. Class Six. Vtud gana. (V tud push, strike) This stem is

formed by:

root + a

Here is an example ofhow the stem is formed:

Vtud + a = tuda (push)

(tudati, he pushes)

Notice that this root does not take guna as in Class One.

14. Some of these roots add a nasal before the final consonant of the

stem. For example:

V vid + a = vinda (find)

(vindati, he finds)

Vmuc + a = munca (release)

(muncati, he releases)

15. Class Tea Vcur gana. (Vcur steal) This stem is formed by:

guna of root + aya

Here are some examples ofhow the stem is formed:

Vcur + aya = coraya (steal)

(corayati, he steals)

Vcint + aya = cintaya (think)

(cintayati, he thinks)

Notice that the i in cint does not take guna because there are two

rnn.crmflnfs following the vnwp.1 %e& nhnvp
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VERB CLASS 8 1 . Now we will study Verb Class 8. The class only has eight roots

in it. Observe the various formations of this verb.

2. All of the verb classes that we have not yet studied—classes 2,

3, 5, 7, 8, and 9—have stems which do not end in a. These

stems do not stay the same throughout the conjugation, but have

“strong forms” and “weak forms.” Let’s look at how stems from

Class 8 are formed.

3. Class Eight V tan gana (V tan stretch) This stem is formed by:

root + u for weak forms (dual and plural)

root + o for strong forms (singular)

4. The u takes guna (which makes it o) in singular forms of the

present parasmaipada. These forms are called the strong forms

and the others are called the weak forms. For example:

V tan + o = tano (strong form)

(tanoti, he stretches)

V tan + u = tanu (weak form)

(tanvanti, they stretch)

i



5 . Here is an example of a conjugation from Class Eight:

Root Vtan 8U* (stretch) Present Indicative

prathama d'ilRl d-o|Rl

tanoti tanutah tanvanti

tan+o+ti tan+u+tas
*

tan+u+anti

madhyama

tanosi tanuthah tanutha

tan+o+si tan+u+thas tan+u+tha

uttama Cl'TlPl *

tanuvah tanumah

tan+o+mi

i i

tan+u+vas

i i

tan+u+mas

i

eka dvi hahu

*TheU indicates that this verb is ubhayapada, which means

that it is regularly used with parasmaipada and atmanepada

raidings. (See Lesson 3, p. 25.)

Notice that the strong forms are underlined. Notice that the

endings are the same. Notice that in the second person singular,

the ending si turns into si because of the vowel o. (See Lesson

1 1, p. 142.) The ending anti turns the previous u into v.

6. In the dual and plural, the u may be optionally deleted before v

or m. For example:

tanumah or tanmah

tanuvah or tanvah
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7 . While the present indicative, imperfect and imperative endings

are the same for all classes in parasmaipada endings, the

atmanepada endings are different. We have learned the

atmanepada endings for classes 1, 4, 6, and 10. For the other

classes (2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9), the endings are slightly different:

Classes 2, 3. 5, 7, 8. and9_

Same

Same

Same (except the 2nd per.sing.

is hi in classes 2, 3, 7, and 9)

Different

Different

Different

8. The atmanepada endings for classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are

listed in the tables in the back of the book. Several examples are

given there.

9. The strong forms are underlined in the tables for each class. For

the imperfect, the strong forms are the same as the present. For

the imperative active, the strong forms are the 3rd person

singular and all first person forms. For the imperative middle,

the strong forms are all first person forms.

10. One of the most important verbs comes from Class Eight, and

that is Vkr (do, make, perform). Its conjugation is irregular. The

strong stem is karo and the weak stem is kuru. The u of the

stem must be deleted before v and m. Here is the conjugation for

the present parasmaipada:

Classes L4, 6, and 10

Present Indicative parasmaipada

Imperfect parasmaipada

Imperative parasmaipada

Present Indicative atmanepada

Imperfect atmanepada

Imperative atmanepada
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Root: Vkr 8U (do) Present Indicative

prathama

karoti kurutah kurvanti

kar+o+ti kur+u+tas kur+v+anli

madhyama .^2T: r

karosi kuruthah kurutha

kar+o+si kur+u+thas kur+u+tha

uttama flf:

karomi kurvah kurmah

kar+o+mi

i i

kur-u+vas

i i

kur-u+mas

i

eka dvi bahu

10. Other forms for this verb are listed in the tables in the back of the

book.

1 1 . When the root V kr is prefixed by sam or pari, the kr becomes

skr. For example, samskrta, “put together.”
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PASSIVE
CONSTRUCTION

1 . In Lesson 4, p. 34, #6, we learned that the kartari prayoga is

the agent construction, or active construction. For example;

The boy reads the book.

Here the verb relates directly to the agent of action, the kartr. In

Sanskrit, the agent of action (the boy) is put in the nominative

and the object of action (the book) is put in the accusative. The

object of action is called the karman.

2 . In a passive construction, the verb relates directly to the object.

For example;

The book is read by the boy.

If this sentence were translated into Sanskrit, the object of action

(the book) would be in the nominative, and the agent of action

(the boy) would be in the instrumental (or sometimes in the

genitive). This construction is called karmani prayoga, or

passive construction. The verb relates directly to the karman, or

object.

3. There is another related contraction, called the bhave prayoga,

or abstract construction. In it, the verb is passive, but the direct

object is missing, or abstract. For example:

W TTRct I

It is gone by me. (I go.)

This contruction is not usually found in English.

4. In the karmani prayoga, the verb becomes a passive verb

(karmani). This is how the passive verb is formed:

root + ya + atmanepada endings
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Every gana forms the passive in this way. The passive may take

present, imperfect, and imperative endings. All classes take the

atmanepada endings as in class 4.

5. For example, the root Vpath IP (read) forms the passive like

this:

path + ya + te = pathyate (is read)

*

6. Here are the two constructions:

oner: pent refer i (active construction)

The boy reads the book.

p^^renrresrt i (passive construction)

The book is read by the boy. (Here pustakam is nominative.)

7. Here is the conjugation for the passive verb:

Vpath IP (read) passive

prathama re^cf rett re^rt
pathyate pathyete pathyante

path+ya+te path+ya+ite path+ya-a+ante

madhyama reqrt rett re^r^t

pathyase pathyethe pathyadhve

path+ya+se path+ya+ithe path+ya+dhve

uttama ret reurat re^rmt
pathye pathyavahe pathyamahe

path+ya+i path+ya+a+vahe path+ya+a+mahe

i i i_ i i i

eka dvi bahu
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8. Observe some additional rules for the formation of the passive:

a. A final i or u in the root is lengthened. For example:

Vji jayati jiyate

conquer he conquers is conquered

b. Final a or a complex vowel usually becomes i. For example:

Vstha tisthati sthiyate

stand he stands is stood

c. Final r after one consonant becomes ri. For example:

V kr karoti kriyate

make he makes is made

If preceded by two consonants, r becomes ar. For example:

Vsmr smarati smaryate

remember he remembers is remembered

d. Some roots take samprasarana. (See Lesson 8, p. 91.) For

example, the va becomes u, and the ya becomes i. Therefore

V vac becomes ucyate (is called). This is often called the

weak form. Other examples are:

V vad vadati udyate

speak he speaks is spoken

e. Roots that add aya lose aya before adding ya. For example:

Vcint cintayati cintyate

think he thinks is thought
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9. Here are some of the verbs we have studied so far and will study

in this lesson. Included are their passive forms:

ROOT PRESENT PASSIVE ENGLISH PASSIVE

V kr (8U) * karoti, kuruie kriyate is made

Vgam (IP) gacchati gamyate is gone

Vgup (IP) gopayati gupyate is protected

V clnt (10U) cintayati -te cintyate is thought

Vcur (10U) corayati -te coryate is stolen

Vji(lP) jayati jiyate is conquered

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute tanyate is stretched

Vtud (6U) tudati -te tudyate is pushed

Vtyaj (IP) ty^jati tyajyate is abandoned

V div (4P) divyati divyate is played

VdrS o/pa$)(lP) paSyati drsyate is seen

Vnl(lU) nayati -te nfyate is lead

Vpath (IP) pathati pathyate is read

Vpa (IP) pibati piyate is drunk

Vprach (6P) prcchati prcchyate is asked
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Vbudh (1U) bodhati -te budhyate is known

Vbhas (1A) bhasate hhasyate is spoken

"Vbhu (IP) bhavati bhuyate is

Vman (4A) manyate manyate is thought

Vram (1A) ramate

*

ramyate is enjoyed

Vlabh (1A) iabhate Iabhyate is obtained

Vvad (IP) vadati udyate is spoken

Vvas (IP) vasati usyate is lived

vsev (1A) sevate sevyate is served

Vstha (IP) tisfliati sthlyate is stood

Vsmi (1A) smayate smiyate is smiled

Vsmr (IP) smarati smaryate is remembered

•'/has (IP) hasati hasyate is laughed

After each root is the class (1, 4, 6, 8, or 10) and the traditional

way of listing endings: P for verbs usually ending in

parasmaipada, A for verbs usually ending in atmanepada, and

U for verbs usually ending in ubhyapada. (See Lesson 3, p.25.)

i
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT ENGLISH

¥ <8U) ^7tfcrf?tr he makes, does, performs

(10U) ^Pd %<4cl he steals

CTT (8U> cRtfcT cT^cf
*

he stretches, spreads, goes

(6U) he pushes, strikes

FT3T(ip) c^rfcT he abandons

ft^(4P) ^pd he plays, shines, increases

(mas.) attachment, clinging

"HH mf(a)n (adj.) balanced, equal, same

balance, equanimity
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EXERCISES 1

.

Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 48 from theBhagavad-GltS

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis ofeach word.

w wim n
4

IIV^II

2. Memorize the conjugation for Vtan and for V kr.

3. Memorize the passive forms for the verbs we have studied.

4. Learn the vocabulary from this lesson.

5 . Translate the following sentences:

a. ^TPff H£li 'CfltrlH fsh^cl I \

I

b. W WcoliTeWcT Rl

c . PRfcw ^nf^r ^ m
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d. ^MT: mm I VI

e. f^it cT^r *tc4 hmji*-4S m

f. ^ ^fcf crt^t ^frnfcr 1^1

g . ^PTT TRT *JRT ^TpIT ^PH^fcTIVSI

h. cTFTT: ffrW xjf^TI TO ^rScT i^l

6. Translate the following sentences:

a. TTrraaW: 1*1

b. ^ ^ yRm^Ri ^Tcnr^t

^TelW^T I

C t^Trm* ^ftcTT CTF^TT: f^Tctt TFiTFt ^fcT 1^1
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ANSWERS

d. TMT: |^|

e. WZF* ^FTT iMI-Jft cRtfcT 1*1

f. 2TTO2T: TPTt c^feT 1^1

g . tt^t yftHi^fcr cr^r irat ^r:

«Foffcr!V9l

h. f^t^ 4^fcT frcTT cTFT ^olc'cf 1^1

5. a. The pond is made by water from the river.

b. Having abandoned attachment, the seer obtained balance.

(The final a in the second word joins with r to form ar.)

c . The fruit is not stolen by the virtuousboy.

d. The girls make a beautiful white garland.

A
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e. When eternal knowledge is abandoned, then truth is not

understood.

f. When the hero pushes the horse, the horse stands up.

g Rama, the king, is without an enemy on earth.

*

h. The mother plays with her dear daughter.

6. a. Possessing the truth, Rama is protected from attachment to

pleasure and pain. (The word “attachment” is used with the

locative
—

“attachment in pleasure and pain.”)

b. “Go to the river and return with water,” the mother said to

the little boy.

c. Having smiled, Slta speaks to her father, the king.

d. In the kingdom of Rama, the beautiful villages are protected

by the army.

e. The shadow of the moon stretches from the elephant to the

deer.

f. “Established in yoga, become balanced,” the teacher tells

the student.

g. When he returns to his kingdom, then Rama becomes the

king.

h. “Ask about eternal knowledge,” the father said to his son.
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The bahuvrihi compound

Vocabulary: Words from Chapter 2, Verse 49

Nouns ending in as
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BHAGAVAD-GlTA

i

fit

fWT: IIV^II

durena hy avararn karma

buddhi-yog§d dhanaqjaya

buddhau saranain anviccha

krpanah phala-hetavah 49

Far away, indeed, from thre balanced intellect

is the action devoid of greatness, O winner of wealth.

Take refuge in the intellect

Pitiful are those who live for the fruits (of action).

durena

hi

a-varam

karma

(ind.) far away, far (Although this word takes

an instrumental ending, it is an adverb and not

declined.)

(ind.) indeed, for, because

(n. nom. sing.) (from a + vara, better, boon)

devoid of greatness, inferior

(n. nom. sing.) action, performance

buddhi-

yogat

buddhi-yogat

dhanam-

(fem.) intellect, intelligence

(mas. abl. sing.) from balance

(tatpurusa compound) from the balanced

intellect from the balance of intelligence

(n.) wealth
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TRADITIONAL
METHODS OF
MEMORIZATION

jaya (mas. Vji IP) winner, conqueror

dhanah-jaya (mas. voc. sing, tatpurusa compound)

0 winner of wealth (Arjuna)

buddhau

saranam

anu-iccha

(fem. loc. sing.) in the intellect, in intelligence

(n. acc. sing.) refuge

(2nd per. imperative anu V is 6P) take, seek

krpanah

phala-

hetavah

phala-hetavah

(mas. nom. pi.) pitiable

(n.) fruit

(mas. nom. pi.) causes, motives

(bahuvrihi compound) those whose motives

are the fruits, those who live for the fruits (of

action)

1 . Thorough memorization allowed the verses of Sanskrit to be

preserved accurately as an oral tradition. There are five traditional

ways of memorizing Sanskrit verses. Each way of memorizing is

called a patha, or reading:

samhita-patha

pada-patha

krama-patha

jata-patha

ghana-patha

Collected reading

word reading

step reading

twisted reading

“killer” reading

2. The samhita-patha is the recitation of the verse as it was

cognized. The sandhi is included, creating the smooth flow of

sound. Here is the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita in samhita-

patha:
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if^rtTn^r^r i

id ^iu‘wR^

frqw: IIXOI

durena hy avaram karma

buddhi-yogad dhananjaya

buddhau saranam anviccha

krpanah phala-hetavah 49

3. The pada-patha is the recitation of the verse as individual words

(pada). Each individual word or part of a word, including

prefixes, takes sandhi as it would at the end of a line. Notice that

an avagraha is used between members of a compound and after

prefixes. (Breaking the word for pada-patha is called carca.)

Here is the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita in pada-patha:

SR*i5H"q i

frqWT: M>d^dd: 11X01

durena hi a-varam karma

buddhi-yogat dhanam-jaya

buddhau garanam anu-iccha

krpanah phala-hetavah
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Notice that this is approximately the way the words are broken

when they are given in the gloss, or word-by-word analysis at

the end ofeach verse.

4. The krama-patha is the recitation of the words in steps. Each

word is recited twice. Here is the sequence:

1,2; 2,3; 3,4; 4,5;

5. Thejata-patha is the recitation with a twist. It goes forwards

and backwards. Here is the sequence:

1

I 1,2; 2, 1; 1,2,3;

; 2, 3; 3, 2; 2, 3, 4;

! 3, 4; 4, 3; 3, 4, 5
1

6. The ghana-patha is the recitation that is forwards and

j

backwards with three elements:

1, 2; 2, 1; 1, 2, 3;

j

1,2,3; 3,2, 1; 1,2, 3, 4;

|s . 2, 3, 4; 4, 3, 2; 2, 3, 4, 5;
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NOUNS IN AS

49

1 . Here is the declension for neuter nouns ending in as:

Stem: manas (neuter) mind

prathama IR:

dvitlya H*1 *

trtiya jrw

caturthl

pancami MHy *

sasthl IFRT:

saptami

sambodhana hH
i

eka

*

TRff^r

iRpf:

iRt«T:

*TTOt:

i t

iRTf^T

!

dvi bahu
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ij

i

i

2. For nouns ending in as, the masculine and feminine are the

same. They differ from the neuter in the prathama and dvitiya

only.

Stem: angiras (masculine) angiras (feminine)

prathama

Ci

*lI>W

rv

dvitiya TOW

trtiya

caturthi

^f^TT

Wf^ft^TTtT

pancami

sasthi

saptami

sambodhana

i i

eka dvi

^f^TFT

i i

bahu
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THE BAHUVRlHI
COMPOUND

51

1 . Now we will study the bahuvrihi compound. Begin by

reviewing the four types of compounds described in Lesson 18,

pp. 235, 236. Notice that compounds can be classified according

to which member is principal (pradhana), or has an

independent purpose of its own.

2. In a dvandva compound, both members are considered

principal. The compound is an aggregate. For example:

4tdRl4l iT^T: I

Slta-Rama (Slta and Rama) are going, (dvandva)

Because both members are considered principal, they are

connected by “and” if the compound is dissolved. The

compound functions as an aggregate of equal members.

3 . In all types oftatpurusa compounds, the second member is

considered to be principal. For example:

m^i\ i

Rama-son (the son of Rama) is going, (tatpurusa)

The first member is considered subordinate (upasarjana),

further qualifying the principal member. The second member

could stand alone. For example:

I

The son is going.

4. In a bahuvrihi compound, both members are considered

subordinate. The principal, whether implied or expressed, lies
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!

i

:

j;

i

:

!
i

outside the compound. Observe the following English sentence:

j

The redcoats are coming.

j

’

1 The subject refers to “the men whose coats are red.” It would not

make sense to say, “The coats are coming.” The bahuvrihi

compound is sometimes called an “exocentric compound”

because the principal, whether expressed or unexpressed, lies

outside the compound. The compound cannot be understood

|

merely by analysing its parts. Here are some more examples in

English:

She reads the paperback.

He sees the Redwing .S'
i

|

These sentences are about a book and a bird, not just about a

; back or a wing.

5. The word “bahuvrihi” is an example of a bahuvrihi

compound. The word “bahuvrihi” means “much rice.” It refers

to a substantive, a principal (pradhana) outside itself
—

“a

person whose rice (vrihi) is much (bahu).”

6. Even though the final member must be a noun, the bahuvrihi

compound acts like an adjective, describing something else. Like

an adjective, it takes the person, case and number of what it is

describing.

Ji

7. The bahuvrihi compound is sometimes called a “possessive

compound” because it often has the sense that something outside

the compound possesses the characteristics in the compound.

This can be seen by putting “having” in front of the compound.

< For example;
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bahuvrihi

much-rice having much rice

red-coat having a red coat

paper-back having a paper back

8. The possessive relationship can bd understood as “whose B is

A.” For example:

much-rice whose rice is much

A B whose B is A

red-wing whose wing is red

paper-back whose back is paper

9. In Sanskrit the analysis (vigraha) uses a form of yad, often

yasya (or the feminine yasyah). For example:

bahu-vrihih vigraha:

“much-rice” analysis:

bahur vrihir yasya sa bahu-vrihih

he whose rice is much is “much-rice”

visva-rupah vigraha:

“all-form” analysis:
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fefr ^rr tt

visvo rupo yasya sa visva-rupah

he whose form is all is “all-form”

sthita-prajnah vigraha:

“steady-intellect” analysis:'

fPmr wr
sthita prajna yasya sa sthita-prajnah

he whose intellect is steady is “steady-intellect”

1 1 . Notice that in the last example, the gender of the last member

changes to agree with the principal, which is “he.” This is a

helpful way to spot a bahuvrihi compound.
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT ENGLISH

wnmr (mas.) Angiras (a rsi) (given in stem form)

^(6P) T^fcT he wishes, desires, seeks

^cRT (n.) mind, thought (stem form)

TOT (n.) austerity, increasing heat

tot (n.) darkness, dullness

cT3UT (n.) light, splendor
i

;

(n.) distance, duration

(ind.) far, in a distance (used as an indeclinable)

(ind.) far, by a distance

TOT (n.) reverence, homage

(fem.) intellect, intelligence

TOT
. *s

(n.)
s ^

mind

HI?I (in comp.) great (maha is used in compounds

for mahat—great)

(n.) refuge, shelter

ft (ind.) indeed, certainly, for (not first in a sentence
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EXERCISES 1. Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 49 from theBhagavad>Gita

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis of each word.

fW: U»dBd5T: IIV^II

2. Memorize the declension for nouns ending in as.

3. Leant to recognize and analyze bahuvrlhi compounds.

4. Learn die vocabulary from this lesson.

5. Translate the following sentences:

a. \\\

b. *iMrafa to f^t- r i

C W^W^T^Pldlft f dT-4T^(T 1^1
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d. cpt irt ct^j cnrr

^fcMVI

e *RT cHT ITT ^fcT ^TTcTT

f.

g . U,4Hfe^rcl *F3rr*Rlt IV3I

h. WRf^TII *raf*|5gf% |^|

^RTRI

6. Translate the following sentences:

a. !^l



-TT cmf^vsllcf I

£

isj

: erq^ ivsi

: i^i

^RtfcTui
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ANSWERS 5. a. “Desire a balanced intellect,” the father said.

b. Homage for the teacher is performed by the students.

c . The great soul asked the angry families for peace.

*

d. “If you conquer your mind, then you will conquer dullness,”

the teacher says.

e. You must not go where the elephants are, the mother told her

son.

f. The glorious rsi is wise (possessed of intelligence) and

does not desire the fruit of action.

g. “OK (thus it must be),” the king thinks.

h. The horses, elephants, and deer desire water from the great

river.

i. When the light of the moon shines on the village, then deer

are seen in the distance.

6. a. The subjects live in the territory of the king.

b. Angiras, the rsi, performed austerities in the forest.
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c. The light of the Self is known by the mind with purity.

d. The little deer is seen in the distance by the boy.

e. The great king, having obtained the light of truth, abandons

dullness.

f. The man whose elephant is great asked his son, “Where are

we?” (Notice that “his” is often understood in Sanskrit.)

g. The man with many children obtains fruits from the forest

for his wife.

h. Balance of intellect is called purity by the rsis.

i. The great king, possessed of purity, performs austerities in

the forest
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Recitation: Bhagavad-Glta Chapter 2, Verse SO

Division of Syllables

Grammar: The Past Passive Participle

Verb Class 3

The Prefixes su and dus

Vocabulary: Words from Chapter 2, Verse 50
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i

BHAGAVAD-GlTA

d^lsUl'iN

%T: lUoll

buddhi-yukto jahatiha

ubhe sukrta-duskrte

tasniad yogaya yujyasva

yogah karmasu kausalam 50

He whose intellect is united (with the Self)

casts off both good and evil even here.

Therefore, devote yourself to Yoga.

Yoga is skill in action.

buddhi- (fem.) intellect, intelligence

yuktah

buddhi-yuktah

jahati

iha

ubhe

su-

krta-

dus-

krte

(mas. nom. sing, p.p.p. Vyuj 7P) united

(See below for the past passive participle—p.p.p.)

(tatpurusa compound) united in intellect

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, act. Vha 3P) he

casts off, abandons (See below for class 3.)

(ind.) here, in this world, in this place

(n. acc. dual adj.) both

(ind.) good (See below for su, a prefix.)

(neuter p.p.p. Vjir 8P) action

(ind.) bad

(n. acc. dual of p.p.p.) actions
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DIVISION OF
SYLLABLES

su-krta-dus-krte (dvandva compound) good and evil, good

and bad actions

tasmat

yogaya

yujyasva

yogah

karmasu

kausalam

(ind. from mas. abl. sing, of tad) from that,

therefore

(mas. dat. sing.) to yoga

(2nd. per. sing, imperative middle Vyuj 4A)

devote yourself to, give yourself to

(See below for class 7.)

(This root can be found in several classes.)

(mas. nom. sing.) yoga, union

(n. loc. pi.) in action, in deeds

(n. nom. sing.) skill, good fortune, prosperity

1. Now we will study how syllables are divided in Sanskrit.

The word aksara means syllable (See Lesson 1, p. 3.), and it

also means “imperishable,” or “indivisible.” An aksara is

considered an irreducible unit—it cannot be furthered divided.

The word aksara also means vowel, or letter. The alphabet is

called aksara-samamnaya, or the enumeration of letters, each

ofwhich is a syllable. Traditionally it is said that the alphabet

was revealed to Panini from the drum beats accompanying

diva’s dance. It is recorded in 14 sOtras, called &iva-Sutras or

MaheSvara-Sutras, which are found at the beginning of

Panini's Asjadhyayi.

2. The nucleus of each syllable is the vowel. One or more

consonants may be attached to it, or it may stand alone. Vowels

are independent, and consonants are dependent, because

consonants may not stand alone as a syllable. A syllable may not

have more than one vowel.
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3. If a consonant begins a pada, it goes with the following vowel.

If several consonants begin a pada, they all go with the

following vowel. For example:

rama ra + ma
praja pra+ja

*

4. If a consonant is at the end of a pada, it goes with the preceding

vowel. For example:

v5k

5 . The anusvara and visarga always go with the preceding vowel.

6. If there is more than one consonant between vowels, the first

consonant goes with the previous vowel. For example:

dharma dhar + ma

According to the Rk PratiSakhya, the first consonant in a group

may go either way. For example:

dha + rma or dhar + ma

In practice, there isn't much difference between the two, because

one consonant onglides onto the next without interruption.

7 . When there is a non-nasal sparsa followed by a sibilant or semi-

vowel, they both go with the following syllable. For example:

vatsa

isetva

va + tsa

i + se + tva
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8 . Observe the division of syllables in the following verse:

traigunya-visaya veda

nistraigunyo bhavarjuna

nirdvandvo nitya-sattvastho

niryoga-ksema atmavan
,

trai gun ya vi sa ya ve da

nis trai gun yo bha var ju na

nir dvan dvo ni tya sat tvas tho

nir yo ga kse ma at ma van
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PAST PASSIVE

PARTICIPLE
1 . In English, participles are formed from verbs and function as

adjectives or verbs. There are many types of participles in

English, such as future participles, present participles and past

•participles. Some are active and some are passive. In English,

present participles are usually formed by adding “-ing” to a verb.

For example, “glowing” and “being” are present participles. Past

participles in English are usually formed by adding “-ed” or

“-en” to a verb. (Some verbs are irregular.) For example,

“satisfied” and “spoken” are past participles.

2. In English, participles may act as adjectives. For example:

the satisfied customer

the spoken word

3. In English, participles may also, with the help of an auxiliary

verb, act as verbal forms. For example:

The customer was satisfied .

The word was spoken .

4. In Sanskrit, there are many types of participles (called krdanta

by Panini):

present active present middle

future active future middle

past active

perfect active perfect middle

gerund (conjunctive, absolute)

infinitive

present passive

future passive

(gerundive)

past passive

%

i
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5. In Sanskrit, participles take kit endings, primary nominal

endings. (See Lesson 19.) Participles add primary endings to

verb roots to form nominals—nouns and adjectives. Most

participles are declined, except for some participles, such as the

gerund.

6. We will now study the past passive participle (p. pass, part., or
%

p.p.p.). The past passive participle (bhute krdanta) is formed by

taking the root or a weak form of the root (See Lesson 19 on

samprasarana) and adding the kri ending -ta (or sometimes -ita,

-Ita, or -na). Here is the past passive participle for verbs we have

studied or will study in this lesson:

ROOT PRESENT P.P.P. ENGLISH

Vis (6P) icchati ista desired

Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute krta done, made

Vgam (IP) gacchati gata gone

Vgup (IP) gopayati gupta protected

Vcint(lOU) cintayati -te cintita thought

Vcur (10U) corayati -te corita stolen

Vji(iP) jayati jita conquered

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute tata stretched

Vtud (6U) tudati -te tunna pushed

Vtyaj (IP) tyajati tyakta abandoned
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Vdiv (4P) divyati dyuta played

Vdrg(V pas)(IP) pagyati drsta seen

Vnl (1U) nayati -te nita lead

Vpath (IP) pathati pathita read

Vpa (IP) pibati pita drunk

Vprach (6P) prcchati prsta asked

Vbudh (1U) bodhati -te buddha known, awakened

Vbhas (1A) bhasate bhasita spoken

Vbh'u (IP) bhavati bhuta been

Vman (4A) manyate mata thought

Vram(lA) ramate rata enjoyed

Vlabh(lA) labhate labdha obtained

Vvad (IP) vadati udita spoken

Vvas (IP) vasati usita lived

Vgubh (1A) gobhate gobhita shined

Vsev (1A) seyate sevita served

Vstha (IP) tisthati sthita established



Vsmi (1A) smayate smita smiled

Vsmr (IP) smarati smrta remembered

Vhas (IP) hasati hasita laughed

Vha (3P) jahati hlna
*

abandoned

Vhu (3P) juhoti huta offered

7. Past passive participles are adjectives, and so must agree with a

nominal. Since past passive participles end in a, they are

declined like masculine a, neuter a, or feminine a, depending on

the gender of the word they modify.

8. Past passive participles often function as a verb. When used as a

verb, a past passive participle usually appears in the nominative

case, agreeing with the nominative, or grammatical subject of the

sentence. A past passive participle may be used in a past passive

sense. If so, then it agrees with the direct object, which would be

in the nominative. For example:

^ WzR oT5«r: |

The horse was obtained by the boy.

9. The past passive participle can also take a present passive sense:

The horse is obtained by the boy.

10. For intransitive verbs (verbs that usually do not take a direct

object) past passive participles sometimes take an active sense. In
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i

|

!

I

this case, the participle will agree with the agent of action, which

is in the nominative. For example:

^ftcRTTcT: I

Rama went to the forest.

tftcrr oRW'i

SitS went to the forest.

1 1 . Past passive participles may take a verbal prefix and may also be

negated by a or an. For example:

anudita not spoken

anagata not come

i

!

s

I

i:

|

f -

I

!

12. A past passive pai*ticiple may act as an adjective alone or as part

of a compound. For example:

istam phalam desired reward, desired fruit

ista-phalam desired reward, desired fruit

(karmadharaya)

sthita prajna established intellect

sthita-prajna established intellect

(karmadharaya)

Note that when the first member of a compound is an adjective, it is

used in its base form, without any gender. The gender is established

by the final member.
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13.A past passive participle may be the basis of an adjective or a

noun (often a neuter noun). For example:

ROOT ADJECTIVE NOUN
Vkr krta (m.f.n.) krta (n.)

do, make done action

V gai

*

gita (m.f.n.) gita (fern.)

sing sung song

Vbudh buddha (m.f.n.) buddha (mas.)

awake awakened sage

sam + Vdh5 samhita (m.f.n.) samhiti (fem.)

together + put collected collectedness, unity

sam + Vkr samskrta (m.f.n.) samskrta (n.)

together + make perfected Sanskrit language
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1. Class Three. Vhu gana (Vhu offer) Now we will study

the third class, which forms its present stem in an unusual way.

The present stem is formed by abhyasa, which means

“doubling.” The root is repeated. This repetition is referred to as

“reduplication.” The first syllable is considered to be the

abhyasa syllable, followed by the root (which is in guna for

strong forms). The formation of class 3 stems is:
*

abhyasa + root (weak forms)

abhyasa + guna of root (strong forms)

2. In forming the stem from the root, there are several general rules

for reduplication. The vowel and first consonant of the root are

repeated. The first syllable usually appears in a weaker form. For

example:

Vda (give) dada

3. An aspirated syllable becomes unaspirated. For example:

Vdha(put) dadha

4. The vowel r is changed to i in reduplication. For example

Vbhr (carry) bibhr

5 . A general rule of reduplication is that usually only the first

consonant of a conjunct is repeated. For example:

V tyaj (abandon) tatyaja

6. Another general rule is that if the root begins with s followed by

a stop (sparsa), only the stop is repeated. For example:

Vstha (stand) tistha

VERB CLASS 3

i

:

!

|

i
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7. Another general rule is that a velar turns into a palatal. For example:

Vkr (do) cakara

8. Another general rule is that an h turns into j. For example:

vha (abandon) jaha

9. Here is an example of a conjugation from class 3. Strong forms

are underlined.

Root: Viiu (offer) 3P Present Indicative

prathama

iuhoti

juho+ti

juhutah

juhu+tas

IffcT
juhvati

juhv+ati

madhyama

iuhosi

juho+si

juhuthah

juhu+thas

juhutha

juhu+tha

uttama

iuhomi

juho+mi

i i

juhuvah

juhu+vas

I i

juhumah

juhu+mas

i

eka dvi bahu

Note that the third person plural adds the ending -ati rather than
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8. Here is the imperative.

Root: V hu (offer) 3P Imperative

prathama 13*3 HcTPT W3
juhotu juhutam juhvatu

juho+tu juhu'+tam juhv+atu

madhyama Hft IP
juhudhi juhutam juhuta

juhu+dhi juhu+tam juhu+ta

uttama

iuhavani iuhavava iuhavama

juho+ani juho+ava juho+ama

bahu

Notice that the second person singular has a different ending,

and the third person plural has no n.
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PREFIXES

SU AND DUS

9. The root Vhi is slightly different, as it is reduplicated asjaha in

strong forms, jahi in weak forms, and jah before vowels:

Root: Vha (abandon) 3P Present Indicative

prathama ^fcT
iahati jahitah jahati

jaha+ti jahi+tas jah+ati

madhyama

iahasi jahithah jahltha

jaha+si jahi+thas jahl+tha

uttama

iahami jahivah jahimah

jaha+mi

i i

jahi+vas

i i

jahi+mas

i

eka dvi bahu

1 . There are some prefixes which are rarely used before verbs

(tinanta), but are more often used before nouns, adjectives, and

participles. One of these we have already studied—a (which

becomes an before vowels). Two more are: su and dus. These

have opposite meanings:

su well, very, good, right, easy

dus ill, bad, difficult, hard

2. These form karmadharaya compounds. For example:

sukrta well-done

sugita well-sung
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\

,j

j

I

3. The dus prefix becomes dus before ka, kha, pa, and pha. It

becomes du before ra. Otherwise, it takes regular external

sandhi. For example:

duskrta bad-action

durjaya difficult to conquer

*

4. The noun which follows the prefix may take the guna form of

its vowel. For example:

subodha easy to understand

i

if

H
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT

w (ind.)

mfn (adj.)

(n.)

5* (prefix)

(prefix)

IT (3P) ^TfcT

F (3D iftfcT

ENGLISH

here, in this world

both (used in the dual)

%

skill, good fortune, prosperity

ill, bad, difficult, hard

well, very, good, right, easy

he abandons

he offers
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EXERCISES 1 . Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 50 from theBhagavad-Glta

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis of each word.

'slsicfls

*

%T: lUoll

2. Learn the past passive participles for verbs we have studied.

3. Memorize the conjugations for verbs from class 3.

4. Learn the vocabulary from this lesson.

5. Translate the following sentences:

a. ^Ml uRlTORr
I VI

b. isrwilcr R

I

C. "z^Tfcrsnt WT^f%W cMt Uef 1^1
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d. ivi

e. fT^ ch-4^1 Tjzfit lid

f. «nf^t

g- wqffiw ^rwntrfcT

IV3I

h.pw l^FT ^T ^ftfcl I ^ I

i.^ ^eftssrr w- Kl
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1

f

:p

i

;S

1

6. Translate the following sentences:

a. 3* ^^ W eTSTct 1*1

b. ^TToT
:
fTstft ^TFT A^l^iT R|

fc

C. f$psqT ^PriyPri 1^1

d. TRT Wef ^tfcT m

e. iRTf^T jfiMMUT ^fcT f^T^TT

c^tnT li(l

f. 1^1

g . Wf^cTt fi!RT <TPT «TT^f UfcHl^fcr |\9l

h. ifKnt^r ^ £<>$diPr ^ 1^1
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ANSWERS

i. WfrfcT ^ cF^T

m&nw Kl

5 . a. The boy returns from the swift river with the abandoned

cow.

«

b. Angiras abandons the difficult forest.

c. We offer water to the guests when they come.

d. Sita and Rama have gone to the forest in the distance.

e. Both the horse and deer were protected by the girl.

f. A virtuous daughter is desired by the great poet

^g. “How do I abandon suffering in this world?” the girl asked

her sister. (Note that “her” is sometimes implied in Sanskrit.

It is not always necessary to write tasyah when referring to

the subject, “girl.”)

h. “Suffering is abandoned by the giver of happiness, ” the

sister said.

i. Where the white horse goes, there also goes the army of the

king.
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i

t

i
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!

|

r

I

*

j. Skill in action is obtained in this world by the established

intellect

6. a. He whose mind is pure obtains both prosperity and

happiness.

b. A boy named Krsna, having great splendor, was bom.

c. Having made reverence to the teacher, the students stand up.

d. The king offers water to the fire.

e. “We protect our minds by means ofknowledge,” the

students say.

f. Purity of mind is the cause of happiness.

g. The unconquered hero returns to his dear wife.

h. Good actions and bad actions are desired by the intellect

j

i. The glorious Rama abandons his kingdom and goes to the

difficult forest with his wife, Sita.
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Recitation: Bhagavad-Glta Chapter 2, Verse 51

Meter

Grammar: Nominals with the ending ‘In”

More Class 3 Verbs

Verb Class 7

Internal sandhi, more examples

Vocabulary: Words from Chapter 2, Verse 51

Class 3 Verbs

Nominals with the ending “in”
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BHAGAVAD-GlTA

^ ^PTO!: I

i

S

j

|
^ Tra7^rrwT 1

1 ^ 1 1

‘

i

I

j
.

1
*

karmajam buddhi-yukta hi

phalam tyaktva manlsinah

janma-bandha-vinirmuktah

padam gacchanty anamayam 51

The wise, their intellect truly united with the Self,

having renounced the fruits bom of their actions

and being liberated from the bonds of birth,

arrive at a state devoid of suffering.

karma-

jam

karma-jam

buddhi-

yuktah

buddhi-yuktah

hi

(n.) action

(n. acc. sing, from Vjan 4A) bom, produced

by

(upapada compound) bom of action

(fem.) intellect

(mas. nom. pi. p.p.p. Vyuj 7P) united

(tatpurusa compound) united in intellect

(ind.) truly, for
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phalam (n. acc. sing.) fruit

tyaktva (gerund Vtyaj IP) having renounced

manisinah (mas. nom. pi.) the wise

(This is from manisin. See below for the in

declension.)

janma- (n.) birth

bandha- (m.) bondage, bond

janma-bandha- (tatpurusa compound) bonds of birth

vi-nir-muktah (mas. nom. pi, p.p.p. vi nir Vntuc 6P)

liberated, released from

janma-bandha-vi-nir-muktah

(tatpurusa compound) liberated from the

bonds of birth

padam (n. acc. sing.) place, state

gacchanti (3rd pe. pi. pres, active Vgam IP) they go,

arrive, reach

an-amayam (n. acc. sing.) devoid of suffering, without

sickness, without ama. (ama—raw,

uncooked, undigested)
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METER 1 . Now we will study how Sanskrit meter is formed. This will

help you in your pronunciation of Sanskrit verses. Sanskrit

vowels are divided by matra, which means “count,”

“measure,” “quantity,” or “duration.” It is directly related to the

English word “meter.” (See Lesson 1, p. 2.) The length of time

for one matra is said to be the twinkling of the eye, a flash of

lightening, or a note of the woodcock. A vowel having one

matra is called hrasva. A vowel having two matras is called

dirgha, the length of time traditionally of the calling of the crow.

A vowel of three counts is pluta, the length of time traditionally

of the note of the peacock.

2. Based upon matra, syllables are considered light (laghu) or

heavy (guru). A syllable ending with a short vowel (a, i, u, r,

or 1) is light If the syllable ends in a consonant, it is heavy. A
syllable with a long vowel is heavy. A syllable with a vowel

followed by anusvara or visarga is heavy. Notice the markings

for light and heavy. For example:

ra m3 ya na

heavy heavy light light

— - w w

ma ha bha ra tarn

W — — W —

3 . Thinking of it in terms of the division of syllables, a conjunct

consonant moves the first consonant to the previous syllable. (For

simplicity, think of all conjuncts as moving their first consonant to

the previous syllable.) Since it takes some time to pronounce the

consonant, the previous syllable becomes heavy even if the vowel

is shorL

4. Analyze one line from the Bhagavad-Gita:
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f^TW:
traigunya vi sa yah ve dah

Notice that the first syllable (trai) is heavy because ai is long; the

second (gun) is heavy because it ends in a consonant; the third,

fourth, and fifth (ya, vi, sa) are light because they end in short

vowels; the sixth (yah) is heavy because the vowel is long and is

followed by a visarga; the seventh and eighth (ve, dah) both

contain long vowels and so are heavy.

5 . Each pada is divided into groups with three syllables in each

group, called a gana. The ganas are given names, according to

how many light and heavy syllables they have:

The letterma has all heavy syllables, na has all light syllables,

bha has its first heavy, ya has its first light, ja has its middle

heavy, ra has its middle light, sa has its last heavy, ta has its last

light. One syllable by itself (not in a gana) is considered to be ga

or la, for guru or laghu. In the following set of letters, each

syllable (with the next two syllables) imitates its own gana. For

example yamata is light, heavy, heavy, and matara is heavy,

heavy, heavy:

yamatarajabhanasalagah
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6.

The Bhagavad-Gita is in anustubh chandas (also called sloka

meter), which is four padas of eight syllables. The eight

syllables are divided as : 3 + 3 + 1 + 1. Observe another line:

nistraigunyo bhavarjuna
|w v

? cTH

This line is ma, ra, la, la. The ma and ra are the names of the

first two ganas, and la and la are the names of the last two

syllables.

7 . The last syllable ofa pada, even if marked light, is considered

heavy because it is followed by a caesura, or a pause (yati). The

pause takes time, making the previous syllable heavy. The pause

is longer after the second and fourth padas. Here is a passage on

the last syllable:

Your enemies, though bereft of all heat, deprived of all

prosperity, removed from all contact with allies and humble

of heart, attain dignity when they crouch at your feet, even as

the syllables ofa stanza, though there be no anusvara or the

like, no lengthening, no conjunct, though their vowels

proper be short, become long by position when they come at

the end of a pada (Subhasitavali 2485)

8. The patterns of the various lines have names. For example:
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W W I — w w w

gajagati (gait of an elephant)

(example)

b.

pramanika (measured)

(example)

manavaka (youthful)

* (example)

d. *TiTTTiT

vidyunmala (garland of light)

, T^r^TeT

samanika (uniform)
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9. Study the pattern of the Bhagavad-Gita, looking especially at
1

the fifth, sixth and seventh syllables:

w mm i

: THTt

II

.-4 - -
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10. The fifth, sixth, and seventh syllables of the second and fourth

lines are always the same. The fifth, sixth, and seventh syllables

of the first and third lines are the same about 80% of the time.

1 1 . The second or third syllable ofeach line is heavy, and the third

and fourth syllable of lines two and four cannot be light then

heavy.
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w
i

i

I

i

I

NOUNS ENDING
IN “IN”

1 . Here is the declension for nouns ending in in:

Stem: hastin (masculine) elephant

prathama

dvitiya

trtiya ff^RT

caturthi

pancami sIkH:

sasthi ff?cR:

saptaml

sambodhana ff^R
i i

. r—

eka dvi bahu

Ol

<Jl

1
11

H
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2 . The neuter is the same as the masculine except for the

nominative, accusative, and vocative:

Stem: dandin (neuter) (adjective) having a stick

prathama

dvitiya

sambodhana
*

3. Some nouns form an adjective by removing the final vowel, if

there is one, and adding in. The suffix in is a secondary suffix,

added to nominals. It has the sense of “possessing,” similar to

the vat and mat suffixes. For example:

Noun

danda (mas.) stick

asva (mas.) horse

hasta (mas.) hand

saSa (mas.) rabbit

bala (mas.) strength

manisa (mas.) wisdom

yoga (mas.) union

paksa (mas.) wing

Adjective

dandin (mfn) possessing a

stick

asvin (mfn) possessing horses

hastin (mfn) possessing hands

sasin (mfn) possessing the rabbit

balin (mfn) possessing strength

xnanisin (mfn) possessing wisdom

yogin (mfn) possessing yoga

paksin (mfri) possessing wings
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I

I

i

fi

4. The adjectives can be declined in all three genders. The masculine

follows the in declension, the neuter follows the in declension for

the neuter, and the feminine adds i and follows the I declension.

For example:

yogin (masculine)

yogfni (feminine)

%

5. If the nominal ends in as, then the suffix becomes vin or min.

For example:

tapas (austerity) tapasvin (possessing austerity)

tejas (light) tejasvin (possessing light)

6. Many of these adjectives are used as nouns (substansives). For

example:

Adjective Noun

dandin (mfn) possessing a stick (mas.) recluse

asvin (mfn) possessing horses (mas.) the Asvins,

charioteers

hastin (mfn) possessing a hand (mas.) elephant

saSin (mfn) possessing the rabbit (mas.) moon

balin (mfn) possessing strength (mas.) bull

manlsin (mfn) possessing wisdom (mas.) wise person

yogin (mfn) possessing yoga (mas.) yogi

paksin (mfn) possessing wings (mas.) bird
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MORE CLASS 3

VERBS

7. One example (Bhagavad-Gita 2.70) puts both types of nouns

together:

kama-kam! desirer of desires

This places kama, desire, and kamin, possessing desire

(desirer), into a tatpurusa compound, the “desirerer of desires.”

1 . Now we will learn two more verbs from class 3. These verbs are

conjugated somewhat irregularly. The first is Vda (3P), which

means “give.” Like all class 3 verbs, Vda reduplicates.

' Root: Vda (give) 3U Present Indicative

prathama «lcl

dadati dattah dadati

dada+ti dad+tas dad+ati

madhyama

dadasi datthah dattha

dada+si dad+thas dad+tha

uttama

dadami dadvah dadmah

dada+mi

i i

dad+vas

i i

dad+mas

i

eka dvi 1 bahu
$

Notice that the reduplicated form appears before, but with a short

a, and the weak forms lose the root vowel.
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m

VERB CLASS 7

2. Another verb from class 3 Vdha (U), means “place.”

Root: Vdha (place) 3P Present Indicative

prathama ^TTfcT Slrf: ^rfcT

dadhati dhattah dadhati

dadha+ti dadh+tas dadh+ati

madhyama

dadhasi dhatthah dhattha

dadha+si dadh+thas dadh+tha

uttama ^r:
dadhami dadhvah dadhmah

dadha+mi

i i

dadh+vas
'

i i

dadh+mas

i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that this yerb is conjugated like V da, except that when the

dh comes before t or th, the dh becomes t and the aspiration (dh)

reappears in the reduplicated syllable.

1. Class Seven. V rudh gana (V rudh block) In the seventh

class, the present stem in strong forms is formed by adding na

between the vowel and final consonant of the root. In weak

forms, n is added. For example, the stem is:

'/yuj (unite) yunaj (strong)

yufij (weak)
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INTERNAL
SANDHI

1

2 . Here is the present indicative for class 7

:

Root: Vyuj (unite) 7U Present Indicative

prathama W: IsTRT
vunakti yunktah yunjanti

yunaj+ti yufij+tas

*

yunj+anti

madhyama

vunaksi yunkthah yuiiktha

yunaj+si

. ..r"

yunj+thas yunj+tha

uttama ^ovya|: 'Zpzq:

yiinajmj yunjvah yunjmah

yunaj+mi
i i

yunj+vas
i i

yunj-f-mas
i

eka dvi bahu

1 . Most of the sandhi rules that we have studied are external

sandhi rules. (See Lesson 8, p. 87.) External sandhi is used

between words, between members of a compound, after prefixes,

and before some nominal endings (bhyam, bhis, bhyas, and

su—which are called pada endings), and before secondary

suffixes (taddhita pratyaya) beginning with any consonant

except y.

2. Internal sandhi is used before primary suffixes (krt pratyaya)

,

secondary suffixes (taddhita pratyaya) beginning with a vowel

or y, verb and nominal endings other than bhyam, bhis, bhyas,

and su, and between other internal parts of a word.

3 . External sandhi is used regularly when you are composing a

sentence, but internal sandhi is not so regularly used, because
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internal sandhi has usually, but not always, taken place before a

particular word is put into a sentence.

4. Most external sandhi is dominated by regressive assimilation, where

the first sound generally changes in the environment of a second

sound, and the second sound stays the same. (Some of the external

vowel sandhi is an exception.) Internal sandhi is more “two-way”

in that both sounds are affected. Also, with internal sandhi, two

sounds come together with a greater variety of combinations.

5 . We have studied two changes in internal sandhi : the change of n

to n, and s to s. (See Lesson 1 1, pp. 142, 143.) For now,

observing other changes in internal sandhi will be enough. (In

this lesson and in several of the previous lessons on verb classes,

we saw internal sandhi changes when verb endings, tin, were

added.) Here are a few internal sandhi rules, just for observation:

\

a. Before vowels and y:

e becomes ay

ai becomes ay

o becomes av

au becomes av

For example, the guna of Vbhu is bho, which becomes

bhav before a (bhavati). The guna of V ni is ne, which

becomes nay before a (nayati).

b. Before unvoiced consonants:

d becomes t

For example, dad becomes dat before ta (datta).
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c. Before unvoiced unaspirated consonants:

dh (sometimes) becomes t

For example, dadh becomes dhat before ta (dhatta). Notice

that the aspiration is lost, but reappears at the beginning

(dhatta).

d. Before unvoiced unaspirated.consonants:

bh (sometimes) becomes b

For example, labh + ta is labdha. Notice that the

ta takes on both voicing and aspiration (dha).
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT

(4A) 'SIMS

(n.)

e? (3u> qqifn '<?%

m (3U) ^TffcT

(mas.)

^ w
g^sr: (mas.)

(mas.)

(6U) prfcrg^

(7U) ^Hlrh^
^Ttf^ (mas.)

^TfW (fem.)

^<7U>

(mas.)

ff^RT (mas.)

ENGLISH

he is bom

birth, origin, rebirth

he gives

he places
%

bird

place, state, step, foot

bondage

wise person

he releases, liberates

he unites

practitioner of yoga (male)

practitioner ofyoga (female)

(i declension)

he blocks, opposes

moon

elephant
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EXERCISES 1. Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 51 front theBhagavad-Glta

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis of each word.

2. Practice reciting the verse from the Bhagavad-Glta in the

devanagari:

wte ft-

tit

3 . Memorize the declension for words ending in In.

4. Memorize the conjugation ofV da, Vdha, and Vyuj.

5 . Learn the vocabulary from this lesson.

6. Translate the following sentences:

a. *TR JWRm# *fFRt 1*1

b. fns# cRr^er t ^

Ri
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C. ^Wirtdl ^T%F 131

(Here predicate nominative precedes the subject, with the

verb understood.)

m

e. 1*1

f.

g . 3TW ^Tef ^TT ijtstcTsr^r cf^lfcl

ivsi

h. Wr flrsrr ^ ^RKSfRr 1^1
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j

ANSWERS
i

i

i

6. a* Knowledge is bom of one whose mind is peaceful.

b. Krsna brings the white bird from the forest and releases it.

c. Happiness is known by the wise person.

d. "Look at the splendor of the moon," the friend says.

e. A daughter was bom to the family with sons.

f. The great king placed a garland on the guest.

g. The great king also gave water and fruit to him.

h. The yogi is released from the bondage of rebirth.

7. a. From yoga comes purity of intellect, and from purity of

intellect, happiness is bom.

b. Aijuna smiles at the bird which comes from the distance.

c. The giver of eternal happiness in this world is the unattached

mind.

d. Prosperity, bom of good action, is known by the wise, not

by those established in suffering.
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e. You will obtain yoga when your intellect is established in the

Self.

f. “Bring water here for the guest,” the mother says to her

daughter.

g. After obtaining water from the pond, the girl gives it to the

guest in the house.

h. Having abandoned the fire, the elephant placed its feet in the

water.
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Recitation:

Grammar:

Vocabulary:

Bhagavad-Gita Chapter 2, Verse 52

Svara

The Periphrastic Future

The Gerundive

Verb Class 5

Words from Chapter 2, Verse 52

Verbs from Class 5

i

!
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BHAGAVAD-GlTA

107

i

cf^r iwiRi

sft'd'oiiw 11^311
‘

yada te moha-kalilam

buddhir vyatitarisyati

tada gantasi nirvedam

srotavyasya srutasya ca 52

When your intellect crosses

the mire of delusion,

then will you gain indifference

to what has been heard and what is yet to be heard.

yada

te

moha-

kalilam

moha-kalilam

(ind.) when

(gen. sing.) your, of you

(mas.) delusion

(mas. acc. sing.) mire, thicket

(tatpurusa compound) mire of delusion

buddhih

vi-ati-tarisyati

(fertt. nom. sing.) intellect

(3rd per. sing. fut. vi ati V tr IP) will cross,

crosses, crosses beyond

(ind.) thentada
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gantasi (2nd per. sing, periphrastic fut. Vgam IP)

you will go, you will gain

(See below for the periphrastic future.)

nir-vedam (mas. acc. sing.) indifference

Srotavyasya (mas. gen. sing, gerundive VSru 5P) of what

is yet to be heard (See below for the

gerundive and for class 5.)

srutasya (mas. gen. sing, p.p.p. Vsru 5P) of the

heard, of what has been heard

ca (ind.) and

SVARA 1 . The Paniniya Siksa states that sound (svara) begins with an

intention in consciousness. The intention becomes linked with

l
the mind, body, prana, etc., until audible sound is produced.

Here is the verse from Paniniya &iksa:

i^rr i

1 *R: TT McT *TTWT 1

1

atma buddhya samety arthan mano yunkte vivaksaya

manah kayagnini ahanti sa prerayati maintain

]

marutas turasi caran mandram janayati svaram

]

1

\

The Self, together with the intellect, takes a direction, and

4

' engages the mind with the intention to speak. The mind strikes

the fire of the body, which in turn drives the air. Then the air,

moving within the lungs, causes the emergence of subtle
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sound, mandram, which becomes sound—svaram— the

reverberation of the Self. (Paniniya Shiksha 6-7)

2. This verse explains in more detail the traditional four levels of

speech: vaikhari, madhyama, pasyanti, and para. Speech

begins with para, the transcendent, and ends with vaikhari,

manifest sound. The Rk Samhita (1.1 64.45) explains that, of

the four sounds, only the fourth can be spoken by human beings:

tl

3. The Paniniya Shiksha verse continues with five ways in which

sound (svara or varna) may be classified:

svaratah kalatah sthanat prayatnanupradanatah

Here are the five ways:

a. According to accent (svara). Accent means tone, and there

are three tones: udatta, or “raised,” anudatta, or

“unraised,” and svarita, or “moving, mixed” (See Lesson 3,

p. 27.) The svarita is approximately one whole tone higher

than the udatta, and the anudatta is approximately one

whole tone lower than the udatta. Tone belongs to the

vowels (svara). The seven musical tones, which are also

called svara, are said to have arisen from the three tones.

In recitation, the accents are taught by hand movements, such

as pointing the thumb to various fingers with the palm open.

In some of the texts of the Rk Samhit? •'e accent marks are
A

* i

in red, with the letters in black.
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b . According to quantity (kala or matra).The time required to

say a short (hrasva) vowel is measured as one matra. (See

Lesson 1, p. 2.) One matra is said to be the length of time

required for the call of the woodcock, or the twinkling of the

eyelashes, or a stroke of lightening. Two matras is the time

for a long (dlrgha) vowel. Vowels can also be threematras

(pluta).

Consonants are considered to be’one half matra. A matra is

also called a mora. Half a matra is a paramanu, and half a

paramanu is an anu. An anu is one-fourth the duration of a

matra. An anu is said to be “too delicate for perception,”

and a paramanu is said to be “just perceptible.” For

example:

matra = 2 paramanu = 4 anu

c . According to points of articulation (sthana). There are five

points of articulation in the mouth. (See Lesson 2, p. 9.)

They are: the throat (kantha), palate (talu), roof

(mfirdhan), teeth (danta), and lips (ostha). The tongue is

called the instrument (karana) of articulation. Contact can be

made from the tip, middle, or back of the tongue.

d . According to internal effort (abhyantara prayatna) . The

adjustment that takes place within the mouth in articulating

speech is called internal effort, or primary effort. There are

four kinds of internal effort:

(1) Complete contact (sprsta). The tongue fully touches the

point of articulation as in the 25 sparsa consonants.

(2) Slight contact (Isat-sprsta). The tongue makes slight contact

with the point of articulation, as in the semi-vowels.
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I'-

(3) Open (vivrta). The mouth is open with full flow of air,

as in the vowels (except short a).

(4) Constricted (savrta) The mouth is slightly contracted, as

in the short a.

e. According to external effort (bahya-prayatna, or

anupradana). This refers to secondary effort, or the

adjustments made outside of the mouth, of which there are

eleven:

(1) Expansion (vivara) of vocal chords.

(2) Contraction (samvara) of vocal chords.

(3) Voiceless aspiration (jsvasa).

(4) Voiced aspiration (nada)

(5) Voiced sound (ghosa).

(6) Unvoiced sound (aghosa).

(7) Unaspirated (alpa-prana).

(8) Aspirated (maha-prana).

(9) Raised tone (udatta).

(10) Unraised tone (anudatta).

(1 1) Moving tone (svarita).

(The apparent overlapping in external effort may be because

one category results in the next. For example, nada results

in ghosa, of svasa results in aghosa.)

4
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THE PERIPHRASTIC 1. Now we will study the periphrastic future. In Sanskrit, there are

FUTURE two future tenses: the future (See Lesson 17, pp. 221-223.),

which is called the simple future (bhavisyan, which Panini

calls lit), and the periphrastic future (anadyatana, “not of

today,” which Panini calls lut ). The periphrastic future is

called the first future, and the simple future is called the second

future.

2. The difference between the two future tenses is that the simple

future is contiguous, or connected to the present or the time in

question. It shows the close proximity of a future action. The

periphrastic future is not contiguous. It is in the remote or distant

future, “not of this day.” It also has a sense of definiteness.

Often some indication of time is used with it The periphrastic

future is not used as often as the simple future.

3. The periphrastic future (lut) is formed from two parts, a noun

and a verb. (There is an exception, which will be discussed in

point 4.) The noun is formed by:

guna of verb root + ta (or ita)

For example:

\ gam becomes ganta

V kr becomes karta

Vbhu becomes bhavita

The ta forms an agent noun, a “doer.” It is the nominative

singular of the tr declension. Thus ganta is “goer,” and karta is

“doer.”

4. This noun is followed by Vas (in its conjugated form) to form

the periphrastic future. A similar formation in English might be:
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“When the tiger appears, then I am a hunter.” (‘When the tiger

appears, then I will hunt.”)

The exception (mentioned in point 3) is that the prathama form

of the verb does not have asti, but only the noun (which is now

considered a verb—the periphrastic future).

5. Here is the declension of Vgam:
fc

Root: Vgam (go) IP Periphrastic Future

prathama TRTT TRTT?:

ganta gantarau gantarah

madhyama TRTT^sr: TRTR2T

gantasi gantasthah gantastha

ganta+asi ganta+sthah ganta+stha

uttama

gantasmi gantasvah gantasmah

ganta+asmi

i i

ganta+svah

i i

ganta+smah

i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that the prathama purusa takes the masculine/feminine

endings of the r declension. Context will tell you whether these

words are nouns or verbs.

6. The periphrastic future always takes parasmaipada endings,

even for atmanepada verbs.
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7. Here is the periphrastic future (p. fut.) for some of the verbs we

have studied or will study in this lesson:

ROOT PRESENT P. FUT. ENGLISH

Vap (5P) apnoti apta he will obtain

V is (6P) icchati esita he will choose

Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute karta he will do

Vgam (IP) gacchati ganta he will go

Vgup (IP) gopayati gopayita

gopita

gopta

he will protect

Vcint (10U) dntayati -te cintayita he will think

Vcur (10U) corayati -te corayita he will steal

Vjan (4A) jayate janita he will be bom

Vji(lP) jayati jeta he will conquer

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute tanita he will stretch

Vtud (6U) tudati -te totta he will push

Vtr(lP) tarati tarita he will cross

VtwKiP) tyajati tyakta he will abandon

Vda (3U) dadati, datte data he will give

Vdiv (4P) dlvyati devita he will play

Vdr$ (Vpa£)(lP) paSyati drsta he will see

Vdha (3U) dadhati, dhatte dhata he will place

Vnl (1U) nayati -te neta he will lead

Vpath (IP) pathati pathita he will read

Vda (IP) pibati pats he will drink
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Vprach (6P) prcchati prasta he will ask

Vbudh (1U) bodhati -te bodhita he will know

Vbhas (1A) bhasate bhasita he will speak

Vbhu (IP) bhavati bhavita he will be

Vman (4A) manyate manta he will think

Vmuc (6U) muncati - te mokta he will release

Vyuj (7U) yunakti, yunkte yokta he will unite

Vram (1A) ramate ranta he will enjoy

Viabh (1A) labhate labdha he will obtain

Vvad (IP) vadati vadita he will speak

Vvas (IP) vasati vast! he will live

Vsubh (1A) Sobhate Sobhita he will shine

VSru (5P) Srnoti Srota he will hear

Vsu (5U) sunoti, sunute sota he will press

Vsev (1A) sevate sevita he will serve

Vstha (IP) tisthati sthata he will establish

Vsmi (1A) smayate smeta he will smile

Vsmr (IP) smarati smarta he will remember

Vhas (IP) hasati hasita he will laugh

Vha (3P) jahati hata he will abandon

Vhu (3P) juhoti hota he will offer
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THE GERUNDIVE 1 . The gerundive is also called the future passive participle. This

participle expresses obligation or necessity—what should or

ought to be done. The gerundive is formed by adding ya, aniya,

or tavya (these are called krtya suffixes) to the adjusted verbal

root.

2. The gerundive, like the past passive participle, may act as a verb,

an adjective, or a noun. In a sentence where the gerundive acts

like a verb, the sentence is put in the karmani prayoga, the

passive construction. In this construction, the object (karman)

is in the nominative, and the agent (kartr) of action is in the

instrumental (or sometimes the genitive). For example:

i

asvo rajna nevah

The horse is to be lead by the king.

In this sentence, the gerundive is underlined. The agent of action

(the king) is in the instrumental, and the object of action (the

horse) is in the nominative. The gerundive agrees with the

object. (The gerundive is usually found in the nominative case.)

3 . An active English sentence must be recast in the passive before

using the gerundive as a verb. For example, ‘The king must lead

the horse,” would be recast as, “The horse is to be lead by the

king.”

4. The gerundive agrees in person, number, and case with the

object of action. If there is no object of action, the gerundive is

declined in the nominative, singular, neuter. For example:
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I must go. (becomes)

wwni
maya gantavvam

It is to be gone by me.

In this sentence “by me” is in the instrumental, and the

gerundive, which is underlined, is declined in the nominative,

singular, neuter.

5 . Often the gerundive can be used for an imperative. For example:

TRfoqiT

Go. (It is to be gone.)

Wc*TT

The atman alone must be seen, heard, contemplated,

and realized. (Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 2.4.5)

H TT I

That is the Self. That is to be known.

(Nrsimhottaratapaniya Upanisad 1)

6. Many of the formations for the gerundive occur in more than one

way. In general, the root takes guna. Before tavya, the form is

usually the same as before la in the periphrastic future: Here are

some of the gerundive formations for the verbs we have studied.

They are also listed beginning on page 347.
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ROOT aniya tavya ya ENGLISH

Vap (5P) apaniya aptavya apya to be obtained

Vis (6P) esaniya esitavya esya to be chosen

Vkr (8U) karaniya kartavya karya to be done

Vgam (IP) gamaniya gantavya gamya to be gone

Vgup (IP) gopaniya goptavya gopya to be protected

Vcint (10U) cinataniya cintayitavya cintya to be thought

Vcur (10U) coraniya corayitavya corya to be stolen

Vjan (4A) — janitavya janya to be bom

Vji (IP) — jetavya jitya, jeya to be conquered

Vtan (8U) — tanitavya tanya to be stretched

Vtud (6U) — — todya to be pushed

Vtr (IP) taraniya taritavya tarya to be crossed

Vtyaj (IP) tyajaniya tyaktavya tyajya to be

abandoned

Vda (3U) daniya datavya deya to be given

Vdiv (4P) — devitavya — to be played
J

Vdr§ (IP) darsaniya drastavya drsya to be seen
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Vdha (3U) dhaniya dhatavya dheya to be placed

Vnl(lU) nayaniya netavya neya to be lead

Vpath (IP) pathaniya pathitavya pathya to be read

Vpa (IP) paniya patavya
t

peya to be drunk

Vprach (6P) — prastavya prcchya to be asked

Vbudh (1U) bodhanlya bodhitavya bodhya to be known

Vbhas (1A) bhasaniya bhasitavya bhasya to be spoken

Vbhu (IP) bhavanlya bhavitavya bhavya should be

''/man (4A) mananlya mantavya manya to be thought

Vmuc (6U) mocaniya moktavya mocya to be released

Vyuj (7U) yojaniya yoktavya yojya to be united

Vram (1A) ramaniya rantavya ramya to be enjoyed

Vlabh (1A) labhaniya labdhavya labhya to be obtained

Vvad.(lP) vadaniya vaditavya vadya to be spoken

^vas (IP) vasaniya vastavya vasya to be-lived

VSubh (1A) sobhaniya —

—

to be shined

Vsru (5P) sravaniya srotavya sravya to be heard
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•vsu (5U) — sotavya — to be pressed

Vsev (1A) sevaniya sevitavya sevya to be served

Vstha (IP) — sthatavya stheya to be established

Vsmi (1A) smayaniya smetavya smaya to be smiled

Vsmr (IP) smaraniya smartavya smarya to be remembered

Vhas (IP) hasaniya hasitavya hasya to be laughed

Vha (3P) — hatavya heya to be abandoned

Vhu (3P) — hotavya havya to be offered

VERB CLASS 5 1 . Class Five. Vsu gana (V su press) The fifth class is called

the su gana. This class is formed almost exactly like class 8. In

class 8, u is added to the root, and most roots end in n. In class

5, nu is added to the root, and most roots end in a vowel. The

stem for class 5 is formed by:

root + nu for weak forms

root + no for strong forms

2. The root VIru becomes $r before adding nu or no. Here is the

conjugation for Vsru:
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Root: Vsru (hear) 5P Present Indicative

prathama jpftfrT

srnoti srnutah srnvanti

Srno+ti srnu+tas irnu+anti

madhyama PpgV[:

grnosi srnuthah Srnutha

srno+si srnu+thas srnu+tha

uttama W :

Srnomi srnuvah srnumah

srno+mi

i i

srnu+vas

f i

srnu+mas
i

eka dvi bahu
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3. Another root from class 5 is Vap (obtain). Here is the

conjugation for V ap:

Root: Vap (obtain) 5P Present Indicative

prathama ^ 1 HiRl W5cT:
apnoti apnutah apnuvanti

apno+ti apnu+tas apnu+anti

madhyama ^ 1 Hlf^l

apnosi apnuthah apnutha

apno+si apnu+thas apnu+tha

uttama

apnomi apnuvah apnumah

apno+mi
i i

apnu+vas
i i

apnu+mas
i

eka dvi bahu

i
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT ENGLISH

(5P) writer he obtains

(mas.) mire, thicket

(ind.) •if (not placed first in a

sentence) (often used as a

relative adverb)

I (ind.) but (not placed first in a

sentence)

7 (IP) cRtcT he crosses over

(mas.) indifference

*fnr: (mas.) delusion

% (5P) ^pfrfer lie hears

^ (5U) he presses

Notice that certain short words, called “enclitic,” are not placed first

in a sentence. (The alternate forms of pronouns also are not placed

first.)
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EXERCISES 1 . Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 52 from theBhagavad-Gita

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis of each word.

2. Practice reciting the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita in the

devanagarl:

cki j
i '~ci s

^T^TFT ll^ll

3 . Learn how to form the periphrastic future and memorize the

periphrastic future forms for verbs we have studied.

4. Memorize the gerundive forms for the verbs we have studied.

5. Memorize the conjugation for verbs from class 5, and learn the

vocabulary from this lesson.

6. Translate the following sentences into English:

a. d^i^rraiRj i*i

Rl
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7 . Translate the following sentences:

a. wMi n>i

b. R

I

fc
.

c. f^TT: M6cMN| 4I cj^fcf 1^!

d. M fasterW
if^TT^TefT: m

e ^ TF7FT TfrcTRM cfTqf Jpflfa cRT:

chl^idl^^IHlRl 1*1

f. 1M sfmo% 1^1
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ANSWERS

g . ^fcT

f^#5^TTcr^T m

h. mm *m4 \
r?

i

6. a. If you are full of happiness, then you will obtain immortality

in this world.

b. We press the fruit and obtain water for the birds.

c. Afigiras hears the eternal knowledge of the Veda.

d. When Rama and Sita cross the river, then they must be

protected from the elephants.

e. When the yogi performs austerity in the forest, then he is

released from bondage.

f. “How will my sister come here without her friend?” the

brother asked.
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g. “The pond must be crossed and fruit obtained by you,” the

father says.

h. “But when the cows come, then you will smile again,” the

teacher says to his students.

7. a. Having considered the bondage <?f birth, the wise person

desires equinimity.

b. From clinging to objects, ignorance is bom.

c. “Students, you must read the book,” the teacher says.

d. The boys are filled with happiness when the bird drinks

water from their hands.

e. If you hear the story of Rama and Sita, then you will obtain

good fortune in this world.

f. The Self is to be heard, reflected upon, and understood.

g. “Having seen the cause of bondage, stand up, released from

delusion,” Krsna said to Aquna.

h. The mother, having smiled like Sita, spoke to her beautiful

daughter.
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Recitation:

Grammar:

Bhagavad-Glta Chapter 2, Verse S3

Additional Letters

Pronominal Adjectives

Verb Class 2,

9

Summary ofVerb Classes

Vocabulary: Words from Chapter 2, Verse 53

Verbs from Class 2 and 9
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BHAGAVAD-GITA

jr

sruti-vipratipanna te

yada sthasyati niscala

samadhav acala buddhis

tada yogam avapsyasi 53

When your intellect, bewildered by Vedic texts,

shall stand unshaken,

steadfast in the Self,

then will you attain to Yoga.

sruti- (fem.) hearing, that which is heard (from

V^ru), Vedic texts

vi-prati-panna (fem. nom. sing, p.p.p. vi prati Vpad

4A) bewildered, confused

sruti-vipratipanna (tatpurusa compound) bewildered by

Vedic texts

te (gen. sing.) your, of you

yada (ind.) when

sthasyati (3rd per. sing. fut. act Vstha IP) shall

stand

(fem. nom. sing, adj.) unshaken, unmovingnls-cala
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samadhau (mas. loc. sing.) in the Self, in samadhi

a-cala (fem. nom. sing, adj.) steadfast,

unmoving

buddhih (fem. nom. sing.) intellect

tada (ind.) then

yogam (mas. acc. sing.) yoga, union

ava-apsyasi (2nd, per. sing. fut. act. ava V ap 5P)

you will attain, will obtain, will reach
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ADDITIONAL
LETTERS

1 . There are a few additional letters: jihvamflllya, upadhmaniya,

yama, nasikya, and svarabhakti.

2. The word jihvamOliya (h) means “produced at the root of the

tongue.” In the Veda, thejihv§muliya is sometimes used in

place of the visarga before ka or kha. It is called ardha-

visarga, or “half visarga.” It is said to be written like the

thunderbolt (vajra):

3. The word upadhmaniya (h) means “blowing.” It is sometimes

used in place of the visarga before pa or pha. It is also called

ardha-visarga, or “half visarga.” It is usually written exactly

like thejihvamuliya. Sometimes it is written in another way,

which is said to be like the temple ofan elephant:

X or 'O’ or O

4. The word yama means “twin.” When a sparSa is followed by

a nasal, the sparSa has a twin sound between it and the

following nasal. For example:

at ma
pad ma
svap na

The release ofa sparsa is normally through the mouth, but when it

is followed by a nasal, part of the release is said to be at the root of

the nose. The yama is a nasalization of the sparsa, and the yama

then off-glides into the following nasal. It is perhaps most easily

perceived as a division (twin) of the spar£a before a nasal sound.

Theyama corresponds to the sparga, and so there are four yamas

(some texts say twenty): unvoiced and unaspirated, unvoiced and

aspirated, voiced and unaspirated, and voiced and aspirated. They
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are written in devanagari as:

*
or^ ^ ^ 1

For example, ka, ca, ta, ta, and pa all have the same yama: ^

5.

The word svarabhakti means a “fragment of sound,” or

“division of sound.” It is the sound of a vowel created by a
It

consonant. The svarabhakti occurs between r and a sibilant, if

the sibilant is followed by a vowel. It is said that r cannot be

pronounced smoothly with a following sibilant, and so a short

vowel fragment must be slipped between. The vowel fragment

resembles the r, much like r. For example:

rajarsi

6.

The nasikya, “pertaining to the nose,” is a nasal sound that is

sometimes used before s. It is also described as the sound that

comes between h and a following nasal, as in brahman. It is

written in devanagari like this:

7.

These sounds, along with some others, are called ayogavaha. The

ayogavaha sounds are: anusvara, visarga, jihvamuliya,

upadhmaniya, nasikya, yama, and svarabhakti. These sounds

are usually counted as part of the alphabet in the various texts of

Siksa. However, they are not recited with the alphabet, and they are

not included in the varnasamamnaya, or the 14 Siva Sutras of

Panini. They are traditionally not recited with the alphabet because

they cannot be pronounced independently. Their pronunciation is

dependent upon another sound, such as a, and so they are said to be

formed in union with a, or a-yoga-vaha. They are called by their

names (anusvara, etc.).
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PRONOMINAL 1. There are a few adjectives that are declined like pronouns.

ADJECTIVES They are:

^CRT other

both (used in dual only)

one

higher, beyond

former

all

own

In ubha, note that the dual endings for pronouns are the same as

nouns, for masculine a, neuter a, and feminine a.

2 . These are declined like pronouns, except for the nominative and

accusative neuter singular. All butanya form their neuter

nominative and accusative singular like a noun. Only anya forms

it like a pronoun. For example:

Neuter Nominative Singular

other

one

wr higher, beyond

former

all

own
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3 . Here are some examples of their use:

pt cFT Jl^fcT I

ekah putro vanam gacchati

One son goes to the forest.

ureter

!

balah sarvani pustakani pathati

The boy reads all the books.

halo ’nyasmad gajad agacchati

The boy comes from the other elephant

prakrtim svam avastabhya

Entering into my own nature (Bhagavad-Gita 9.8)

4. These words can also be used as pronouns. For example:

tad ekam vada

Tell me the one (Bhagavad-Gita 3.2)

evam buddheh param buddhva

Thus, having known him who is beyond the

intellect (Bhagavad-Gita 3.43)
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|

5. Here is the masculine declension for sarva. It follows tad

(masculine). The feminine would follow tad (feminine).

Stem: sarva (masculine) all

prathama

dvitiya

trtiya T&m

caturthi
*N

pancami TraWcT
*S

sasthi

saptami s

i

eka dvi bahu
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VERB CLASS 2 1. Class 2 Vad gana (Vad eat) The second class is called the root

class because its present stem is the root. The root takes guna in

strong forms. The stem of class 2 is formed by:

root (for weak forms)

guna of root (for strong forms)

2. The most common verb in this class is Vas (be, become), which

we have already learned. Here is the conjugation ofV ad:

Root: Vad (eat) 2P Present Indicative

prathama ^Frl

atti attah adanti

ad+ti ad+tas ad+anti

madhyama

atsi atthah attha

ad+si ad+thas ad+tha

uttama W-
admi advah admah

ad+rni

i i

ad+vas

i i

ad+mas

i

eka dvi bahu
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3. Here is the conjugation of Vbru (speak), which is irregular.

Notice that an i is added in the strong forms:

Root: Vbru (speak) 2U Present Indicative

prathama 91 Fcl W :

braviti brOtah bruvanti

bravi+ti bru+taS bruv+anti

madhyama 15 s W
bravTsi brGthah brutha

bravi+si bru+thas bru+tha

uttama W : w-
bravimi bruvah brumah

bravi+mi

i i

bru+vas

i i

bru+mas

i i

eka dvi bahu
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4. Here is the conjugation for the irregular verb Vhan (kill):

Root: Vhan (han) 2P Present Indicative

prathama w*
hand hatah ghnanti

han+ti ha+tas

II

ghn+anti

madhyama

ham$i hathah hatha

han+si ha+thas ha+tha

uttama W^ 1

hanmi hanvah hanmah

han+mi

i i

han+vas

i i

han+mas

i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that in a few cases the n in han is dropped, and before

anti, han looses its a and the h becomes gh.
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-

j

;

j

VERB CLASS 9 1. Class 9 Vkri gana (V kri buy) The ninth class forms its stem

1 by adding na in strong forms and ni in weak forms, the present

stem is formed by:

root + ni (for weak forms)

root + na (for strong forms)

2. Few of the roots in class 9 are used, except for the important root

Vjna (know). This root is regular, except that it looses its n

throughout the conjugation:

j

, Root: Vjna (know) 9U Present Indicative

prathama '31M 1 lei ^rpfrcr: 'JluRfl

ianati janltah jananti

jana+ti jani+tas jan+anti

madhyama '31M 1 Ri

i ianasi janithah janitha
:

j

1

jana+si
i

jani+thas jani+tha

uttama ^TPfrcT:

ianami janivah janlmah

jana+mi

irt 1 1

jani+vas

1 1

janl+mas

i i
J': 1 1

r. eka

1 1

dvi

I 1

bahu

Notice that before anti, the ni looses the i.
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SUMMARY OF 1. Here is a table that reviews the ten classes of verbs:

VERB CLASSES

# SANA STEM PRESENT ENGLISH

1. Vbhu (P) guna of root + a bhava+ti he is

2. Vad (P) guna of root (strong) at+ti he eats

root (weak)
ft

at+tah those two eat

3. Vhu (P) abhyasa + guna of root (strong) juho+ti he offers

abhyasa + root (weak) juhu+tah those two offer

4. Vdiv (P) root + ya divya+ti he plays

5. Vsu (U) root + no (strong) suno+ti he presses

root + nu (weak) sunu+tah those two press

6. Vtud (U) root + a tuda+ti he pushes

7. V rudh (U)na after vowel of root (strong) runaddhi he blocks

(runadh+ti)

n after vowel of root (weak) runddhah those two block

(rundh+tah)

8. Vtan (U) root + o (strong) tano+ti he stretches

root + u (weak) tanu+tah those two stretch

9. Vkri(U) root + na (strong) krina+ti he buys

root + ni (weak) krini+tah those two buy

10. Vcur (U) guna of root + aya coravati he steals
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2. Remember that in classes 1, 4, 6, and 10, the stem ends in a,

and does not change. The other classes have strong and weak

forms of the stem, and in the present indicative, the singular

forms are strong. Remember guna only takes place if the root

ends in a vowel, or has a short vowel followed by one

consonant.

4
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EXERCISES 1 . Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 53 from theBhagavad-Gita,

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis ofeach word.

2 . Practice reciting the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita in the

devanagari:

cT

^ WFTfcT falleTT I

W^llcMcn 1^1

3 . Memorize the pronominal adjectives and know how to decline

them.

4. Learn verb classes 2 and 9, and memorize the summary of verb

classes.

5. Learn the vocabulary from this lesson.

6. Translate the following sentences into English:

». tt- ^ittftnr ct,44hn iti
i

.!

I

b. #rf%eTJRtfsT:^ R I 1
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C. tffaT ^FT TRfft Wlt^r *THTfcT ^
1^1

d. «nf^4r wnft cfi ^ ^^41fcr tfstt
«

^f!r m

e. ^’T R?CC(I cftT- 5?Rt I

f. OTTf^siT ftgJcTr ^F3T '4tIt ^TtfcT

l*U

g . i^i

h. ^pcrt jpft wra' ^rr wetter i«>i
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7. Translate the following sentences:

a. fciiPfaita c^^clfcr.qrariraf

yv3iiM^4tcT 1^1

b. 4t^T ^TW: Traff%

c. ^RTt: ^FTFfrfcT *fMT

sT^ftfcT 1^1

d. ^TFT Wff^facT

Ul

e. f^TcD JR: Ik^T %ft

iFSTF^rF: 1*1
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ANSWERS

f. ^ u i ^ i

g. WOTTWFT Wvft l^f^nrtfcT IV3I

h. wz® *r?r ^ *r wt^fcr Pmr

pw^Rn^i

6. a. He who performs all action that ought to be done is a karma

yogi

b. The scripture is heard by those whose minds are unmoving.

(Notice that the verb agrees with the object, which is in the

nominative.)

c. Sitaknows all the fruits in the forest and even beyond.

d. The king says, “I know virtuous action, but I do not do it.”

e. After abandoning the difficult forest, the hero kills the

enemy.

f . Established in the Self, unmoving, the beautiful girl performs

yoga.

g. Having crossed beyond delusion, the yogi attains peace.

h. The king speaks about his own son and his birth.
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'

j [

7 . a. “Do only virtuous action,” the mother said to all her children.

b. After drinking the water the boys eat all the fruit like a great

elephant

c. “I know the splendor of both the sun and moon,” says the

wise man.

d. In the scripture of yoga, the shelter from bondage and

delusion is known as samadhi.

e. Established in equanimity, having made the mind pure, the

yogi is liberated from bondage.

f. The elephants kill all their enemies in the forest

g. Having known the Self by the Self, the yogini obtains

happiness in this world.

h. “Go to the river and bring me water” the father said to his

son.
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BHAGAVAD-GITA C>o|M |

fPratr^j- wi

%rrsr i

f^Rnft: f^r

iuvii

arjuna uvaca

sthita-prajnasya ka bhasa

samadhirsthasya kesava

sthita-dhih kim prabhaseta

kim asita vrajeta kim 54

Arjuna said:

What are the signs of a man whose intellect is steady,

who is absorbed in the Self, O Keshava?

How does the man of steady intellect speak,

how does he sit, how does he walk?

arjuna

uvaca

sthita-

prajnasya

(mas. norm sing.) Arjuna

(3rd per. sing, perfect active V vac 2P) said

(See below for the perfect.)

(mas. p.p.p. Vstha IP) steady, established

(mas. gen. sing.) of intellect
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sthita-prajnasya

ka

bhasa

samadhi-

sthasya

samadhi-sthasya

kesava

sthita-

dhih

sthita-dhih

kim

pra-bhaseta

kim

aslta

vrajeta

(bahuvrihi compound) of a man whose

intellect is steady

(fem. nom. sing.) what

(See below for interrogative pronoun.)

(fem. nom. sing.) description, sign

(mas.) transcendental awareness, the Self

(mas. gen. sing, from Vsth5 IP) of the

absorbed,^established'

(bahuvrihi compound based upon an

upapada compound) of him who is absorbed

in the Self

(mas. voc. sing.) Krsna, “one with long hair'’

(mas. p.p.p. Vstha IP) steady, established

(fem. nom. sing.) intellect

(See below for monosyllabic nouns.)

(bahuvrihi compound) man of steady

intellect, man whose intellect is steady

(n. nom. sing.) how, what

(3rd per. optative middle pra Vbhas 1A)

should speak, might speak, would speak

(n. nom. sing.) how, what

(3rd per. optative middle V as 2A) should sit,

might sit, would sit

(3rd per. optative middle V vraj IP) should

go, might walk, would walk

(n. nom. sing.) how, whatkim
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THE ALPHABET 1 . Siksi is the first of the six Ved3figas, which are: Siksa,

Kalpa, Vyakarana, Nirukta, Chandas, and Jyotisa.

Probably the most important text ofSiks3 is the Paniniya

Siksa. The Taittiriya Upanisad (1.2.1) lists six topics inducted

in the study of Siksa: varnah svarah matra balarn sama

santanah (letter, tone, duration, force, articulation,

combination).

2. The Paniniya Siksa begins, as does the As(adhyayi, with the

14 Siva Sutras, or Maheivara Sutras. These sutras list the

alphabet, using a system of abbreviation called pratyahara,

“bringing together.” Groups of letters are listed by mentioning

the first and last, as one might say “from A to Z” for the entire

alphabet Some letters, called anubandha, or it, indicate that an

abbreviation has taken place.

3. Here are the 14 Siva Sutras:

\%\ ri w

|r;| vs|cHI4<^Ko| W'h&ZVR-

Hcrqr nv ih i?vi

4. The Paniniya Siksa lists the alphabet as 63 or 64 letters. One

letter, the long 1, is considered duhsprsta, or “difficult” Here is

the alphabet as given there:
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WT W3

? f

3T

*

*

IRt

4 yamas

W: /~\
'w'
/-N

w *T Z

w *

*r *T 3T

z Z z W

z Z z Z

V «r Z

*r T ^r

R* *r ¥
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5 . The alphabet is listed as containing different numbers of letters in

various texts. It is listed as containing 43 letters in the Siva

Sutras, 63 or 64 in the Paniniya §iksa, 47 in the Rk
Pratisakhya, 52 in the Taittiriya PratiSakhya, 65 in the

Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya, and 57 in the Rk Tantra.

6. The Aitareya Aranyaka (2.3.6. 14) defines the role of a: “A is

the whole of speech, and manifested as different consonants and

sibilants, it becomes many forms.” (akaro vai sarva vak saisa

sparsosmabhir vyajyamana bahvi nana rupa bhavati).

7 . The Aitareya Aranyaka (2.2. 1) compares the vowels to days

and the consonants to nights. It compares the vowels to

consciousness, the sibilants to the breath, and the consonants to

the body. (Thus the consonants are dependent upon the vowels.)

In another passage of the Aitareya Aranyaka (3.2.5), the

vowels are compared to the celestial, the sibilants to the

atmosphere, and the consonants to the earth.

8. Still another passage of the Aitareya Aranyaka (3.2.2)

compares the vowels to marrow, consonants to bone, sibilants to

breath, and semi-vowels to flesh and blood. According to the

Chandogya Upanisad (2.22.3) the vowels are the body of

Indra, the sibilants are the body of Prajapati, and the consonants

are the body of death.

9. The Chandogya Upanisad (2.22.5) states:

All the vowels should be pronounced resonant and strong.

All the sibilants should be pronounced open, without being

slurred or elided. All the consonants should be pronounced

slowly, without merging them together.
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THE TENSES AND
MOODS

1

.

The tenses and moods for verbs are grouped together by Panini

into the ten lakaras. (See Lesson 3, p. 25.) These ten lakaras

can be divided into six tenses (kala) and four moods (artha):

TENSE NAME BY PANINI ENGLISH

vartamana lat present

anadyatanabhGta lan imperfect

paroksabhuta lit perfect

bhuta lun aorist

anadyatana lut periphrastic future

bhavisyan lrt simple future

mood NAME BY PANINI ENGLISH

ajna lot imperative

vidhi lin optative

asih let subjunctive

samketa lrn conditional

2. Those verbs ending in t use primary endings, and are listed

alphabetically: lat, lit, lut, Irt, let, and lot. Those verbs ending in n

use secondary endings: Ian, lin, lun, and lrn.

3. In four of these—the present, imperfect, imperative, and

optative—the root forms,a special stem through modifications

(vikarana), and the verb is formed from that stem. This group is

called sarvadhatuka, or special. All of the others form the verb

more or less from the root, and so are called ardhadhatuka, or

general. The sarvadhatuka verbs, along with the present

participle, are referred to as the present system, because the verb is

based upon the present stem.
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THE PERFECT 1 . Now we will study the perfect tense, which is not considered part of

the present system. The perfect is traditionaly used for remote past

;

action not witnessed by the speaker It is usually found in the

prathama purusa form.

2. The perfect is formed in two ways: through reduplication and

periphrastically. We will observe the perfect formed through

reduplication of the root. The perfect has its own set ofendings.

There are many complexities for forming die perfect, so for now we

will just observe and use some of the forms. Here is the perfect

active for V vac:

Root: Vvac (speak) 2P Perfect

prathama ^r^r
uvaca ucatuh ucuh

uvic+a uc+atus Oc+us

madhyama

uvaktha ucathuh Oca

uvac+tha uc+athus Qc+a

uttama ^TSr

uvaca uciva ucima

uvac+a
I 1

fic+i+va

1 B

uc+i+ma
1 1

1 1

eka

] !

dvi

1 1

bahu

Notice that the singular stems are strong, as in the present indicative

active. Also notice that there is an i inserted before the endings va

and ma.
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3. Here is the perfect middle for Vvac:

Root: Vvac (speak) 2P Perfect middle (he spoke)

prathama

uce ucate ucire

uc+e fic+ate uc+ire

madhyama

ucise . ucaihe Ocidhve

uc+i+se uc+athe uc+i+dhve

uttama cbRmt
uce Gcivahe Qcimahe

uc+e

i i

uc+i+vahe

1 !

Oc+i+mahe

i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that, like the present indicative middle, all forms are weak in

the perfect middle.
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4. Here is the perfect for Vas:

Root; Vas (be) 2P Perfect (he was)

prathama wrar WRTl:
asa asatuh asuh

•

as+a as+atus as+us

madhyama wf^r^r WQ
asitha asathuh asa

uvac+tha as+athus as+a

uttama ^rrf^r wif^nr

asa asiva asima

as+a

i i

as+i+va

i i

as+i+ma

i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that the word itihasa is formed from iti + ha + asa, meaning

“thus it was,” or history.
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l

I

I

5. Here is the prathama purusa eka-vacana for some of the verbs

we have studied. Just observe, so that you will be able to recognize

the perfect:

ROOT PRESENT PERFECT ENGLISH

Vad (2P) atti ada he ate

Vas (2P) asti asa he was

Vap (5P) apnoti Spa he obtained

'J as (2A) aste asa he sat

V is (6P) icchati iyesa he desired

Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute cakara

cakre

he did

Vgam (IP) gacchati jagama he went

Vjan (4A) jayate jBjne he was bom

Vji (IP) jayati jigaya he conquered

Vjfia (9U) janati, janite jajnau

jajne

he knew

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute tatana

tene

he stretched

Vtud (6U) tudati -te tutoda he pushed

^tr (IP) tarati tatara he crossed

Vtystf (IP) ty^jati tatyaja he abandoned
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Vda (3U) dadati, datte dadau he gave

Vdiv (4P) divyatl dideva he played

Vdrg(VpaS)(lP) pasyati dadarsa he saw

Vdh5 (3U) dadhati, dhatte dadhau

dadhe

heplaced

Vni(lU) nayati -te ninaya he lead

Vpath (IP) pathati papatha he read

Vpad (4A) padyate pede he went

Vpa (IP) pibati papau he drank

Vprach (6P) prcchati papraccha he asked

Vbudh (1U) bodhati -te bubodha

bubudhe

he knew

Vbhas (1A) bha§ate babhase he spoke

Vbhu (IP) bhavati babhuva he was

Vman (4A) manyate mene he thought

Vmuc (6U) muncati -te mumoca

miimuce

he released

Vypj (7U) yunakti, yunkte yuyoja

yuyuje

he united

Vram(lA) ramate renie he enjoyed

Vlabh(lA). labhate -ti lebhe he obtained
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Vvac (2P) vakti uvaca he spoke

Vvad (IP) vadad uvada he spoke

Vvas (IP) vasati uv3sa he lived

Vvnu(lP) vrsuati vavr^ja he walked

Vlubh (lA) lobhate guJubhe he shined

V$ru (5P) srnoti Susrava he heard

Vsu (5U) sunoti, sunute susava he pressed

Vsev (lA) sevate siseve he served

Vstha (IP) tisthati tasthau he stood

Vsmi (lA) smayate sismiye he smiled

Vsrar(lP) smarati sasmara he remembered

Vhan (2P) hand jaghlna he killed

Vhas (IP) hasati jahasa he laughed

Vha (3P) jahad jahau he abandoned

Vhu (3P) juhoti juhava he offered

Notice that for a verb root that ends in a, the perfect ending is an.
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INTERROGATIVE
PRONOUNS

1 . Now we will learn the interrogative pronoun, ka, which means

“who,” “what,” or “how.” This pronoun is declined exactly like

tad, except that the neuter singular nominative and accusative is

kim.

2. Here are some examples of the declension:

Stem; ka (masculine) who

prathama %

dvitlya °FR

trtiya ^T^TFT

And so on, like tad in the masculine. (See Part 1, p. 309.)

3

.

Here is the neuter:

Stem: kim (neuter) what, how

prathama %

dvitlya %

trtiya

And so on, like tad in the neuter. (See Part 1, p. 310.)

i
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4.

Here is the feminine:

Stem: ka (feminine) who

prathama % Wl:

dvitiya ^1^ % 4*1 *

trtiya °FT^IT ^r^rrq;

And so on, like tad in the feminine. (See Part 1 , p. 311.)

5.

This pronoun becomes an indefinite pronoun when followed by

^pi, cana, or cid. The first part (kas or kim) may be declined. For

example:

anyone

f^f^RT

anything

with anything

6.

With the addition ofna before, it becomes:
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^rf^R
nothing

7. Here are some examples ofhow they are used:

kojalam plbati

Who drinks the water?

kascij jalam apibat

Someone drank the water.

na kascij jalam apibat

No one drank the water.

8. Pronouns can also be made indefinte by repeating them. For

example:

Whenever dharma is in decay, O Bharata

(Bhagavad Gita 4.7)
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MONOSYLLABIC
NOUNS

165

1 . There are some nouns that are one syllable ending in a vowel.

These nouns follow their own declensions. For example, dhi,

intellect, follows the declension for monosyllabic nouns ending in i.

Stem: dhi (feminine) intellect

prathama Sft: flR:

dvitiya flR:

trtlya f^RT

caturthi ?fr
<RR

pancami f^R: f^RT:

sasthi f^R: f§RT: f^Rt*

saptami f^flRR f^Rt: ft*

l

sambodhana^ft»

.1 _ i

f^Rt

1 1

flR:

I 1

eka dvi bahu

Notice that i changes to iy before endings that begin with a vowel.

Notice that several of the words have optional forms.
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THE OPTATIVE 1 . Now we will study the optative mood (vidhi lin). This is the last

verb form in the present system which we have not yet studied. The

optative is used for what “should” or “ought” to be done. It is also

used for what “might” or “would” be done. The optative, also called

potential, expresses hope, expectation, advice, or a soft command.

2. Here is an example of the optative active for classes 1, 4, 6, and 10:

Root: Vbhu (be) IP Optative (should be)

prathama

bhavet

bhava+i+t

WT>

bhavetam

bhava+i+tam

bhaveyuh

bhava+i+us

madhyama

bhaveh

bhava+i+s

bhavetam

bhava+i+tam

bhaveta

bhava+i+ta

uttama -\

bhaveyam

bhava+i+am
i i

bhaveva

bhava+i+va

i i

bhavema

bhava+i+ma
i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that, except for the third person plural, the endings are the

same as the imperfect active. These are called secondary endings, as

opposed to the primary endings of the present indicative. Long i,

which when mixed with a appears as e, marks the optative active.

When followed by a vowel, the i becomes ey.
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3. Here is an example of the optative middle for classes 1, 4, 6, and 10:

Root: Vlabh (obtain) 1A Optative (should obtain)

prathama cT^cT cT^TTcTT1
^

labheta Iabheyatam labheran

labha+i+ta labha+i+atam labha+I+ran

madhyama

labhethah labheyatham labhedhvam

labha+I+thas labha+i+atham labha+I+dhvam

uttama eT^T enfcrftT

labheya labhevahi labhemahi

Iabha+i+a

i i

labha+i+vahi

i i

iabha+i+mahi

i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that, except for the first person singular and third person

plural, the endings are the same as the imperfect middle. Long I,
\

which when mixed with a appears as e, marks the optative middle.

When followed by a vowel, the i becomes ey.
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4. Here is an example of the optative active for classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8,

and 9:

Root: Vsu (press) 5U Optative (should press)

prathama

sunuyat

sunu+ya+t

sunuyatam

sunu+ya+tam

sunuyuh

sunu+y+us

madhyama

sunuyah

sunu+ya+s

sunuyatam

sunu+ya+tam

sunuyUta

sunu+ya+ta

uttama Wtw
sunuyam

sunu+ya+am

i

sunuyava

sunu+ya+va

i i t

sunuyama

sunu+ya+ma

i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that, except for the third person plural, the endings are the

same as the imperfect active. Instead of long i, is ya, added to the

weak form of the stem almost everywhere.
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5. Here is the conjugation for V as:

Root Vas (is) 2P Optative (should be)

prathama -WRT
syat syatam syuh

s+ya+t s+ya+tam s+y+us

madhyama T^TT* WrT
syah syatam syata

s-fya+s s+ya+tam s+ya+ta

uttama FTFT FTR FTPT
syam syava syama

s+ya+am

'

i i

s+ya+va

!

s+ya+ma

i i

eka dvi bahti

Notice that the weak form of as is s.
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6. Here is the conjugation for the optative middle for classes 2, 3, 5, 7,

8, and 9:

Root: V as (sit) 2A Optative Middle (should sit)

prathama

asita

as+I+ta

asiyatam

as+I+atam

asiran

as+i+ran

madhyama

asithah asiyatham asidhvam

as+i+thas as+i+atham as+i+dhvam

uttama

asiya

as+i+a

t

eka

asivahi

as+I+vahi

i i

asimahi

as+I+mahi

i i

dvi bahu

Notice that y is inserted if the ending begins with a vowel.
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT ENGLISH

3TRT (2A) he sits

(mas.) who, what

WT (fem.) who, what

(n.) what, how, why

(ind.) (marks indefinite after ka, etc.)

*N
(ind.) (marks indefinite after ka, etc.)

sff: (fem.) intellect

M (mf(§)n adj.) intelligent, wise

smi (fem.) intelligence, wisdom

w (fem.) description, sign

(2P) ^frF he says

sT3f (IP) sFSrfcT he goes, he walks
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b. f^F^t^FT t ^HRi W

c. ^ TIFT TFTt 1^1

Notice that svam is used for “his own.”

d. sfsffqRTt TFT : ^FrTT F1W TfrcHlT

^TcT IVI

e. ifeTr^T ^TT TTOT cTCcf:

1*1

f. cTFH^ ^ciprifir

ftci^M 1^1

g. ftwrmt ^ ^rf^TT^TRt

IV3|
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h. ^Rt 1^1

ANSWERS 6. a. He who sits with the teacher without having offered water to

him is not a student of the scripture.

b. Who said that happiness is bom ofwisdom?

c. “Whoeverknows all the fruits in the forest should eat the

first fruit,” the king said.

d. “With whom should I go to the place ofmy birth?” the man

asked.

e. Let it not be said, “Whose son is he?”

f . From where he comes is not known.

g. “Abandon attachment, having become united by means of the

Self,” the teacher said.

h. The yogi is the one who is released from the mire of delusion

in this world.

7. a. Many elephants which should not be heard are heard in the

distance by the fearful boys.

b. What do they know about the black forest?

c. Rama will go to his own village with anyone.

d. Having been thought well of by all, Rama is given the white

garland by Sita. (Use bahu-matah for “thought well of.”)
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e. Sita and Rama cross over the bondage of suffering through

purity of intellect.

f. “Therefore son, having known all that is to be known, be

filled with happiness,” the father said.

g. “Suffering is bom of attachment and happiness is bom of

non-attachment,” the teacher will say.

h. “How should I speak to the great king,” the hero thinks.

15
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Recitation: Bhagavad-Gita Chapter 2, Verse 55

Panin!

Grammar: Nouns Ending in Consonants

The Infinitive

The Pronoun etad

Vocabulary: Words from Chapter 2, Verse 55
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BHAGAVAD-GffTA 4
1 «4I ^=1N I

ywfcT^r^rqR

TTsrf^TTsf MHiJIdlHT I
•v

1?:

11**11

sri-bhagavan uvaca

prajahati yada kaman

sarvan partha mano-gatan

atmany evatmana tustah

sthita-prajhas tadocyate 55

The Blessed Lord said:

When a man completely casts off all desires

that have gone (deep) into the mind, O Partha,

when he is satisfied in the Self through the Self alone,

then is he said to be of steady intellect.

sri- (fem.) blessed, radiant

bhagavan (mas. nom. sing.) lord

(3rd per. sing, perfect active Vvac 2P) saiduvaca
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pra-jahati (3rd per. sing. pres, indie, active, pra Vha

3P) casts off, abandons

yada (ind.) when

kaman (mas. acc., pi.) desires, cravings

sarvan (mas. acc. pi.) all

partha (mas. voc. sing.) son of Prtha, Arjuna

manah- (n.) mind

gatan (mas. acc. pi. p.p.p. Vgam) gone

mano-gatan (tatpurusa compound) gone into the mind

atinani (mas. loc. sing.) in the Self

eva (ind.) alone

atmana (mas. inst. sing.) through the Self

tustah (mas. nom. sing, p.p.p. V tus 4P) satisfied

sthita- (mas. p.p.p. V stha IP) steady

prajnah (mas. nom. sing.) intellect

sthita-prajnah (bahuvrihi compound) man whose intellect

is steady

tada (ind.) then

ucyate (3rd per. sing. pres, indie, passive V vac 2P)

is said
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PANINI
*

LESSONTWENTY-SEVEN

1. Vyakarana is said to be the mouth of the Veda. The principal

author ofVyakarana is Panini, the author of the

Astadhyayi (eight chapters), as well as the Paninlya

Siksa, Dhatupajha (a list of 2,200 verb roots, along with

meanings), Ganapatha (a list of verb roots divided into ten

ganas according to how they form their present stem), and the

JLihganu&asana (a list of words according to their genders).

2. Panini’s Ast5dhy§yl is in about 4,000 sutras. It is both a

complete description of Sanskrit, and extremely brief. For the

sake ofbrvity, technical terms (sangffS) are used. Generally,

there are two types of sarpjna: krtrima samjna and akrtrima

samjna. The krtrima samjna is an artificial term, such as la(,

lin, etc. The term is short, to maintain brevity. The akrtrima

samjna is a term in which the word itself conveys the literal

sense,: such as sarvanaman (“dll-name,” pronoun) orsamasa

(“put together,” compound). Panini uses krtrima samjna, such

as rk, ak, hal, sup, tin, etc.

3. Panini uses a technique to form the krtrima samjha called

pratyahara (“bringing together'’)-The technique is to name the

first and the last instead of all members of a set. For example, it

is shorter to say “from A to Z” than it isto list the entire alphabet,

and it is easier to say “from K to 12” than list all 12 grades.

Another technique is to list the first or first few members of a set

to indicate the entire set. For example, it is shorter to say “A, B

C's” than it is to list the entire alphabet

4. The technique of pratyShara is to list one' or more members of

the set and then end with a marker, called anubandha. Panini

has a special abbrviation for the anubandha, called it. For

example, sup stands for the nomial endings. The first nominal

ending (the nominative singular) is s, which is the first letter of

sup. The p at the end.of sup is an anubandha (it). The letter
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before the anubandha is usually the end of the list In the

example “from A to Z,” the word “from” is like an anubandha,

because it indicates a list. The anubandhas are given in the 14

Siva Sutras which begin the Astadhyayi. In addition to

technical terms, there are statements called paribhasa that tell

how the technical terms and other rules are to be interpreted.

5. Panini listed all verb roots in ten ganas, or classes. Each class

has a model root. The model root for the first class is Vbhu,

which means both “being” and “becoming.” The ultimate sense

of this and every word is considered by Pinini to be satta,

existence or being.

6. When satta is viewed from the standpoint of the world, it

appears as kriyi (active) and dravya (stationary). The active

aspect (kriya) is dynamic (bhava) and appears as verbs. The

stationary aspect (dravya) is static (satva) and appears as nouns.

Every word is modeled after Vbhu in that every word has being

(satta) and becoming (kriya or dravya). For example:

dravya stationary satva static nouns

kriy3 active bhava dynamic verbs

satta existence

7.

Panini shows how Verbs and nouns can be formed

systematically from verb roots. The root forms a base or stem,

called prakrti. Affixes, called pratyaya, are added to the base to

form a word. According to Pinini the are six types of

pratyayas:
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sup (to form nouns, subanta),

tin (to form verbs, tinanta),

krt (primary endings to form nominals, including

participles, krdanta),

taddhita (secondary endings to form nominals from

nouns),

dhatu (secondary or derivative endings to form a verbal

or nominal base), and

stri (endings to make a word feminine).

8 . Panini listed the relationship between a verb and various nouns

in six karakas. A karaka is the “instrument of action/' meaning

the capacity in which something becomes instrumental in

bringing about the action of a verb. The karakas correspond to

six of the cases, which are called karaka-vibhaktis. The six

karakas are;

kartr (the agent),

karnian (the object),

karana (the instrument, in the instrumental case),

sampradana (the purpose, in the dative),

apadana (showing separation, in the ablative), and

adhikarana (support or location, in the locative).

In kartari prayoga (agent construction) the kartr is in the

nominative case and the karman is in the accusative case. In the

karmani prayoga (passive construction), the karman is in the

nominative case, and the kartr is in the instrumental case. The

genitive case is called upapada-vibhakti, which is considered

weaker because this case shows a relationship between two

nouns only.
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NOUNS ENDING IN 1. Here are two examples ofnominal declensions that end in a

CONSONANTS consonant:

Stem: vac (stri-linga) speech

prathama W^ wit W%i

dvitlya w%% wit w%--

trtiya wm w^t\\

caturthi wr&r-

pancaml W%'* w^w\ Wr&t'-

sasthl W%i cfiwt:

saptami W^

sambodhana °l
1^ wit W%i

i 1

eka

i ... i

dvi

1 _

bahu
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Stem: marut (pum-Iinga) wind

prathama WcT:

dvitlya *TWT mz-*

trtlya mm m^mm mf^'<

caturthi m% m^mpt msjze-

pancaml m^- m^m

sasthi H^Cl

»

mwm
"S,

saptami *refcr iTMt: mm

sambodhana

i i

mat
1

'
1 i

eka dvi bahu
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THE INFINITIVE 1. In English, the infinitive is marked by “to.” For example, “to

go,” and “to obtain” are infinitives. In Sanskrit, the infinitive is

formed, with exceptions, by:

guna of root + turn (or itum)

The formation of the infinitive is the same as the periphrastic

future, only with the krt ending turn, instead of ta. The Sanskrit

infinitive is an indeclinable participle.

2. Here is the formation of the infinitive for some of the verbs we

have studied:

ROOT PRESENT INFINITIVE ENGLISH

Vad (2P) atti attum to eat

Vap (5P) apnoti aptum to obtain

Vas (2A) aste asitum to sit

Vis (6P) icchati estum to desire

Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute kartum to do

Vgam (IP) gacchati gantum to go

Vgup (IP) gopayati gopitum to protect

Vji(iP) jayati jetum to conquer

Vjlv(lP) jlvati jlvitum to live
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Vjna (9U) janati, janite jnatum to know

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute tantum to stretch

V tus (4P) tusyati tostum to satisfy

Vtr(lP) tarati tartum to cross

Vtyaj (IP) tyajati tyaktum to abandon

Vda (3U) dadati, datte datum to give

Vdrs(Vpa£)(lP) pasyati drastum to see

Vdha (3U) dadhati, dhatte dhatum to place

Vdhr (1U) dharati -te dhartum to hold

Vnl(lU) nayati -te netum to lead

Vpath (IP) pathati pathitum to read

Vpad (4A) padyate
.
pattum to go

Vpa (IP) pibati patum to drink

Vprach (6P) prcehati prastum to ask

Vbudh(lU) bodhati -te boddhum to know

Vbhas (1A) bhasate bhastum to speak
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Vbhu (IP)

Vman (4A)

Vmuc(6U)

Vyuj (7U)

Vram(lA)

Vvac (2P)

Vvad (IP)

Vvas (IP)

Vvraj (IP)

V§ak(5P)

V§ubh (1A)

Vsru (5P)

Vsev (1A)

Vstha (IP)

Vsmi (1A)

Vsmr(lP)

187

bhavati bhavitum to be

manyate manturn to think

muncati-te moktum to release

yunakti, yuilkte yoktum to unite

ramate ramitum to enjoy

vakti vaktum to speak

vadati vaditum to speak

vasati vastum to live

vr^jati vrajitum to walk

saknoti Vaktum to be able

Sobhate Sobhitum to shine

Srnoti srotum to hear

sevate sevitum toserve

tisthati sthatum to stand

smayate smetum to smile

smarati smartum to remember
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;

\

[

!

;

j:

jj

i

i

Vhan (2P) hanti hantuni to kill

Vhas (IP) hasati hasitum to laugh

Vha (3P) jahati hatum to abandon

Vhu (3P) juhoti hotum to offer

3. The infinitive is usually used like the direct object of a verb (or

verb form, such as the past passive participle). The infinitive is

used as an accusative with the verb, and thus ends in m for the

accusative. The infinitive shows purpose, and is sometimes used

instead of the dative. For example:

i

ramo gantum icchati

Rama wants to go.

4. While the infinitive is usually the only accusative of the verb, the

infinitive may take its own accusative. It may, like a verb, also

relate to words in other cases, such as the ablative, instrumental,

dative, etc. For example:

mt'ZR i

ramo vanam gantum icchati

Rama wants to go to the forest

mt I

ramo vanad agantum icchati

Rama wants to come from the forest.
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5. The infinitive is negated with na. It is often used with two roots:

Vsak 5P (be able) and Varh IP (be worthy). For example:

bharato vanam na gantum gaknoti

Bharata is not able to go to the forest.

nanusocitum arhasi

You are not worthy to grieve. (You should not grieve.)

(Bhagavad-Gita 2.25)

Notice that this example uses the infinitive to form a request, or

imperative. Here is another example:

etan me samSayam krsna chettum arhasi

You are able to dispel this doubt of mine O Krsna

(Bhagavad-Git5 6.39)

Also notice the word for “this,” which is presented below.

6. The infinitive may be used with £akya (adj.), which means

“possible,” and is derived from Vsak 5P. For example:
*

WftScTTp;
sakyo ’vaptum

It can be gained. (Bhagavad-Gita 6.36)

(It is possible lo^feiain.)
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7. The infinitive may be used with arha (adj.), which means

“worthy of ’ or “being allowed” and is derived from Varh IP.

For example:

Ft
tasman narha vayam hantum dhartarastran

Therefore it would not be right for us to kill the sons of

Dhrtarastra. (Bhagavad-Gita 1.37)

8 . The infinitive can also be used with a passive construction. For

example:

cTTH- WtfcT I

balah pustakam pathitum saknoti (active construction)

The boy is able to read 'the book.

I

balena pustakam pathitum sakyate (passive construction)

The book can' be read by the boy.

(The book is able to be read by the boy.)
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THE PRONOUN
ETAD

1 . The pronoun etad (this) is declined the same as tad.

It refers to something nearer than tad. Here are some examples

of its declension:

Stem: etad (pum-linga) this

prathama

dvitiya

1 1
i i

,i
i 1

eka

i i

dvi bahu

Stem: etad (napumsaka-Iinga) this

prathama

dvitiya

1 1

eka

i 1

dvi

!

bahu

Stem: etad (stri-linga) this

prathama

dvitiya ^cTT*

i i i i i.

eka dvi bahu
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2. Here are some examples of its use:

W f^sifcr: xiraf

esa brahmi sthitih partha

This is the state of Brahman,O Partha

(Bhagavad-Glta 2.72)

etan me samsayam

This doubt of mine

(Bhagavad-Glta 6.39)
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VOCABULARY

i

SANSKRIT ENGLISH

^(1P) ^fcT he is worthy

(mfn pro.) this

(mas.) desire

^frcrfcr he lives

p; (4P) he is satisfied, contented

f (ip) «RfcT he holds

(mas.) wind

(fem.) speech

fcT^(4A) he is

(5P) WfrfrT he is able

WT (mf(a)n adj.) possible, able

Sff: (fem.) radiance, splendor •
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EXERCISES

LESSONTWENTY-SEVEN

1. Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 55 from theBhagavad-Glta,

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis ofeach word.

2. Practice reciting the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita in the

devanagarl with meaning:

i

^i^^cri^RT p-:

3 . Memorize the declensions for nouns ending in consonants.

4. Learn the use of the infinitive.

5. Learn the use ofetad and leant the vocabulary.

6. Translate the following sentences into English:

a. TTRt tprT ^R^fcT tftcTT § t

b. ^ \R\
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7. Translate the following sentences:

a. WTFF jm

^frfcr i^i

b. w ^ f^TT W

ri

C. 'HMSTcfr ^ f^SRt 1^1

d. ^ <5FT ifrafrr H ^HT iiThlPr 1#T

ureter i vi

e. M ^Rl#Ml4lfrl TfTcTT ^WHdcORT li(l

f. %r:

1^1

g . wimm ^
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ANSWERS

l

A'

6. a. Rama doesn't want to kill the deer, but Slta asks him.

b. These good winds come from the distant water.

c.
.
Having abandoned all desires §n Rama is satisfied even

without his kingdom.

d. This hero, who is able to lead the great army, sits and speaks

with anyone.

e. Angiras goes to obtain knowledge of the Vedas.

f. ‘1 am unable to hold the mind, like the wind,” the student

thinks.

g. Bom of attachment to objects, bondage is the cause of all

suffering.

h. “When will those birds, like the others, return from the bad

forest?” the king asked.

7 . a. The king says that we must be able to hold the kindom from

our enemies. (Use the imperative for “must be able.”)
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b. “You must perform yoga and live without desire,” the teacher

said.

c. The speech of the wise is possessed of balance and splendor.

d. The yogi who lives in the forest reads the hymns of the

Vedas with happiness.

e. “I want to be with you,” said Slta to Rama.

f. “This yoga, spoken of by you as evenness is to be attained

by me,” said Aijuna to Krsna.

g . “What is the sign of one whose intellect is steady?” Aijuna

asked.

h. “He is possessed of the Self, contented, steady, and released

from delusion,” Krsna said to Arjuna.
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Grammar: The Present Participle

Absolute Constructions

Vocabulary: Words from Chapter 2, Verse 56
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BHAGAVAD-GITA

I

n^n

duhkhesv anudvigna-manah

sukhesu vigata-sprhah

vita-raga-bhaya-krodhah

sthita-dhir munir ucyate 56

He whose mind is unshaken in the midst of sorrows,

who amongst pleasures is free from longing,

from whom attachment, fear and anger have departed,

he is said to be a sage of steady intellect.

(n. loc. pi.) in sorrows

(p.p.p. an ud Vvij 6A) unshaken,

unagitated

(mas. nom. sing.) mind

(bahuvrihi compound) whose mind

is unshaken (The compound is

masculine even though “mind” is

neuter.)

duhkhesu

an-ud-vigna-

manah

anudvigna-manah

sukhesu

vi-gata-

sprhah

(n. loc. pi.) in pleasures

(p.p.p. vi V gam IP) free, gone away

(mas. nom. sing.) longing, desire
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vigata-sprhah (bahuvrihi compound) who is free

from longing

vlta-

raga-

bhaya-

krodhah

raga-bhaya-krodhah

vita-raga-bhaya-krodhah

(p.p.p. vi V i 2P) departed

(mas.) attachment, passion

(n.) fear

(mas. nom. sing.) anger

(dvandva compound)

(bahuvrihi compound) whose attachment

fear and anger have departed

sthita-

dhlh

sthita-dhlh

munih

ucyate

(p.p.p. Vstha IP) steady

(mas. nom. sing.) intellect

(bahuvrihi compound) whose

intellect is steady, of steady intellect

(The compound is masculine even

though “intellect” is feminine.)

(mas. nom. sing.) sage

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, passive

V vac 2P) is said
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THE PRESENT
PARTICIPLE

!

1 . The present participle (vartamane krdanta) is the last form

that we have not yet studied that is based upon the present stem.

It is considered part of the present system.

2. Here is an example of a present participle in English:

Rama, going to the forest, sees a deer.

The word “going” is a present participle. It is used in Sanskrit

something like the gerund (Having gone to the forest, Rama . . .)

in that it takes the same subject, which is “Rama.” Also, it may

take its own accusative, etc. Like the gerund, it forms a

dependent clause, and is subordinate to the main verb. However,

while the gerund expresses completed action, the present

participle expresses action still in progress.

3 . The present participle is best understood by breaking the

sentence in two. For example:

Rama, going to the forest, sees a deer.

The dependent phrase, “going to the forest” could be understood

on its own first, and then integrated with the rest of the sentence.

4. Like other participles, the present participle acts as an adjective

and a verb. As an adjective, it must agree with a word in the

independent clause. (For example, “going” would agree with

“Rama.”) As a verb, it may take its own object. (For example,

“going” takes the object “forest.”)

5. In Sanskrit there is a present active participle and a present

middle participle. They are used the same way, but are formed

diffeiendy. Active roots take the present active participle, and

middle roots take the present middle participle.
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6.

The stem of the present active participle is formed by taking the

third person plural form of the present indicative and dropping

the final L For example:

ROOT 3rd Per. PI. STEM ENGLISH

Vbhfi (IP) bhavanti bhavant being

Vad (2P) adanti adant eating

4hu (3P) juhvati juhvat offering

Vdiv (4P) divyanti divyant playing

Vsu. (5U) sunvanti sunvant pressing

Vtud (6U) tudanti tudani pushing

V rudh (7U) rundhanti rundhant blocking

Vtan (8U) tanvanti tanvant stretching

Vkri(9U) krinanti krinant buying

Vcur (10U) corayanti corayant stealing

Notice that the third gana does not have an n before the final t.

(It's declension will be discussed below, #9)

7 . Like an adjective, the present participle stem is declined in the

masculine, feminine, and neuter.

8. For the masculine declension, the participle stem follows the at

(or ant) declension. (See Lesson 19.) The only exception is that

the nominative singular ends in an rather than an. Here is the

masculine declension for the present active participle:
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dhatu: Vgam (go) IP

Present Active Participle Stem: gacchant (going) pum-liiiga

prathama 1T^T

dvitiya

trtiya Jl^dT

N
caturthl TT^5a

pancami J
l
T^9 ĉ 4IH^

sasthi 7l'^$rllH
s

saptami '1^10

A

TT^5o*J

saxnbodhana 1
I

'ct9^ TT^tT:

1 i

eka

1 i

dvi

1 1

bahu

8 . Here are some examples:

ramo vanam gacchan mrgam pasyati

Rama, going to the forest, sees a deer.
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i.

L;

!

|

f

t

TFTtipt i

ramo mrgam pasyams tarn gacchati

Rama, seeing the deer, goes to it.

Notice that in each example, the participle agrees with the

subject, which is masculine. Notice that in the second example,

pasyan changes to pasyams because of sandhi. Here is another

example:

pasyan chrnvan sprsan jighrann asnan gacchan

svapan chvasan

seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, eating, walking,

sleeping, breathing (Bhagavad-Gita 5.8)

ii

Notice that all of these present active participles are nominative,
|

masculine, singular. Each of the participles ends in an, but some

of them change because of sandhi (n + s = ns or hch; an + a =

anna).

9. For gana 3 verbs, the at (ant) declension is followed, only

those forms that have ant use at, and thus are considered weak.

The masculine nominative singular ends in at rather than an.

10. The neuter participle also follows tire at declension (neuter), the

only exception is that the nominative, accusative, and vocative

.
dual have an n before the t. For example:

I]
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Jf
i

jj

ii

I

dhatu: Vgam (go) IP

Present Active Participle Stem: gacchant (going)

napumsaka-linga

prathama T^RT

dvitiya JI^Pd

trtiya TTc&m

cathurthi

pancami Tr^5cf* j |r^9^|:

sasthi 7Tc^T: J I^S9dU

’N

H^dlH

saptami M^dr-

sambodhana

1 1 i i

TR^RT

1

eka dvi bahu

Note that for the dvi-vacana, classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 (and

optionally class 6) use ati rather than anti.
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1 1 . The feminine declension forms the stem by adding i, which

forms anti. It is then declined like a long L For example:

Root ^gam (go) IP

Present Active Participle Stem: gacchantl (going) str!-linga

prathama

dvitlya 4 |t=S9-c4|

trtlya TTc^rr TT^frttnn

caturthi

paficam!

sasthi TTc^rr: TpwJ^fPTF^

saptamf

I

-

sambodhana 4 |-c£9^c4l

I I

eka dvi bahu

Note that classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 (and optionally class 6) use

ati rather than anti.
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12.

The stem for the present middle participle is formed by adding

mana to the present stem for classes 1, 4, 6, and 10. The other

classes add ana to the weak form of the stem. For example:

ROOT CLASS VERB STEM PARTICIPLE STEM ENGLIS1

\fhhas 1 bhasa bhasamana speaking

Vsev 1 seva sevamana serving

Vvrt 1 varta • vartamana being

V kr 8 kuru (weak) kurvana doing

Vsu 5 sunn (weak) sunvana pressing

V rudh 7 rundh (weak) rundhana blocking

13. The present middle participle is declined like the masculine a, the

neuter a, and the feminine a.

14. The present participle stem for V as is sant (mas.), sat (n.), and sati

(fern.).

15. The present passive participle stem is formed from the passive stem,

with the ending mana for all classes.

I
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ABSOLUTE
CONSTRUCTIONS

1 . There are two absolute constructions: the locative absolute and

genitive absolute. These are both used with the present

participle (or past participle) to express two actions taking

place at the same time. With the absolute constructions, the

participle and the main verb have different subjects.

2. The locative absolute (sat saptami), which is more common, is a

dependent clause which, in English, could be introduced with

“when,” “while,” or “as.” For example:

When Rama is speaking, the boy hears.

The subject and the participle of the locative absolute clause are in

the locative case. In sentence above, “Rama is speaking” would

be in the locative. It might be understood as:

In Rama's speaking, the boy hears.

4. Here is the example in Sanskrit:

tA *nwf wsi jpfrfcT i

rame bhasamane balah smoti

Notice thatthe subject and participle of the locative absolute

clause are in the locative case.

5. Here is another example:

na hanyate hanvamane sarlre

He is not slain when the body is slain . (Bhagavad-Gita 2.20)
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6 . Let's look at the formation of the locative for some of the participles:

ROOT PARTICIPLE STEM LOCATIVE

Vsev (1A) sevamana sevamane (mas., n. sing.)

Vsev (1A) sevamana sevamanayam (fern, sing.)

Vsev (1A) sevamana sevamanesu (mas. pi.)

Vsev (1A) sevamana sevamanasu (fern, pi.)

Vbhu (IP) bhavant bhavati (mas. sing.)

Vbhu (IP) bhavantl bhavantyam (fem. sing.)

Vbhu (IP) bhavant bhavatsu (mas. pi.)

Vbhu (IP) bhavanti bhavantisu (fem. pi.)

Vsu (5U) sunvati sunvatyam (fem. sing.)

Vhu (3P) juhvat juhvati (mas. sing.)

as (2P) sant sati (mas. sing.)

V as (2P) sant satsu (mas. pi.)

7 . Notice that the masculine singular locative of parasmaipada

verbs (bhavati and juhvati) resembles a conjugated verb. This

could lead to confusion. For example:

T& qR TftcTT I

rame vanam gacchati sita gacchati

When Rama goes to the forest Sita goes.

In this example, rame vanam gacchati is the locative absolute

clause, and sita gacchati is the main clause. The first gacchati

must be a locative participle because rame is locative. If a word

is in the locative, it may often be the subject of a locative absolute

clause.
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1

i
8 . When the locative absolute is used with api, it means “even

though.” For example:

Fft ^pftfrr i

t raini bhasamane ’pi balas tan na srnoti

[
Even though the king speaks , the bov does not hear him.

I

! 9 .

[

FFT WRH FT I

tasva pasvatah sa gacchati

While he looks on. she goes. i|

F# FTWFFT I

raifio bhasamanasva balo Tiasat
jj

While the king was speaking , the boy laughed.
!j

There is also a genitive absolute, which is used like the locative

absolute. The genitive absolute is called the '‘genitive of

disrespect,” because it indicates action which'is happening in

spite of the action of the genitive absolute. For example:
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VOCABULARY

!

SANSKRIT ENGLISH

^ri^FT^fcT he attains

J (2P) ^fcT he goes

(mas.) anger

3 TTRfcT he sings

WT (n.) fear

gf* (mas.) sage

TFT* (mas.) attachment, passion, red color,

melody

RH (6^) he fears

f^r (6P) filter he enters

(1A) ^TcfcT he is

g^r (6P) ^5rfcT he creates, emits

FpTT (fern.) longing, desire
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if

r EXERCISES 1 . Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 56 from theBhagavad-Gita,

! for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to five

!
the grammatical analysis of each word.

I
2 . Practice reciting the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita with the

meaning in mind:

3 . Learn the use and formation of the present participle.

4. Learn the use of the absolute construction.

5. Learn the vocabulary from this lesson.

6. Translate the following sentences into English:

a. ^

T5FT f^lfrr

^cfcTRI
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f

c. «nW^t stfstw cpp? w ^srfrr
[

131 l

i

I

d. -H ^rr iH
)
Pl : ^^ircMHI^I cfl uF

*

m

e . U%: ft^W^rf^r chd^fiffcT

1*1

f . WW lflct3|l'H^lcch ,r^l 17T^[ W^RtfcT I ^ I

g .
d^nfer^n#

IrFFW^RT 1^1

h. wf^nnt Tftt sjwcft^fmT i^rwcft

'qwfer i^i
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7. Translate the following sentences:

a.

b. ^fr 'TT WlrHPl *T WcfW<Sf*tfcl Rl

c. Hif: tot ^r: 'n^r ^Rdift

'RihR 131

d. ^rPr ff^TT VIcHTni cT^T cT^
^4illrl IN)c|N m

e. ^ prater 'TftcTf WTTeTT^TRfcr 1*1

f :• ^im<i i ^ i

g . f^r-Hpt: SFPT xr $Ft# W r^ ^Thi; 1^1
i

(The third person singular optative is kuryat.)
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r

ANSWERS

h. ^r^RTlt ^^1^1

,6. a. Even though the birds are not singing, the boy enters the

black forest without fear.

b . The house of the radiant and pure yogi is without anger and

passion.

c. The virtuous sage, holding to the Self, does not create fear

and desire!

d. Having known the granter of all wishes (Siva) the sage

crossed beyond longing and desire, (kamada is an

upapada compound. See p. 13.)

e. Even though all actions are performed by the gunas, he

thinks, “I am the doer.”

f . Having drunk water, the girl is able to sing without fear.

g. While offering water to the feet of his guest, the sage sang

hymns from the Vedas to him.

h. Hearing the song of the beautiful birds, Sita become^ filled

with happiness.
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7 . a. Having gained knowledge, the yogi attained supreme peace.

b. The man who is satisfied in the Self goes from attachment to

equanimity.

c. Even while the mother watches, the boy eats all the stolen

fruit.

d. “Even if you are not able to see the elephant, you will hear

him in the distance,” the king said.

e. Sita sings a garland of melodies while Rama listens.

f. The sun is known as the giver of desires by the wise.

g. What should the sage do to abandon desire and anger?

h. Anger, fear, and desire axe called the enemy of the wise.
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The Causative

More Pronouns: ayam, idam, iyam

Words from Chapter 2, Verse 57

Recitation:

Grammar:

Vocabulary:

f

I

s
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BHAGAVAD-GITA
'

2T* M § H.

'cItI «I1'«T ^n^TRT I

^T^fcT tf£

WFT WT ytcfttcfT IUV3II

yah sarvatranabhisnehas

tat tat prapya subhasubham

nabhinandati na dvesti

tasya prajna pratisthita 57

i

He who has no undue fondness towards anything,

who neither exults nor recoils

on gaining what is good or bad,

his intellect is established.

yah

sarvatra

an-abhi-snehah

(mas. nora. sing.) who, he who

(ind.) everywhere, always

(mas. nom. sing.) without undue fondness

(n. acc. sing.) that

(n. acc. sing.) that

this or that, anything

(gerund pra V ap 5P) having gained,

obtained

subha- (n.) good, pleasant

asubham (n. acc. sing.) bad, unpleasant

tat

tat

tat tat

pra-apya
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subhasubham

na

abbi-nandati

na

dvesti

tasya

prajna

prati-sthitS

(samahara dvandva compound) good or

bad (For the samahara dvandva compound,

see Lesson 16, p.212.)

(ind.) not

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, active abhi

Vnand IP) he exults, rejoices

(ind.) not

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, active V dvis 2P)

he hates, recoils

(mas. gen. sing.) his, of him

(fem. nom. sing.) intellect, discrimination

(fem. nom. sing, p.p.p. pratiVstha IP)

established
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FEMININE NOUNS
IN 0

221

1 . Here is the declension for feminine nouns ending in Q:

Stem: vadhu (stn-Iinga) woman

prathamS ct^i*

dvitiya vatt

trtiya

caturthi cpspRT:

pancami cr«^T: ^J«T:

sasthl

saptami

sambodhana

i i

t.
i

eka dvi bahu
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THE CAUSATIVE 1 . There is a group of verb formations that are called derivative

verbs, or secondary verbs (pratyayanta-dhatu): the causative

(nijanta), desiderative (sannanta), intensive (yaiianta), and

denominative (nSmadhatu). These verbs form their stem by

adding a sign, such as i, to the strengthened root. The stem is

then conjugated.

2. We will now study the causative. The causative indicates that

someone is being caused to do the action expressed in the root.

3. The causative is formed by adding the suffix i to the strengthened

root. The i usually appears as ay or aya. For example:

m ^TefT I

tatra balo gacchati

The boy goes there.

aw arar wra wrier i

tatra mata balam gamavati

The mother sends the boy there.

(The mother causes the boy to go there.)

Notice that in English it is better, if possible, to give the meaning

of “cause to go” with the verb “send.”

4. With the causative, there are considered to be two subjects

(kartr), or agents: the subject of the causative verb and the

subject of the underlying root In the example above, the mother

is the subject of the causative, and the boy is the subject of the

underlying root. The subject of the underlying root is in the

accusative case for intransitive verbs and verbs of motion.

For transitive verbs (sakarmaka dhatu), or verbs which have
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an object, the subject of the underlying root is often in the

instrumental case.

5. Causatives usually take parasmaipada endings.

6. Here are some examples of the formation of the causative. The

causative is conjugated like the roots of class 10.

ROOT PRESENT CAUSATIVE ENGLISH

Vad (2P) atti adayati he feeds

Vap (5P) apnoti apayati he causes to obtain

Vas (2A) aste asayati he causes to sit

Vi(2P) eti ayayati he sends

Vi?(6P) icchati esayati he causes to choose

Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute karayati he causes to do

Vgam (IP) gacchati gamayati he causes to go

Vgup (IP) gopayati gopayati he causes to protect

Vgai(lP) gayati gapayati he causes to sing

Vjan (4A) jayate janayati she gives birth to

Vji (IP) jayati japayati he causes to conquer

Vjfv (IP) jivati jivayati tie causes to live
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VjnS (9U) janati, janlte jfigpayati

jnapayati

hetells

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute tanayati he causes to stretch

Vtud(6U) tudati-te todayati he causes to push

Vtus (4P) tusyati tosayati he causes to satisfy

Vtr(lP) tarati tarayati he causes to cross

Vty^j (IP) tyajati tyajayati he causes to abandon

Vda(3U) dadati, datte dapayati he causes to give

Vdrs(V pas)(lP) pasyati darsayati he causes to see

Vdha (3U) dadhati, dhatte dhapayati he causes to place

Vdhr (1U) dharati -te dharayati he causes to hold

Vni(lU) nayati -te nayayati he causes to lead

Vpath (IP) pathati pathayati he causes to read

Vpad (4A) padyate padayati he sends

Vpa(lP) pibati payayati he causes to drink

Vprach(6P) prcchati pracchayati he causes to ask

Vbudh(lU) bodhati -te bodhayati he causes to know
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Vbhas (1A) bhasate bhasayati he causes to speak

Vbhu (IP) bhavati bhavayati he causes to be

Vman (4A) manyate manayati he causes to think

Vmuc (6U) muncati -te mocayati he causes to release

Vyuj (7U) yunakti, yunkte yojayati he causes to unite

Vram (1A) ramate ramayati he causes to enjoy

Vlabh(lA) labhate lambhayati he causes to obtain

Vvac (2P) vakti vacayati he causes to speak

Vvad (IP) vadati vadayati he causes to speak

Vvas (IP) vasati vasayati he causes to live

Vvis (6P) visati vesayati he causes to enter

Vvraj (IP) vrajati vrajayati he causes to walk

Vsak (5P) saknoti sakayati he causes to be able

Vsubh (1A) sobhate sobhayati he causes to shine

V$ru (5P) srnoti sravayati he tells

V srj 6P) srjati sarjayati he causes to create

Vsev (1A) sevate sevayati he causes to serve
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Vstha (IP) tisthati sthapayati he places

Vsmi (1A) smayate smapayati he causes to smile

Vsmr (IP) smarati smarayati he causes to remember

smarayati

Vhan (2P) hanti ghatayati he causes to kill

Vhas(lP) hasati hasayati he causes to laugh

Vha (3P) jahati hapayati he causes to abandon

Vhu (3P) juhoti havayati he causes to offer

Notice that

:

some roots take a p before the aya.

7 . The causative can be used as the stem for all conjugations in the

present system. For example:

Present indicative (lat) gamayati he causes to go

Imperfect (Ian) agamayat he caused to go

Imperative (lot) gamayatu he must cause to go

Optative (vidhi lin) gamayet he should cause to go

Present participle

(vartamane krdanta) gamayan he is causing to go

8 . The causative can be used for many other verbal formations (of

which some look similar or identical to other formations already

learned). For example:

i
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Passive

(karmani prayoga) gamyate he caused to have gone

Past passive participle

(bhute krdanta) gamita he caused to have gone

Gerund gamayitva having caused to go

Infinitive gamayitum to cause to go

Gerundive gamayitavya

gamya

gamaniya to be caused to go

Future (lrt) gamayisyati he will cause to go

Periphrastic future (lut) gamayita he will cause to go

9. The causative past passive participle is always formed with i, which

is the sign of the causative.

10. Observe the imperative of Vgam, which is formed with the

causative:

^WT m I

wt 1

1

asato ma sad gamaya

tamaso ma jyotir gamaya

mrtyor ma amrtam gamaya

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 1.3.28

From non-existence lead us to existence.

From darkness lead us to light.

From death lead us to immortality.
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MORE PRONOUNS:
AYAM, IDAM, IYAM

1 . There is an additional pronoun which means “this.” It is

declined in all three genders. Here is the masculine:

Stem: ayam (pum-linga) this

prathama &

dvitiya ^PT FTH

trtiya

caturthl

pancami "M 1
TTSZf:

sasthi "M WTZTt: wi

saptami

i i

.'STPfr:

1 i

’JS
1

eka dvi bahu
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2. Here is the neuter:

Stem: idam (napumsaka-linga) this

prathama FTi^r

dvitiya SHlPl

trtlya WT^TT1^ TT(^:

caturthl ^ XT«r:

paficami T^J[:

sasthi

saptami

i i

it:

i . 1

^5
1

eka dvi bahu
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3 . Here is the feminine:

Stem: iyam (stri-iinga) this

pratliama

dvitiya ^TT:

trtiya Wfst:

caturthi "M 4^1 W'&f’-

pancami 1
•

*N

%
sasfhi ^l^l : mrn*{

saptami

i i i i i i

eka dvi bahu
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4. Here is an example:

sarvam khalv idam brahma

All this is Brahman. (Chandogya Upanisad 3.14.1)

5. Closely related to this pronoun is the pronoun ena (this). This

pronoun is not used first in a sentence, and refers to something that

has already been named. It is used as a substansive and not a

demonstrative—that is, it is used by itself and not before a noun.

(The pronoun tad can be used alone or before a noun.)

6. The pronoun ena is found in all three genders, but not in all cases. It

means “this,” and refers to something already spoken of. Here is the

masculine:

Stem: ena (pum-linga) this

dvitlya

trtiya

sasthl

saptami

1 1 i i 1 1

eka dvi bahu
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7. Here is the neuter:

Stem: ena (napumsaka-linga) this

dvitiya

trtiya

sasthl

saptami

8 . Here is the feminine:

Stem: ena (stri-iinga) this

dvitiya M.'il •

l u I l
•

eka dvi bahu

saptami

i;

eka

i i i

dvi bahu
i
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9. Here is an example:

ascaryavat pasyati kaScid enam

One sees him as a wonder. (Bhagavad-Gita 2.29)
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SANSKRIT ENGLISH

(mas.) undue fondness, attraction

*N
(mas. pro.) this

(mas.) joy, bliss

(n. pro.) this

(fem. pro.) this

tht (pro.) this

tsTT (2U ) he hates

^ (ip) he exults, rejoices

ST WT (5P) yTTTtfcT he gains, arrives

UfcT W (IP) TTfcrfcTSfcT he establishes

(fem.) woman

(n.) the good, the pleasant

(ind.) everywhere, always
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EXERCISES 1 . Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 57 from theBhagavad-Gita,

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis of each word.

2. Practice reciting the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita with word

meaning:

rTFn^mafciRdi iu\3ii

3 . Memorize the declension for feminine nouns ending in u.

4. Learn the use and formation of the causative.

5. Learn the pronoun ayam in all genders, and learn the

vocabulary from this lesson.

6. Translate the following sentences into English:

a. nTTrrfrr rr ^4 prefer i ^ i
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C. ^W# ^tPrt^T:

1^1

d. ftUcTTO

^l^ftfcT I V

I

e. cbRri^IT ^frRcfr

^ITOTOTTOTUI

f. sftwr 1^1

g . <TOT WTOTT%T 4hRtWHM^ %fcT

jm 1^1

h. °m\ TOT HM^feT 1^1
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7 . Translate the following sentences:

a. i-fcT
cm\ jm*

b. %ft w4t filtert

^sT+I^M'IRI-

C. ^ ^tqITW ^3t5TT

•^tfrTTT eHMIiiPr: Rl

d. *HW ^TT orr^T ^

Ur^fciyd IXi

e. ^TT T?T ^R^cRT:

f. M 6HU|4 t^ldWW

^rart wtfcf i ^ i
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ANSWERS

i

|^|

h. gft: 1^1

6. a. If someone obtains the good, he becomes happy.

b . Krsna causes Arjuna to abandon attachment.

c. The bliss attained by yogis should be obtained by all.

d. Having gained a steady mind, the yogi is able to create this

for all.

e. The radiantwoman caused bliss for anyone who entered her

house.

f. The enemy of the wise king was hated by his subjects.

g. “You must bring the elephant here or have someone else

bring it,” the king told the man.

h. Going to the forest, Rama has his brother lead the kingdom.

7. a. These are the signs of a contented man; truth, purity,

balance, and joy.
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b. Having abandoned all action, the yogi enters samadhi,

neither acting nor causing action to be done.

c. He who acts, having given all actions to the Self, having

abandoned attachment, is a sage, full of splendor.

d. By means of the mind, intellect, and speech, the peaceful

woman established good everywhere.

e. Those men who are full ofjoy, causing others to see truth,

are released from suffering.

f. Even though reading a book, this boy watches his beautiful

little sister.

g. If the sun shines, then these boys might play in the pond of

water.

h. The sage neither hates what is not good nor exults in the

good.
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Recitation:

Grammar:

Vocabulary:

Bhagavad-Gita Chapter 2, Verse 58

Nouns in is, us

Primary suffixes

Secondary suffixes

Adverbs

The Desiderative

Words from Chapter 2, Verse 58

Nouns Formed from Primary Suffixes

Nouns Formed from Secondary Suffixes
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BHAGAVAD GlTA "W ^4

^ffsWPfrcT^T: I

cTFTMTUfclIBcIF 11*^11

yada samharate cayam

kurmo ’nganlva sarvasah

indriyanindriyarthebhyas

tasya prajna pratisthita 58

And when a man withdraws

his senses from their objects,

as a tortoise draws in its limbs from all sides,

his intellect is established.

yada

sam-harate

ca

ayam

(ind.) when

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, mid. sam >/ hr IP)

he withdraws, takes together

(ind.) and

(mas. nom. sing.) this

kurmah

angani

iva

sarvasah

(mas. nom. sing.) tortoise, turtle

(n. acc. pi.) limbs

(ind.) like

(ind.).completely, everywhere,, on all sides
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indriyani

indriya

arthebhyah

indriya-arthebhyah

tasya

prajna

prati-sthita

(n. acc. pi.) senses

(n.) sense

(mas. abl. pi.) from the objects

(tatpurusa compound) from the objects of

the senses

(mas. gen. sing.) his

(fem. nom. sing.) intellect

(fem. nom. sing, p.p.p. pratiVstha IP)

established
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NOUNS IN IS, US 1 . There are a few nouns that end in is and us. Their declension

is much like nouns ending in as.

Stem: havis (napumsaka-linga) oblation

prathama ?cfiRr

dvitiya

trtiya

caturtha ^fopRf:

pancami

N
sasthi ifcfWT

saptami ffcpft:

sambodhana •

L 1

ifartfr

i 1

rtfPr
i i

eka dvi bahu
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Stem: dhanus (napumsaka-linga) bow

prathama *3* *13*

dvitlya SI3<ft snjPr

trtlya st5«ifn srjPb

caturthi sis^ifr S(3«4:

pancamf «I3«f:

sasthi *13%; «I3^3

saptami «f3 !3

sambodhana *13* si3ft
.1 i i i i

eka dvi bahti
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PRIMARY
SUFFIXES

1 . We have seen (in Lesson 19) that suffixes (pratyaya) are

called primary (krt) and secondary (taddhita). Primary

suffixes are added directly to the verbal root or an adjusted form

of the verbal root, such as guna. Secondary suffixes are added

to a nominal which is formed by a primary suffix.Learaing the

suffixes and observing the changes from the roots is a way of

generating a larger vocabulary.

2. Now we will observe six of the several dozen primary suffixes:

(a) a (d)man

(b) a (e) as

(c) ana (f) ti

(a) The most important suffix is a, which is usually added to the

guna of the root, if the root is a light syllable or ends in a long

vowel. It forms mostly masculine nouns. If the root ends in c or

j, it becomes k or g. Here are some examples:

VERBALROOT NOMINAL DERIVATIVE

Vgrab (9P) hold graha (adj.) holding, seizing

graha (mas.) planet

Vji (IP) conquer jaya (mas.) victory

Vjlv (IP) live jiva (mas.) a living individual

Vtf (IP) cross tara (mas.) crossing

avatara (mas.) one who crosses down

Vtyaj (IP) abandon tyaga (mas.) renunciation

Vbhu (IP) be bhava, bhava (mas.) state, condition

Vbhl (3P) fear bhaya (n.) fear

Vyuj (7U) unite yoga (mas.) union

>/ vid (2P) know veda (mas.) knowledge

S/ srj (6P) create sarga (mas.) creation
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(b) The suffix a forms feminine nouns. For example:

VERBALROOT
Vcint (10U) think

Vbhas (1A) speak

Vsev (1A) serve

Vhan (2P) kill

NOMINAL DERIVATIVE
cinta (fern.) thought

bhasa (fern.) speech

seva (fem.) service

himsa (fem.) injury

ahimsa (fem.) non-injury

(c) The suffix ana forms mostly neuter noims:

VERBALROOT
Vas (2A) sit

Vkr (8U) do

Vgam (IP) go

Vda (3U) give

Vvac (2P) speak

Vsru (5P) hear

Vstha (3P) stand

NOMINAL DERIVATIVE
5sana (n.) seat, posture

karana (n.) means of action

gamana (n.) going

dana (n.) giving

vacana (n.) speech

sravana (n.) hearing

sthana (n.) standing, place

(d) The suffix man forms mostly neuter nouns:

VERBALROOT

Vkr (8U) do

Vjan (4A) be bom

Vbrh (IP) expand

Vhu (3P) offer

NOMINAL DERIVATIVE

karman (n.) action

janman (n.) birth

brahman (n.) the absolute

homan (n.) sacrifice
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SECONDARY
SUFFIXES

(e) The suffix as forms mostly neuter nouns:

VERBALROOT
Vtap (lOU)heat

Vman (4A) think

Vvac (2P) speak

NOMINAL DERIVATIVE

tapah (n.) austerity

manah (n.) mind

vacah (n.) speech

(f) The suffix ti forms feminine nouns:

VERBALROOT
Vgam (IP) go

Vjan (4A) be bom

Vdrs (IP) see

Vbudh (lU)know

Vman (4A) think

Vmuc (6U) release

'/srj (6P) create

NOMINALDERIVATIVE

gati (fem.) path

jati (fem.) birth, caste

drsti (fem.) sight

buddhi (fem.) intellect

mati (fem.) thought

mukti (fem.) liberation

srsti (fem.) creation

1 . The secondary suffixes are formed from nouns and adjectives, often by

changing the first syllable to its vrddhi substitute. Often an adjective is

formed. We have studied several of the secondary suffixes which indicate

possession: vant, mant, in, and vin. Here are a few more of the several

dozen secondary suffixes:

(a) a (e) ka (ika)

(b) ya (iya) (f) maya (mayl)

(c) eya (g)tara

(d) tva (ta) (h) tama

(a) The letter a is also an important secondary suffix, showing connection,

such as family descent (apatya), or abstraction. Sometimes the a is

added, but more often the a replaces the final a, and the only visible

change is the vrddhi substitute in the first syllable.

Here are some examples:
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NOUN
pandu (mas.) Pandu

putra (mas.) son

brahman (n.) brahman

manas (n.) mind

siva (mas.) Siva

DERIVATiVE

pandava (mas.) descendant of Pandu

pautra (mas.) grandchild

brahmana (adj.) a brahman

manasa (adj.) mental

saiva (adj.) belonging to Siva

(b) The suffix ya (or iya) forms mostly adjectives and abstact nouns in the

neuter:

NOUN DERIVATIVE

aditi (fem.) Aditi

kavi (mas.) a poet

ksatra (n.) might

danta (mas.) tooth

madhu (mas.) honey

vira (mas.) hero

.sat (n.) existence

soma (mas.) soma

aditya (mas.) descendent of Aditi, the sun

kavya (n.) poetry

ksatriya (mas.) ksatriya

dantya (adj.) dental

madhavya (adj.) consisting of honey

virya (n.) heroism

satya (n.) truth

saumya (n.) belonging to soma

(c) The suffix eya takes vrddhi in the first syllable and shows descent

from or pertaining to:

NOUN
rsi (mas.) seer

kunti (fem.) Kunti

purusa (mas.) man

DERIVATIVE

arseya (adj.) pertaining to a rsi

kaunteya (mas.) son of Kunti, Arjuna

pauruseya (adj.) human

apauruseya (adj.) non-human
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(d) The suffix tva forms neuter abstract nouns, and the suffix t9 forms

feminine abstract nouns:

NOUN
amrta (adj.) immortal

deva (adj.) heavenly

nitya (adj.) eternal

sama (adj.) even

amrtatva (n.) immortality

devata (fem.) divinity

nityatva (n.) eternity

samatva (n.) eveness, equinimity

(e) The suffix Ra (or ika) may mean “referring to” or indicate smallness:

mm
adhideva (n.) mind

adhibhuta (n.) object

adhyatama (n.) Self

ant (mas.) end

aiva (mas.) horse

dharma (mas.) law

ny3ya (mas.) logic

putra (mas.) son

mama (pro.) my

veda (mas.) knowledge

adhidaivika (adj.) pertaining to the mind

adhibhautika (adj.) physical

adhyatmika (adj.) relating to the Self

antaka (mas.) death

asvaka (mas.) colt

dharmika (adj.) virtuous

naiySyika (m.) knower of Ny5ya

putraka (mas.) little son

mamaka (adj.) mine

vaidika (adj.) relating to the Veda

vaidika (mas.) scholar of the Veda

(f) The suffix maya (feminine, mayi), added to an unchanged (no guna

added) nominal, indicates “made of* or “filled with”:

NOIJN DERIVATIVE

ananda (mas.) joy anandamaya (adj.) filled with joy

anandamayi (fem.) filled withjoy

cit (fem.) consciousness cinmaya (adj.) made of consciousness

jnana (n.) knowledge jnanamaya (adj.) consisting of

knowledge
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ADVERBS

jyotih (n.) light jyotirmaya (adj.) filled with light

hiranya (n.) gold hiranyamaya (adj.) made of gold

(g, h) The suffixes tara and tama are applied to adjectives to form the

comparative and superlative adjective. The adjective appears as it wou.

before a case ending begining with a consonant:

ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE
priya dear priyatara dearer priyatama dearest

manda slow mandatara slower mandatama slowest

1 . There are several secondary suffixes which form adverbs (which are not

declined). The suffix vat means “like” or “as”:

NOUN ADVERB

asva (mas.) horse asvavat like a horse

aditya (mas.) sun adityavat like the sun

(Bhagavad-Gita 5. 16)

ascarya (n.) a wonder ascaryavat as a wonder

(Bhagavad-Gita 2.29)

2. The suffix tas forms an ablative adverb (or sometimes genitive or

instrumental):

NOMINAL ADVERB

madhya (adj.) middle madhyatah from the middle

For example:

WTtSorT^TRcr: I

sakyo ’vaptum upayatah

It can be gained through proper means. (Bhagavad-Gita 6.36)

(It is possible to obtain from proper means.)
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3 . The suffix sas forms adverbs of manner:

NOMINAL ADVERB
eka one (mfn) ekasah one by one

sarva all (mfn) sarvasah completely

4. Adverb's can also be formed with the accusative neuter singular ofnouns

and adjectives. Also, the singular of other cases, such as the

instrumental, can form an adverb. Forexample:

NOMINAL
nitya (adj.) eternal

satya (n.) truth

sukha (n.) happiness

duhkha (n.) pain

adverb

nityam always

satyam truthfully

sukham happily

duhkhena painfully

For example:

sukham bandhat pramucyate

He is easily released from bondage. (Bhagavad-Glta 5.3)
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The desiderative (sannanta) is part of the group of secondary

verbs, which form their stem by adding a sign to the root. (The

causative, intensive, and denominative are also secondary

verbs.)

The desiderative indicates desire. It indicates that the subject

wishes or desires to do the action of the verbal root. The sign of

the desiderative is sa, which sometimes appears as isa. It is

placed after the root.

The root takes reduplication (abhyasa). In the reduplicated

syllable, which comes first, some vowels (a, a, r, r, i, and i)

appear as i. For example:

tfftrr cr- RHiftqfcr i

sita vanam iigamisati

Sita desires to go to the forest.

4. All desiderative stems end in a, and are treated like stems in the

ganas which end in a (1, 4, 6, and 10).

5. Here are the desiderative stems for some of the verbs we have

studied:

ROOT

Vad (2P)

PRESENT

atti

DESIDERATIVE

jighatsati

ENGLISH

he wants to eat

Vap (5P) apnoti ipsati he wants to obtain

Vas (2A) aste asjsisati he wants to sit

V i (2P) eti iyisati he wants to go

252

THE DESIDERATIVE 1.

2 .

3.

Vis C6P) icchati esisisati he wants to choose
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Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute ciklrsati he wants to do

Vgam (IP) gacchati jigamisati he wants to go

Vgup (IP) gopayati jugupsati he wants to protect

Vgai(lP) gayati jigasati he wants to sing

Vjan (4A) jayate jijanisate he wants to be bom

Vji (IP) jayati
9 99 T * 9

JJigisati he wants to conquer

Vjrv(lP) jlvati jyivisati he wants to live

Vjna (9U) janati, janite jjjfiasati he wants to know

Vtan (8.U) tanoti, tanute titamsati
«

he wants to stretch

Vtud (6U) tudati -te tututsati he wants to push

Vtus (4P) tusyati tutuksati he wants to satisfy

Vtr(lP) tarati titlrsati he wants to cross

Vtyaj (IP) tyajati tityaksati he wants to abandon

Vda (3U) dadati, datte ditsati he wants to give

Vdrs(Vpas)(lP) palyati didrksati he wants to see

Vdha (3U) dadhati, dhatte dhitsati he wants to place
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Vdhr (1U) dharati -te didhirsati he wants to hold

Vnl(lU) nayati -te ninisati he wants to lead

Vpath (IP) pathati pipathisati he wants to read

Vpad (4A) padyate pitsati he wants to go

Vpa (IP) pibati pipasati he wants to drink

Vprach (6P) prcchati piprchisati he wants to ask

Vbudh (1U) bodhati -te bubhutsati he wants to know

Vbhas (1A) bhasate bibhasisati he wants to speak

Vbhu (IP) bhavati bubhusati he wants to be

Vman (4A) manyate mimamsate he wants to think

Vmuc(6U) muncati -te mumuksati he wants to release

Vyuj (7U) yunakti, yunkte yuyuksati he wants to unite

Vram (1A) ramate riramsati he wants to enjoy

Vlabh (1A) labhate lipsate he wants to obtain

V vac (2P) vakti vivaksati he wants to speak

Vvad (IP) vadati vivadisati he wants to speak

Vvas (IP) vasati vivatsati he wants to live
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V vi£ (6P) viSati viviksati he wants to enter

Vvrty (IP) vrajati vivr^jisati he causes to walk

Vsak (IP) saknoti sik$ati he wants to be able

Vsubh (1A) sobhate susobhisate he causes to shine

V$ru (5P) srnoti SuSrfisati he wants to hear

Vsrj (6P) srjati sisrksati he wants to create

Vsev (1A) sevate sisevi§ati he wants to serve

Vstha (IP) tisthati tisthasati he wants to stand

Vsmi (1A) smayate sismayisati he wants to smile

Vsmr (IP) smarati susmursati he causes to remember

Vhan (2P) hanti jighamsati he wants to kill

Vhas (IP) hasati jihasisati he wants to laugh

Vha (3P) jahati jihasati he wants to abandon

Vhu (3P) juhoti juhusati he wants to offer

6. There is an adjective derived from the desiderative, by changing the

final a of the stem to u. For example:

ROOT DESIDERATIVE STEM ADJECTIVE ENGLISH

Vyudh (4A) yuyutsa yuyutsu eager to fight
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f

7 . Observe the first verse of the Bhagavad-Gita:

;

ITO: MK!4c||tcr !

mw 11*11

darma-ksetre kuru-ksetre

samaveta vuvutsavah

mamakah pandavas caiva

kim akurvata sanjaya 1

Assembled on the field of Dharma,

O Sanjaya, on the field of the Kurus,

eager to fight what did my people

and the Pandavas do?

Here is the new vocabulary:

ksetre (n. loc. sing.) on the field f

samavetah (mas. nom pi. p.p.p. sam ava Vi 2P) assembled

yuyutsavah (mas. nom. pi. from desiderative of Vyudh 4A)

eager to fight
|

mamakah (mas. nom. pi.) mine (my people) f

pandavah (mas. nom. pi.) sons of Pandu

6. There is also a feminine noun derived from the desiderative, by changing

the final a of the stem to a. For example:
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ROOT
_

DESIDERATTVESTEM NOUN (fern.) ENGLISH

Vman (4A) think mimamsa mimamsa analysis

Vjna (9P) know jijnasa jijnasa the desire to know

VSak (IP) be able £iksa £iksa the desire to be

able, education

7. Observe the first sOtra of the Brahma Sutra:

Wmt d^lFalsIWI 11*11

athato brahma-jijnasa

Now, from here, the desire to know Brahman.
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT

(n.)

W2f: (mas.)

TO: (mas.)

(fem.)

Wf^T: (mas.)

*llKc*|c|^(adv.)

(n.)

^FTTPT (n.)

^rrwr (n.)

(mas.)

(n.)

TPf: (mas.)

(n.)

<n.)

(mas.)

(n.)

(fem.)

(1U) uwtit

(ind.)

(adv.)

(n.)

f (1U)

ENGLISH

limb

object, purpose

colt

non-injury

the sun

like the sun

sense

means of action, instrument

poetry

tortoise, turtle

eye

creation

light, flame

bow

grandchild

the absolute

liberation

he withdraws, takes together

on all sides, completely

happily

oblation

he takes
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EXERCISES

259

1. Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 58 from theBhagavad-Gita,

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis of each word.

2. Practice reciting die verse from the Bhagavad-Gita with

meaning:

I

ctpt vm gfcr^'aT ll^li

3 . Memorize the declension for nouns ending in is and us.

4. Learn the formations made with primary and secondary endings.

5 . Learn the formation and use of the desiderative.

/

6. Translate the following sentences:

b. ^rfcT TOT

f^rfcT Rl
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c.
5^«lf cTRT RRT?

W

d. Wjf Ml JVM IR: m

e . mi ^ wtfcr ui

f. ^ : WTct 9TWTFTt WTfcT TT T^T tpRfcT

1*1

g . %3ir% WefW ^

^nfcr i^i

h. %Tt^RTt 5^TT: 1^1
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7 . Translate the following sentences;

a. twr* ^fWt f^cT: 1*1

b. wftr Trsrft^r m
gPr: ri

c. WT P^itfcT Rl

d. Wit Tjt m

e. ^r^rfwrw tt dt^ntiPr

^fer:W?cmi

f. Trf'^TtsftwWI $frF mtfcf IE I

g. HSScJTW ^llRlHRm^fcl 101
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ANSWERS

h. d'HM M<?fl fHdl I^

I

6. a. The yogi, having abandoned all desire and anger, is called

“jivan-mukti,” or “liberated while living.”

b. As the sun creates light, so the poet desires to create poetry.

c. Seeing his mother with his beautiful eyes, the colt is

contented.

d. Even here, in this life, the universe is conquered by those whose

mind is established in equanimity. (Bhagavad-Gita 5.19)

e. It is not possible to know Brahman without having known

the Self.

f. Who sees the Self as the all-pervading Brahman, he alone

sees.

g. He who wants to offer an oblation to the fire, places water

and fruit in the flame.

h. Yoga is called the instrument for liberation from rebirth.

7. a. Having withdrawn from the objects of the senses, the yogi is

established in samadhi.
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b. Having given all actions to the universal being, having

abandoned attachment to objects, the sage happily acts.

c. The grandchild wants to lead the colt to the river for water.

d. The small flame shines like the sun in the black house.

e. When the turtle came from the water, then he withdrew his

limbs on all sides.

f. Through non-violence to all, the great soul gains liberation.

g. Having gained knowledge, he comes to the supreme peace,

n. Wishing Sita to be his wife, Rama stretches the great bow.
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Grammar:

Vocabulary:

Bhagavad-Gita Chapter 2, Verse 59

Nouns Ending in o, au

The Intensive

The Denominative

The Conditional

The Aorist

Future Active and Middle Participles

The Past Active Participle

Cardinal Numbers

Words from Chapter 2, Verse 59
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BHAGAVAD-GITA

f^TfRFT^T: I

TTTcTif T^ftS^TFT

UZHU

visaya vinivartante

niraharasya dehinah

rasa-varjam raso ’py asya

param drstva nivartate 59

The objects of sense turn away

from him who does not feed upon them,

but the taste for them persists.

On seeing the Supreme even this taste ceases.

visayah

vi-ni-vartante

(mas. nom. pi.) the objects, objects of sense

(3rd per. pi. pres, indict, middle vi ni Vvrt 1A)

turn away

nir-a-harasya

dehinah

(mas. gen. sing, from nir a hara) of the not

feeding, not bringing near

(mas. gen. sing, from deha) of the embodied

one, of him

rasa-

varjam

rasa-varjam

(mas.) taste, essence

(adv.) except, excluding

(tatpurusa compound) except the taste
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rasah (mas. nom. sing.) taste

api (ind.) even, also

asya (mas. gen. sing.) of this

param (mas. acc. sing.) the Supreme

drstva (gerund Vdrs IP) having seen, on seeing

ni-vartate (3rd per. sing. pres, indict, middle ni V vrt 1A)

ceases
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NOUNS ENDING IN 1. Here is the declension of nouns ending in o:

O, AU
Stem: go (pum-Iinga) bull; (stri-linga) cow

prathama TJicf:

dvitlya ITT:

trtiya W Tft'^TFT

caturthi Tfr-czn^

pancami

sasthi ’wt-

saptami TRTh ntf

sambodhana^ft 1 7Tra‘:

i i i i i i

eka dvi bahu
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2. Here is the declension of nouns ending in au:

Stem: nau (sti-Iinga) ship

prathama H 1 M *

dvitlya ^nr

trtiya TT^T

caturthi
*N

pancam! ^'^TFTN

sasthi HR:

saptaml %
sambodhana HIM*

I i

eka

! !

dvi

1 E

bahu
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THE INTENSIVE

THE DENOMINATIVE

1 . We will now briefly review several formations. The intensive

(yananta) is considered a secondary verbal derivative, like the

causative and desiderative. The intensive indicates intensity or

force. It is sometimes called the frequentative, because it may

indicate the repetition of the action of the verb.

2. The intensive is rarely used and is formed from less than half the

roots—only from monosyllabic roots beginning with a

consonant. It is formed in two ways. One way is through a

strong kind of reduplication (abhyasa) and parasmaipada

endings. For this form, i may optionally be added before

terminations beginning with consonants. The other takes ya after

the reduplication and uses atmanepada endings.

. Here are a few examples ofeach form of the intensive:

ROOT 1st FORM 2nd FORM ENGLISH

VjilP jejeti

jejaylti

jejiyate he conquers repeatedly

Vdha 3P dadhati
<

dadheti

dedhiyate he strongly places

Vnl IP neneti

nenayiti

neniyate he strongly leads

Vbhu IP bobhoti

bobhavlti

bobhOyate he definitely is

The denominative (namadhatu) is a verb formed from a

nominal (naman). There are many examples of verbs formed

from nouns or adjectives in English. For example, “He hands it

to me” or “The sky blackens.”

The denominative means “act like,” “make into,” “regard,” or

“desire” the underlying noun.
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THE CONDITIONAL

THE AORIST

3. The denominative stem is formed by adding ya to the noun. The

final vowel of the noun may be adjusted or lengthened. The stem is

then conjugated like an a gana stem with either parasmaipada or

atmanepada endings. (Some of these verbs have been

encountered already.) For example:

NOUN
katha (story)

kavi (poet)

gopa (cow protector)

tapas (austerity)

namas (homage)

rajan (king)

DENOMINATIVE

kathayati

kaviyati

gopayati

tapasyati

namasyati

rajayati

ENGLISH

he tells the story

he wishes for a poet

he protects

he performs austerities

he pays homage to

he acts as a king

1 . The conditional (Irn) is a rarely used verb mood which indicates “would

have.” It is used for situations contrary to fact. It is a past tense. It might

be thought of as a past form of the future, and is formed exactly that

way. The simple future changes to the conditional in the same way the

present changes to the imperfect. An a is prefixed and the imperfect

endings are added to the simple future. For example:

ROOT FUTURE CONDITIONAL ENGLISH

Vgam IP gamisyati agamisyat he would have gone

VbhO IP bhavisyati abhavisyat it would have been

1 . The aorist (lun) indicates past tense. It is considered to be action “of

today” (adyatana). Other past tenses are the imperfect, which is “not of

today” (anadyatana) and the perfect, which is “remote” (paroksa).

The aorist is very rarely used in classical Sanskrit.

2. There are several types of aorist formations. Here are some examples:
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FUTURE ACTIVE AND 1

MIDDLE PARTICIPLES

THE PAST ACTIVE 1

PARTICIPLE

ROOT AORTST

Vgam IP agamat, ajigamat, agami

Vbhu IP abhuvat, ablbhuvat, abhot

. The future active and middle participles are formed from the simple

future stem in the same way as the present participles. For example:

ROOT FUTURE PARTICIPLE STEM ENGLISH

Vgam IP gamisyati gamisyant will be going

Vsev 1A sevisyate sevisyamana will be serving

Vstha IP sthasyati sthasyant will be standin;

. The past active participle is formed by adding the ending vant to the

past passive participle. It is used as a past tense in the active

construction (kartari prayoga). It agrees with the subject. For

example:

Wft cR Jld^FT I

ramo vanam gatavan

Rama went to the forest.

TftcTT Jld^TcfT I

sita vanam gatavati

Sita went to the forest.
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CARDINAL NUMBERS 1 . The cardinal numbers were introduced in Lesson 12. Here are some

additional numbers:

£unya o 0

ekadasa U 11

dvadasa 12

trayodasa 13

caturdasa ** 14

pancadasa 15

sodasa 16

saptadasa 17

astadasa 18

navadasa 19

vimsati 20

ekavimsati 21

dvavimsati 22

trayovirnsati 23

caturvimsati R'X 24

pancavimsati 25

sadvimsati 26

saptavimsati 27

astavimsati 28

navavimsati 29
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trimsat 3° 30

catvarimsat
•

Vo 40

pacasat 50

sasti 60

saptati \$o 70

asiti 80

navati S.O 90

satam o o 100

dvisatam ^oo 200

sahasram 4^0 0 O O 1,000

laksa \ooooo 100,000

2. Here is the declension for some of the numbers. The numbers from one

to nineteen are treated like adjectives. The declension for eka, “one,”

was discussed in Lesson 25. The declension for dvi follows dva (short

a), and is declined in the dual only. In compounds, dvi is used.
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3. From three onward, the plural is used. Here is the declension for “three”

in all three genders:

Stem: tri (mas., n., fern.) three

prathama trayah trini tisrah

dvitiya trin trini tisrah

trtiya tribhih tribhih tisrbhih

caturthi tribhyah tribhyah tisrbhyah

paficami tribhyah tribhyah tisrbhyah

sasthi trayanam trayanam tisrnam

saptami trisu trisu tisrsu

sambodhana trayah

i i

trini

i i

tisrah

i i

Masculine Neuter Feminine

Here is the declension for “four” in all three genders:

Stem: catur (mas., n., fern.) four

prathama catvarah catvari catasrah

dvitiya caturah catvari catasrah

trtiya caturbhih caturbhih catasrbhih

caturthi caturbhyah caturbhyah catasrbhyah

pancami caturbhyah caturbhyah catasrbhyah

sasthi caturnam caturnam catasrnam

saptami catursu catursu catasrsu

sambodhana catvarah

i i

catvari

i i

catasrah

i i

Masculine Neuter Feminine
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5. The declension for “five” onward is the same for all three genders:

Stem: panca (all genders) five

prathama

dvitiya

trtiya

caturthi

pancami

sasthi

saptami

sambodhana

panca

panca

pancabhih

pancabhyah,

pancabhyah

pancanam

pancasu

panca

6. Here is the declension for six:

Stem: sas (all genders) six

prathama

dvitiya

trtiya

caturthi

pancami

sasthi

saptami

sambodhana

sat

sat

sadbhih

sadbhyah

sadbhyah

sannam

satsu

sat
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7. The declension for eight has a few alternate forms:

Stem: asta (all genders) eight

prathama

dvitiya

trtiya

caturthi

pancami

sasthi

saptami

sambodhana

asta / astau

asta / astau

artabhih / astabhih

astabhyah / astabhyah

astabhyah / astabhyah

astanam

astasu / astasu

asta / astau

8. The declension for 7 and 9—19 follows the declension of pahca. They

decline like adjectives. Numbers from 20 and higher decline like nouns,

and are put in the same case as the noun they describe or are put in the

genitive.
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VOCABULARY SANSKRIT

% (mas.)

% (fem.)

(mas.)

(n.)

(mas.)

Pt ^(lA)fercfcr

pRm (adv.)

(fem.)

Etc (adj.)

fiPTcW (adj.)

Pnm (adj.)

w (mas.)

TOT (n.)

cFifa
•s

(adv.)

ft ^(lA)ftft

^TTia ^ del

(mas.)

ENGLISH

bull

cow

living individual

giving

embodied one, a person

he ceases

always

ship

dear

dearest

dearer

taste, essence, nectar

speech

except

he turns away

he is

scholar of the Veda

made of gold, golden
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EXERCISES 1 . Learn to recite Chapter 2, Verse 59 from theBhagavad-Glta,

for pronunciation and then with word meaning. Be able to give

the grammatical analysis of each word.

2. Practice reciting the verse from the Bhagavad-Gita with

meaning:

f^rw

XTT ^¥T

3 . Memorize the declension for nouns ending in o and au.

4. Learn the following verb formations: the intensive,

denominative, and conditional.

5 . Leam the future active and middle participles, the past active

participle, the formation and use of the cardinal numbers, and the

vocabulary from this lesson.

6. Decline the following verses from the Bhagavad-Gita. Be able

to read them in Sanskrit with the meaning. Some of the

vocabulary is given.
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imTsfrf^r

n^oii

yatato hy api kaunteya

purusasya vipascitah

indriyani pramathini

haranti prasabham manah 60

The turbulent senses, O son of Kunti,

forcibly carry away the mind

even of a discerning man

v/ho endeavors (to control them).

(mas. gen sing. pres. act. pi. V yat 1A) of

the endeavoring person

(mas. gen. sing.) of the discerning

(n. nom. pi. ) turbulent,

(adv.) forcibly

yalata^

vipascitah

pramathini

prasabham
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crrf^r

^TRfrcT WTT: 1

ft -^f^rRri

WFT wr yRl^cff ii^ii

tani sarvani samyamya

yukta asita mat-parah

vase hi yasyendriyani

tasya prajna pratisthita 61

Having brought them all under control,

let him sit united, looking to Me as Supreme;

for his intellect is established

whose senses are subdued.

(gerund sam Vyam IP) having brought

under control

(mas. nom. sing.) Me as Supreme

(mas. loc. sing.) in control, subdued

samyamya

mat-parah

vase
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I

WR'

ll^ll

dhyayato visayan pumsah

sangas tesupajayate

sangat samjayate kamah

kamat krodho ’bhijayate 62

Pondering on objects of the senses, a man

develops attachment for them;

from attachment springs up desire,

and desire gives rise to anger.

dhyayatali (mas. gen. sing. pres. act. pi. Vdhai IP)

pondering

(mas. gen. sing.) of a manpumsah
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sjfciKciRi mrw-

^RT^IMWTtcf ll^^ll

krodhad bhavati sarnmohah

sammohat smrti-vibhramah

smrti-bhramsad buddhi-naso

buddhi-nasat pranasyati 63

From anger arises delusion;

from delusion unsteadiness of memory;

from unsteadiness of memory destruction of intellect;

through the destruction of the intellect he perishes.

sarnmohah

vibhramah

nasah

pranasyati

(mas. nom. sing.) delusion

(mas. nom. sing.) unsteadiness

(mas. nom. sing.) destruction

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, act. pra Vnas 4P)

he perishes
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uwrRm^fir ii^ii

raga-dvesa-viyuktais tu

visayan indriyais caran

atma-vasyair vidheyatma

prasadam adhigacchati 64

But he who is seif-disciplined,

who moves among the object of the senses

with the senses freed from attachment and aversion

and under his own control, he attains to ‘grace.’

dvesa

viyuktaih

caran

vasyaih

vidheya

prasadam

(mas.) aversion

(mas. inst. pi. p.p.p. vi Vyuj 7U) freed

(mas. nom sing. pres. act. participle Vcar IP)

moves

(mas. inst. pi.) control

(gerundive vi Vdha 3U) disciplined

(mas. acc. sing.) grace
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|

tnfsrfcrgt ns^n

prasade sarva-duhkhanam

hanir asyopajayate

prasanna-cetaso hy asu

buddhih paryavatisthate 65

In ‘grace* is bom an end to all his sorrows.

Indeed the intellect of the man

of exalted consiousness

soon becomes firmly established.

hanih

prasanna

cetasah

prasanna-cetasah

asu

(fern. nom. sing.) end

(mas. p.p.p. V sad IP) exalted

(mas. gen. sing.) of consciousness

(bahuvrihi compound) man of exalted

consciousness

(adv.) quickly, soon
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*TCIRTFTf^r:

nasti buddhir ayuktasya

na cayuktasya bhavana

na cabhavayatah santir

asantasya kutah sukham 66

He who is not estabhished has no intellect,

nor has he any steady thought.

The man without steady thought has no peace;

for one without peace how can there be happiness?

(fern. nom. sing.) steady thoughtbhavana
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^K-li ft ^RcTT

cRFr^fcnrat

indriyanani hi caratam

yan mano ’nuvidhiyate

tad asya harati prajham

vayur navam ivambhasi 67

When a man’s mind is governed

by any of the wandering senses,

his intellect is earned away by it

•as a ship by the wind on water.

anuvidhiyate

vayuh

navam

ambhasi

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, pass, anu vi

^dha 3U) is governed

(mas. nom, sing.) wind

(fern. acc. sing.) ship

(n. loc. sing.) on water
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PHj^dlft TF&t' I

^ rar^n

cift m\ ulcir^cn ii^ii

tasmad yasya mahabaho

nigrhitani sarvasah

indriyanindriyarthebhyas

tasya prajna pratisthita 68

Therefore he whose senses

are all withdrawn from their objects.

O mighty-armed,

his intellect is established.

nigrhitani (n. nom. pi. p.p.p. ni V grab 9U)

withdrawn
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ucfyciRt
!

cTFlt WTtf WfT I

^nrfcT ^cfTt^T

ya nisa sarva-bhOtanarn

iasyam jagarti samyami

yasyam jagrati bhutani

sa nisa pasyato muneh 69

That which is night for all beings,

therein the self-controlled is awake,

that wherein beings are awake

is night for the sage who sees.

(fem. nom. sing.) night

(n. gen. pi.) of beings

(3rd per. sing. pres, indict, act. Vjagr 2P)

is awake
f

(mas. nom. sing.) self-controlled

(3rd per. pi. pres, indict, act. Vjagr 2P)

are awake

r

nisa

bhutanam

jagarti

samyami

jagrati
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cT^FTT ^ Tit

^llRiHl^Wcr^ chlH=hl^ ll\3oll

apuryamanam acala-pratistham

samudram apah pravisanti yadvat

tadvat kama yam pravisanti sarve

sa santim apnoti na kama-kami 70

He whom all desires enter

as waters enter

the ever-full and unmoved sea

attains peace, and not he who cherishes desires.

apuryamanam

acala

pratistham

acala-pratistham

samudram

apah

yadvat

kama-kami

(mas. acc. sing. pres. mid. participle V pr 3P)

ever-full

(mas.) unmoved

(n. acc. sing.) stationary

(karmadharaya compound) unmoved

(n. acc. sing.) sea

(fern. nom. pi.) waters

(adv.) as

(tatpurusa compound mas. nom. sing.)

desirer of desires, he who cherishes desires
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TJWtfcT I

f^rr fTr^R:

^ ,

viiRi
,

Mf^M^r?i. iivs^ii

vihaya kaman yah sarvan

pumams carati nihsprhah

nirmamo nirahankarah

sa santim adhigacchati 71

When a man acts without longing,

having relinquished all desires,

free from the sense of T and ‘mine,’

he attains to peace.

(gerund vi V ha3P) having reliquished

(mas. nom. sing. from pumams) man

(mas. nom sing.) without longing

(mas. nom. sing.) free from the sense of ‘mine’

(mas. nom. sing.) free from the sense of T

vihaya

puman

nihsprhah

nirmamah

nirahankarah
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W sTTlfr fMcT:

^TT f^prfcT I

Wf^Wf^frr 1 1 V3^ 1

1

esa brahmi sthitih partha

nainam prapya vimuhyati

sthitvasyam anta-kale ’pi

brahma-nirvanam rcchati 72

This is the state of Brahman, O Partha.

Having attained it, a man is not deluded.

Established in that, even at the last moment,

he attains eternal freedom in divine consciousness.

anta-kale (mas. loc. sing.) at the end of time, at the

last moment

rcchati (3rd per. sing. pres, indict, act. V r IP) he

attains
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a
MASCULINE

TABLES

Stem: nara (masculine) man (given on p. 74, Part I)

Nom. ^R:

Acc. ^rh;

Inst. itm*

Dat. i&q:

Abl. ^RTcT

-r .
N ‘

Gen. Tmnw

Loc. it

Voc. ^R
'

1 1 1 t

•RP
1 i

Singular Dual Plural

*The instrumental singular for gaja is gajena, and the genitive

plural for gaja is gajanam. The r in narena and naranam'

causes the n to become n. (See page 142, 143 Part I)
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a
NEUTER

Stem: phala (neuter) fruit (given on p. 92, Part I)

Nom. 4><r

1

TfT^‘

WdlPl

Acc. M>eiH MietlPt

Inst. ^enr^rrq; MFeh

Dat. Midl^:

Abl. H>Qlld

Gen. MieiNi*^

Loc. Mb crt M>d4l*- Miel^

Voc. H>ei

l l

Mi el

1 1

HieiiPl

1 1

Singular Dual Plural
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SL Stem: sena. (feminine) army (given on p. 145, Part I)

FEMININE

Nom. toT to tor*

Acc. to*T to to:

Inst. to'RW% tolft:

Dat. tot tonR:

Abl. toRT:

N *V

toPR:

Gen. tRFTT: toth

Loc. toRFT tM4|:

Voc. tt tn*
i i i i t i

Singular Dual Plural
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1 Stem: agni (masculine) fire; kirti (feminine) glory (p. 160, Part I)

MASCULINE

FEMININE Nom.

Acc.

Inst. ^17} 'll ^Tc^f

Dal.

Abl.

Gen. WPfr:

Loc.

Voc. w
! i

Singular

! I

Dual

1 1

Plural

The singular dative, ablative, genitive, and locative have an

optional feminine form. For example,the feminine dative singular is

kirtaye or klrtyai. The feminine instrumental singular is kirtya.
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FEMININE

Stem: nadi (feminine) river (given on p. 171, Part I)

Nom. toT TOT:

Acc. to^

Inst.

Dat ^rtr ^«TT*T ^«T:

Abl. TOT: ^T'«TFT

T?ft :Gen. TOI:

Loc. TOFT tott:

Voc. TOt ri£i:

.1 i i i.

Singular Dual Plural
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an
MASCULINE

Stem: rajan (mas.) king; atman (mas.) Self (given on p. 208, Part I)

Nom. *Fsrr wt

Acc. ^Hl rHH*

Inst. 7T5U WT^RT <mPt*

DaL irtwR%
(

Abl. W- WR*R: mr^T:

Gen. WT: TTWl

WWT

Loc. <|R| Wt: W^Rf:

A,

Voc.

1 1 i i i

'
i

Singular Dual Plural
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an Stem: naman (neuter) name (given on p. 209, Part I)

NEUTER

Nom.
*

himiPt

Acc. Hl*i THTTf^

Inst. ^TTRT ^TRf^:

Dat. •Hi) ITR^IFT RTJT^:

Abi. 'TT8T: 'RTRT^TRT

Gen. W: ^TTRt:

Loc. ^TTflr^FTfa ’TTRt*

Voc. '^TFR^R TOft^TFFfr ^FTTfa

i i i i i i

Singular Dual Plural
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I* Stem: datr (mas.) giver; svasr (fern.) sister (p. 220, Part I)

MASCULINE

FEMININE Nom. <!d! RcTR:

Acc.

Inst. cJT^:

DaL 'Sfk

Abl.

Gen.

Loc. ^m
Voc. ^RTR:

Stem: pitr (mas.) father; matr (fem.) mother; bhratr (mas.) brother

(These nouns follow Nom. pita pitarau pitarah
t

datr in all other cases.)

Acc. pitaram pitarau pitrn / bhratrn / matrh
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u Stem: hetu (mas.) cause; dhenu (fem.) cow (given on p. 232, Part I)

MASCULINE

j|
FEMININE Nom. %cf5Tt

Acc.

Inst.

i

1 ,

i

Dat. %3«r:

Abl. 13^ %3«t:

;

Gen. left • tw

Loc. ^ ^35

Voc.
‘it

%cf5T:

1 f

1 (

Singular

j !

Dual

1 i

Plural

The singular dative, ablative, genitive, and locative have an optional

feminine form. For example, the feminine dative singular is

dhenave or dhenvai.
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mad

asmad

Stem: mad (singular) I; asmad (plural) we (p. 128, Part I)

Norn.

I, we

~\

Acc.

me, us

*TFT *TT
*s

Inst.

with me, us

W
*\ wnf^

Dat.

for me, us

^RT'^TTR'^i
•v

Abl.

from me, us

*TcT WTcT
*s

Gen.

my, our

Loc. ^TToRt:

on me, us i f

Singular

1 1

Dual

1 !

Plural
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tvad

yusmad

Stem: tvad (singular) you; yusmad (plural) you (p. 129, Part I)

Nom. tFF

you (subject)

Acc. rcTFr ?c|T

you (object)

IJFFT FFT

Inst.

with you

'5^'CFFT

Dat. CpFT

for you

’5^T'CETFT FFT

Abl. cFcT

from you

Gen. cTF ^
of you, your

'5^T<CFFT

^FTFrF cf:

Loc.

on vou i i

<4«i4i :

i i 1 1

Singular Dual Plural
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tad Stem: tad (masculine) he

MASCULINE

Nom. *T: eft ft

he, they

Acc. eR eft dHs
him, them

Inst. eft ft:

with him, them

DaL ftR:

for him, them

Abl. cTFTRt ftR:

from him, them

Gen. cTR cRf:

his, their

Loc. effort eRt*-

on him, them I 1 1 1 1

Singular Dual Plural

Remember that sah, the nominative singular, usually appears as sa.

(See #5, p. 147.)
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tad
NEUTER

Stem: tad (neuter) it

Nom. cTcT cTTfa

it (subject)

Acc. ft cnfft

it (object)

Inst. <TTRT*T ft:

with it

Dat. cTT^TFT ft^t:

for it

Abl. cTFTTcT ftor:

from it

Gen. cTFT cPft: ft*FT

of it, its

Loc.

on it

cTf^FT

i t i i
1

Loc.

on it

Singular Dual Plural
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tftd Stem: tad (feminine) she

FEMININE

Nom. W cTT:

she, they

Acc. cTPT cT cTT:

her, them

Inst. Cl <41 dTflI2TFT rTTfit:

with her, them

Dat. cTT^T:

for her, them

Abi.
*\

cTT^:

from her, them

cPft:Gen. dWT • dl -HIH,

her, their

tniLoc.

on her, them i i [ 1 1

Singular Dual Plural
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MAT, VAT
MASCULINE Stem: bhagavat (masculine) possessing fortune, fortunate

prathama STWrT:

dvitiya ^TcRTt

trtiya

caturthi spici^iFr

pancami ^T^^IFT

sasthi WTcT: ^FTqTcTFT

saptami

sambodhana^ J
1 °l ^TTTcRT:

i i i i i i

eka dvi bahu
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MAT, VAT
NEUTER Stem: bhagavat (neuter) possessing fortune, fortunate

prathama W*cT

dvitlya «nT^r «fwRi

trtiya

caturthi wrct

pancami ^FT^rrq;

sasthi ^FRcT- ^nr^cft* ^FTcRTrq;

saptami WffcT *FTclrg

sambodhanan J
1 °l

i i

WTcft
i I 1

eka dvi bahu
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MAT, VAT
FEMININE Stem: bhagavat (neater) possessing fortune, fortunate

prathama ^ 4 Ncfl

dvitiya wreft

tritiya

caturthi

pancaml ^r^T:

sasthi ^ 4 |c(r4l: ^mckTNIH,

saptami ^IcMR

sambodhana^i 4
1

i i I 1

WT:
1 1

eka dvi bahu
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AS
NEUTER Stem: manas (neuter) mind

prathama *R: JRtft JRTf#

dvitlya *R: RTCfr JRT#

trtlya Rfr^rnr JRtf#

caturthi IRTT JRt^TR
"S

*Rt«T:

pancami IRTT: JRt^TR
“s

JR^R:

sasthi * RHTt: RWT

saptami jRf^r JR#:

sarnbodhana IR: JR# iRtf^r

.1 i i i

eka dvi bahu
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AS.

MASCULINE
FEMININE Stem: angiras (masculine) angiras (femininine)

prathama

dvitlya

trtiya

caturthi

pancami

sasthi ^RTt:

saptami

sambodhana

i j i i i i

eka dvi bahu
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IN
MASCULINE
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IN

NEUTER Stem: dandin (neuter) (adjective) having a stick

prathama «I^Pl

dvitiya

sambodhana «i^Pl

i - 1

eka

1 1

dvi

1

bahu

The rest are the same as the masculine.
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MONOSYLLABIC
NOUNS
FEMININE

Stem: dhi (feminine) intellect

prathama sfh f^R:

dvitiya f^R^ flR:

trtiya f^PTT sfrRR

caturthi sffR:

pancami f^R: f^RP sftRFi;

sasthi f^R: f^PTT: fMt: f^Rpr sfrrrq;

saptami f^RR f^Rt: %
sambodhana^ft*

i i

eka
1 1

dvi

flR:
1 i

bahudvi bahu
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NOUNS ENDING IN

CONSONANTS

FEMININE Stem: vac (stri-linga) speech

prathama W$:

dvidya WW^ wit W3:

trtlya ^rr cnTRFT Wf&{:

caturthl wi cTF^fPT W^W:

pancaml W%: Wr*f:

sasthi WQ: Wit:

saptaml wfi Wit:

sambodhana °l
1^ wit W^:

i i

eka
1 !

dvi

1

bahu
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NOUNS ENDING IN

CONSONANTS
MASCULINE Stem: marut (pum-Iinga) wind

prathama Wcf d

dvitiya wr mat

trtiya TO

caturthi XT^^T:

pancami TOT:

sasthl JT^cT: Weft:
~\

saptami

sambodhana ITW:
l l I I I l

eka dvi bahu
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u
FEMININE NOUNS Stem: vadhu (sti-linga) woman

prathama 'Z&f:

dvitlya

trtiya

caturthi

pancami W*TFT cT^«T:

sasthi

saptami ^33

sambodhana
•

i i _i i i

dvieka bahu
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IS

NEUTER Stem: havis (napumsaka-linga) oblation

prathama ffMt

dvitiya F^

trtiya Ft^:

caturtha Ff^% Ff^fc

pancami Ff^n Ff^4:

sasthi FfoPTR^

saptami wWr Ff^ Ff^J

sambodhanailf^-

1 !

eka

iftlt
1 1

dvi

^41 Rj

1

bahu
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US
NEUTER Stem: dhanus (napumsaka-linga) bow

prathamfi «TJ: Sl-Jlff

dvitiya

trtiya

caturthi «T5«f:

paiicami

sasthi si^t:

saptami SI5^t: *t3 :T

sambodhana si-Tfr spjfa

i i i i i i

eka dvi bahu
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o
MASCULINE
FEMININE

Stem: go (pum-linga) bull; (stri-linga) cow

prathama TTFfr TTR:

dvitiya TTFT
%

TIT# TTT:

trtiya W Tfr^^TFT
”\

TTtf^r:

caturthi TR TTt^TFT
*s

Tft^T:

pancami TTf: Tft'^TFT Tfr^T:

sasthi Ft: TRt: m
saptami TTt^ TTcfh %
sambodhana,TfT: TTT^ 7M:

i I

eka
1 1

dvi
1

bahu

i
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AU
FEMININE Stem: nau (sti-linga) ship

prathama

dvitiya

trtlya

caturthi

pancami

sasthi

saptaml

sambodhana
•

eka

TR-

:

^T:

^rarn

%
H|c| :

1 1

dvi

1

bahu
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ADJECTIVES
DECLINED LIKE
PRONOUNS Stem: sarva (masculine) all

prathama TTcf:

dvitiya

trtiya

caturthi

pancami

sasthi

saptami

1 1

eka

Ht:

^ToNt:

1 1

dvi

1

bahu
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INTERROGATIVE

PRONOUNS Stem: ka (masculine) who

prathama

dvitiya ch*^

trtiya

And so on, like tad in the masculine. (See Part 1, p. 309.

Stem: kim (neuter) what, how

prathama %

dvitiya f^F^T %

trtiya %:

And so on, like tad in the neuter. (See Part 1, p. 310.)

Stem: ka (feminine) who

prathama 1 % W

dvitiya % Wl'

trtiya c
t5

<HI

And so on, like tad in the feminine. (See Part 1, p. 311.)
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ETAD
Stem: etad (pum-linga) this

prathama T^T: TTcfr

dvitiya

l 1

eka
i i

dvi

i i

bahu

And so on. like tad in the masculine. (See Part 1, p. 309.

Stem: etad (napumsaka-linga) this

prathama wrf^r

dvitiya

1 1

eka
1 1

dvi

i i

bahu

And so on, like tad in the neuter. (See Part 1, p. 310.)

Stem: etad (stri-linga) this

prathama M.C1I

:

dvitiya WT t^cTT:

I 1

eka
i i

dvi

1 i

bahu

And so on. like tad in the feminine. (See Part 1
,

p.'
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PRESENT ACTIVE
PARTICIPLE

MASCULINE dhatu: Vgam (go) IP

Present Active Participle Stem: gacchant (going) pum-linga

prathama ^1 ^ I
*

dvitiya JI^C!

:

trtiya M^dl 7T^^JT^ 7Tc^f^‘:

caturthl

pancaml

sasthi n^cf: Jl^dV- J l^5di*l,

saptami Ji^fd ^r^cfr: 7T^r^

sambodhana

i i i i i i

eka dvi bahu
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PRESENT ACTIVE
PARTICIPLE

NEUTER dhatu: Vgam (go) IP

Present Active Participle Stem: gacchant (going)

napunisaka-Iinga

prathama J
I

dvitiya TrarcT
*s

trtiya

cathurthi

pancami

sasthi TT^TT: TT^cft:

saptami

sambodhana

i _
eka

i

bahu

Note that for the dvi-vacana, classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 (and

optionally class 6) use ati rather than anti.
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PRESENT ACTIVE
PARTICIPLE

FEMININE Root: Vgam (go) IP

Present Active Participle Stem: gacchanti (going) stri-linga

pratharna

dvitiya

trtiya

caturthi

pancami

sasthl

saptami

Tp*F^TT JI^^'C^TFT TTc^RfPT:

TTE^Fcfr^:

TT^F^TT: ^FtfftFT

TTr^jt:

sambodhanaJI^Rl ^F^T:
i i i i i i

eka dvi bahu

Note that classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 (and optionally class 6) use

ati rather than anti.
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AYAM
MASCULINE Stem: ayam (pum-Iinga) this

prathama 1FT

dvitiya

trtiya Tlf^:

caturthi "M^ TT-L-q-;

pancami WPTRT w^m
*\

TT%-q-:

sasthi WTT: WT

saptami
»

W^fT:
1 !

eka
f 1

dvi

[

bahu
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IDAM
NEUTER

TABLES

Stem: idam (napumsaka-linga) this

prathama wPr

dvitlya V* fqrf^r

trtiy§ TjrfJt:

caturthi
TT^q*:

paficaml Tjncq-:

sasthl h

saptam!
«-

1

1 1

eka

t 1

dvi

1

bahu
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IYAM
FEMININE Stem: iyam (stri-linga) this

prathama FTT:

dvitiya ^TT:

trtlya ^jT'^TFT Wf^T:

caturthl 'M^

pancami "HWl • ^IT^TT^

4>m4V.

WT^T:

sasthi ^Wl : ?nwi.

saptdmi 44^414^

i i

eka

1 1

dvi

1 1

bahu
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ENA
FEMININE Stem: ena (stii-linga) this

dvitiya ^

trtlya

sasth!

saptami

! I i.

eka dvi bahu
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CARDINAL NUMBERS

Sunya o 0

ekadasa 11

dvadasa 12

trayodasa « 13

caturdasa V* 14

paficadasa KK 15

sodasa
* * 16

saptada£a 17

astadasa & 18

navadasa U 19

vimSati 20

ekavimgati 21

dvSviinlati 22

trayovimsati 23

caturvimsati 3V 24

paficavimgati 25

sadvimlati
* • • •

26

saptavimlati 27

astavimsati 28

navavimsati 29

trim£at 30

catvarimSat
•

V© 40
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Passat 50

sasti 60

saptati 70

asiti 80

navati 90

satam 100

dvisatam ^oo 200

sahasram oooCV*

1,000

laksa \ooooo 100,000

Stem: tri (mas., n., fem.) three

prathama trayah trini tisrah

dvitiya trin trini tisrah

trtiya tribhih tribhih tisrbhih

caturthi tribhyah tribhyah tisrbhyah

pancami tribhyah tribhyah tisrbhyah

sasthi trayanam trayanam tisrnam

saptaml trisu trisu tisrsu

sambodhana trayah trini tisrah

l I i. i i i

Masculine Neuter Feminine
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CATUR

PANCA

I

Stem: catur (mas., n., fem.) four

t

i'

prathama catvarah catvari catasrah

dvitlya caturah catvari catasrah

trriya caturbhih caturbhih catasrbhih

caturthi caturbhyah caturbhyah catasrbhyah i

pancami caturbhyah caturbhyah catasrbhyah

sasthi caturnam caturnam catasrnam

saptami catursu catursu catasrsu

sambodhana catvarah catvari catasrah
ft • •

1.
I I t I I

Masculine Neuter Feminine

Stem: panca (all genders) five

prathama panca

dvitlya panca

trtiya .
pancabhih

caturthi pancabhyah

pancami pancabhyah

sasthi pancanam ^

saptami pancasu

sambodhana panca
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SAS

ASTA

Stem: sas (all genders) six

prathama sat

dvitiya sat

trtiya sadbhih

caturthi sadbhyah

pancaml sadbhyah

sasthl sannam

saptami satsu

sambodhana sat

Stem: asta (all genders) eight

prathama asta / astau

dvitiya asta / astau

trtiya astabhih / astabhih

caturthi astabhyah / astabhyah

pahcami astabhyah / astabhyah

sasthi astanam

saptami astasu / astasu

sambodhana asta / astau

The declension for 7 and 9-19 follows the declension of panca.
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PREFIXES across, beyond, surpassing, past

above, over, on

*3/ after, following

away, off

on, close on

to, against

down, away, off

w back, return, to, fully

up, up out

towards, near, subordinate

ill, bad, difficult, hard

Pr down, into

fTO out from, forth, without, entirely

TO away, forth, along, off

around, about
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5T

yf!r

m

W{

1

forward, onward, forth

back to, in reverse direction

apart, away, out

together

well, very, good, right, easy
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NUMERALS Numerals

CARDINAL NUMBERS 1.

2.

3 .

4.

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

10.

ORDINAL First

NUMBERS Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Cardinal Numbers

* one

two 9
three 9

* four

* (*0 five w
* six

seven m
^ i

C
) eight -mV.

K (S) nine

ten

pm
r\

Sixth w
Seventh TOT

Eighth TOT

or 3*hr Ninth WT
WT Tenth
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SANDHI FINAL VOWELS
VOWELS y

a
7
1 u r e ai au INITIAL

VOWELS

a ya va ra e
>

a a ava a

a ya va ra a a a a ava a

e i vi ri a i a i avi
•

i

e i vi ri a i a i avi i

o yu Q ru a u a u avu u

o yu u ru a u a 0 avu u

ar yr vr f a r S r avr r

ai ye ve re a e a e ave e

ai yai vai rai a ai a ai avai ai

au yo VO ro a o a o avo 0

au yau vau rau a au a au avail au
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SANDHI
FINAL h

I

!

;

I

Final letters of first word:

Initial

Any vowel h or r

(except ah and ah) ah ah
letter of

second word:

r 1 a i a2 vowels (a)

r a i o g/gh

r 1 a i 0 j/jh

r 1 a i 0 d/dh
r 1 a i 0 d/dh
r 1 a i o b/bh (b)

r 1 a i 0 nasals (n/m)

r 1 a i 0 y/v
.1

1 a i 0 r

r 1 a i o 1

r a i 0 h

h ah i ah k/kh

s 1 as i as c/ch

s 1 as i as t/th

s 1 as i as t/th

h
«

ah i ah p/ph (c)

h ah i ah §

h
•

1 ah i ah s/s

h ah i ah end of line

(1) The h disappears, and if i or u precedes, it becomes i or u.

The r disappears, and if a, i, or u precedes, it becomes S, i, or u.'

(2) Except that ah + a = o’ For example:

Wf: +

ramah + atra = ramo ’tra

Remember that final s follows the same rules as final h.
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SANDHI

FINAL h

h ka kha

s ca cha

s ta tha

s ta tha

h pa pha

h sa sa sa

h end of line

(c) Unvoiced consonant

a a

i i

u 0 (a)

r r Vowels

1

e al

0 au

ga gha na

ja jha na

da dha na

da dha na

ba bha ma

ya ra la

ha

(b) Voiced consonant

(a) If the second word begins in a vowel:

ah becomes a (except ah + a = o ’)

ah becomes a

vowel h becomes r

(b) If the first letter of the second word is a voiced consonant:

ah becomes o

ah becomes a

vowel h becomes r (except before a word beginning in r)

(c) If the first letter of the second word is an unvoiced consonant,

the h (with any vowel in front of it) changes to the'letter in

the far left column. >
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Final letter of first word: Initial

letter of

t n m second word:

d I n1
I m vowels

d 1 n 1 m
•

g/gh

j 1 n 1 m j/jh

d 1 n 1 m d/dh

d 1 n 1 m d/dh

d 1 n 1 m b/bh
n 1 n 1 m nasals (n/m)

d 1 n 1 m y/v

d 1 n I m r

1 1 ml 1 m i

d(dh)3 I n 1 m
•

h

t 1 n 1 m k/kh

c 1 ms 1 m c/ch

t 1 ms I m tyth

t 1 ms 1 m t/th

t 1 n 1 m p/ph

c(ch)4 1 fi(ch)2 1 m
•

s

t 1 n 1 m s/s

t I n 1 m end of line

SANDHI
FINAL M, N, T

1. If the vowel before the n is short, the n becomes nn.

2. The following £ may become ch.

3. The following h becomes dh.

4. The following $ becomes ch
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SANDHI

FINAL N
Final n remains unchanged unless the following letter is in bold.

Then:

n becomes n becomes

1 a a

1 i

T
i

1 u 0 nn (e)

1 r f (if preceded by

t 1 a short vowel)

1 e ai

1

1

0 au

ka kha

1

1 ga gha ha

(a) ms ca cha
'

1 ja jha ha n (f)

(b) ms ta tha da dha na n (g)

(c) ms ta tha 1 da dha na

pa pha 1 ba bha ma

1 ya ra la va ml (h)

(d) fi (ch) sa sa sa ha

end of line

(a) n + ca = rnsca ; n + cha = mscha

(b) n + ta = msta ; n + tha = mstha

(c) n + ta = msta ; n + tha = mstha

(d) n + sa = nsa or ncha

(e) an + a = anna

an + i = anni

an + u = anu

(f) n+ja = nja; n+jha = njha

(g) n + da = nda ; n + dha = ndha

(h) n + la = mlla
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SANDHI t remains t t changes

FINAL T except; to d except:

! a a

1 i I

1 u u

1 r f

1

i e ai

1 o an (before all nasals)

n (d)

ka kha gha ha

(a)c ca cha 1 ja jha ha j (e)

(b)t ta tha 1 da dha na ^ (0

la tha 1 da dha na

pa pha 1 ba bha ma

1 ya ra la va 1 (g)

(c) c (ch) la sa sa 1 ha d(dh)(h)

end of line

(a) t + ca = cca ; t + cha = ccha

(b) t + ta = $ta ; t + tha = ttha :

(c) t + la = ccha

(d) t + all nasals - nnasal

(e) t + ja = jja ; t + jha = jjha

(f) t + tla = dda ; t + dha = ddha

(g) t + la = Ila

(h) t + ha = ddha (ha becomes dha.)
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SANDHI

FINALM

SANDHI

FINAL R

FINAL P,T,K

(a) If the next word begins in a consonant, the m becomes m and

is pronounced (and could be written) as the nasal

corresponding to the first letter of the next word.

(b) If the next word begins in a vowel or is at the end of a line, the

m remains the same. The m remains the same because the

mouth is not preparing to close at a specific point of contact as

it would if the next word began with a consonant.

(a) Before a word beginning with a voiced letter (other than r), the r

remains the same.

(b) Before an unvoiced letter or the end of a line, r follows the same

rules as final h.

(c) Final r, whether original or derived from h, cannot stand

before another r. The final r is dropped and the vowel before it

made long if it is short.

(a) Before a voiced sound these letters become voiced, and before

an unvoiced sound they remain the same.

(b) Before a nasal these letters become the nasal of their row

(varga).

(c) Before h these letters become voiced and the h becomes their

voiced aspirated counterpart.
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FINALS

INITIAL CH

INTERNAL SANDHI

STOS

NTON

(a) Like final n, final n becomes nn before vowels if the n is

preceded by a short vowel.

(a) Initial ch becomes cch if the first word ends in a short vowel.

The ch also becomes cch after the preposition a and ma.

I any vowel I in spite of i

I (but a or a), I intervening I

I k, or r I m or h I

I I I

changes s I unless final I

tos I or followed 1

i by r I

1 r 1 unless c, ch, j, jh, n, 1 changes n 1 if followed by 1

1 r 1 t, th, d, dh, n, 1 ton 1 vowels, m, y, 1

1 f 1 t, th, d, dh. i 1 v, or n 1

1 or s

1

1 1, §, s interferes

1 i

i i
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VERB ROOTS

|

i

mr

WT

Vad (2P) atti (pres, indict.) he eats,

jagdhva (gerund), atsyati (future),

adyate (passive), jagdha, -jagdhya (p.p.p.),

atta (periphrasic future), attavya, adaniya,

adya (gerundive), ada (perfect), attum
(infinitive), adayati (causative), jighatsati

(desirative), aghasat (aorist)

V arh (IP) arhati (pres, indict.) he is

worthy, arhitva (gerund), arhisyati (future),

arhyate (passive), arhita, -arghya (p.p.p.),

arhayita (periphrasic future), arhaniya

(gerundive) anarha (perfect), arhitum
(infinitive), arhayati (causative), arjihisati

(desirative), arhit (aorist)

V as (2P) asti (pres, indict.) he, she, it is,

aisa (perfect)

V ap (5P) apnoti (pres, indict.) he obtains,

aptva (gerund), apsyati (future), apyate

(passive), apta, -apya (pjt.p.), apta

(periphrasic future), apaniya, aptavya, apya
(gerundive), apa (perfect), aptum (infinitive),

apayati (causative), ipsati (desirative), apat
(aorist)

(



Vas (2A) aste (pres, indict.) he sits,

asitva (gerund), asisyate (future),asyate

(passive), asita, -asya (pjp.p.), asita

(periphrasic future), asaniya, asitavya, asya

(gerundive), asa (perfect), asitum (infinitive),

asayati (causative), asisisate (desirative),

asista (aorist)

Vi (2P) eti (pres, indict.) he goes,

itva (gerund), esyati (future), iyate

(passive), ita, -itya (p.p.p.), eta

(periphrasic future), etavya, eya

(gerundive), iyaya (perfect), etum
(infinitive), ayayati (causative), iyisati

(desirative), aisit (aorist)

V is (6P) icchati (pres, indict.) he wishes,

desires, istva (gerund), esisyati (future),

isyate (passive), isita, -isya (p.p.p. ),

esita (periphrasic future), esitaniya,

esitavya, esya (gerundive), iyesa

(perfect), esitum (infinitive), esayati

(causative), esisisati (desirative), aisit

(aorist)

Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute (pres, indict.)

he makes, does, performs, krtva, -krtya

(gerund), karisyati (future), kriyate

(passive), krta (p.p.p.), karta (periphrasic

future), karaniya, kartavya, karya
(geiundive), cakara (perfect), kartum
(infinitive), karayati (causative), cikirsati

(desirative), akarsit (aorist)



Vkri (9U) krinati, krlnlte (pres, indict.) he

buys, kritva (gerund), kresyati (future),

kriyate (passive), krita, -kriya (p.p.p.),

kreta (periphrasic future), krayaniya,

kretavya, kreya (gerundive), cikiya

(perfect), kretum (infinitive), krapayati

(causative), tikrisati (desirative), akraisit

(aorist)

Vgam (IP) gacchati (pres, indict) he goes,

gatva (gerund), gamisyati (future), gamyate
(passive), gata, -gamya, -gatya (p.p.p.),

ganta (periphrasic future), gamaniya,
gantavya, gamya (gerundive), jagama
(perfect), gantum (infinitive), gamaiyati

(causative), jigamisati (desirative), agamat
(aorist)

V gup (IP) gopayati (pres, indict.) he

protects, guptvS, gopitva (gerund), gopisyati,

gopsyati (future), gupyate (passive), gupta,

gupita, -gupya (p.p.p.), gopayita, gopita,

gopta (periphrasic future), gopaniya,

goptavya, gopya (gerundive), jugopa
(perfect), goptuin, gopitum (infinitive),

gopayati (causative), jugopfeati (desirative),

agaupsit (aorist)

V gai (IP) gayati (pres, indict.) he sings,

gitva (gerund), gasyati (future), giyate

(passive), gita, -gaya (p.p.p.), gata (periphrasic

future), ganiya, gatavya, geya (gerundive),

jagau (perfect), gatum (infinitive), gapayati

(causative), jigasati (desirative), agasit (aorist)



V tint (10U) tintayati -te (pres, indict) he

thinks, cintayitva (gerund), cintayisyati

(future), tintyate (passive), tintita, -tintya

(p.p.p.) tintayita (periphrasic future),

cintayitavya, cintaniya, tintya, (gerundive),

cintayam (perfect), tintayitum (infinitive),

aticintat (aorist)

Vcur (10U) corayati -te (pres, indict) he

steals, corayitva (gerund), corayisyati

(future), coryate (passive), corita, -corya

(p.p.p.), corayita (periphrasic future),

coranlya, corayitavya, corya (gerundive),

corayam (perfect), corayitum (infinitive),

cucorayisati (desirative), acucurat (aorist)

Vjan (4A) jayate (pres, indict.) he is bom,

janitva (gerund), janisyate (future), janyate

(passive), jata, -janya (p.p.p.), janlta

(periphrasic future), janitavya, janya

(gerandive), jajne (perfect), janitum

(infinitive), janayati (causative), jijanisate

(desirative), ajanista (aorist)

Vji (IP) jayati (pres, indict) he conquers,

jitva (gerund), jesyati, jayisyati (future),

jlyate (passive), jita, -jitya (p.p.p.), jeta

(periphrasic future), jetavya, jitya,jeya

(gerundive), jigaya (perfect), jetum'

(infinitive), japayat (causative), jigisati

(desirative), ajaisit (aorist)



Vjiv (IP) jivati (pres, indict) he lives,

jivitva (gerund), jiyisyati (future)
1
jivyate

(passive), jivita, -jivya (p.p.p.)_, jivita

(periphrasic future), jivaniya,jivitavya, jivya

(gerundive), jijiva (perfect), jivitum

(infinitive), jivayati (causative)
,
jijivisati

(desirative), ajivit (aorist)

Vjna (9U) janati, janite (pres, indict.) he knows,

jnatva (gerund), jnasyati (future), jnayate

(passive), jnata, -jnaya (p.p.p.), jnata

(periphrasic future), jnatavya, jneya
(gerundive) jajnau (perfect), jnatum
(infinitive), jnapayati (causative), jijnasati

(desirative), ajyasit (aorist)

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute (pres, indict.) he

stretches, spreads, goes, tantva, tanitva,

(gerund), tanisyati (future), tanyate

(passive), tata, -tatya, taya (p.p.p.), tanita

(periphrasic future), tanitavya, tanya
(gerundive), tatana (perfect), tantum,

tanitum (infinitive), tanayati (causative),

titanisati (desirative), atanit (aorist)

Vtud (6U) tudati -te (pres, indict.) he pushes,

strikes, tuttva (gerund), totsyate (future),

tudyate (passive), tunna, -tudya (p.p.p.),

totta (periphrasic future), todya (gerundive),

tutoda (perfect), toditum (infinitive),

todayati (causative), tututsati (desirative),

atautsit (aorist)
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V tus (4P) tusyati (pres, indict) he is satisfied,

contented, tustva (gerund), tok$yati (future),

tu§yate (passive), tusta, -tusya_(p.p.p.),

to§(a (periphrasic future), tosa^iya, to§tavya,

to$ya (gerundive), tutosa (perfect), tosfum
(infinitive), tosayati (causative), tutuksati

(desirative), atusat (aorist)

Vtr (IP) tarati (pres, indict.) he crosses over,

tirtva (gerund), tarisyati (future), tiryate

(passive), tirna, -tirya (p.p.p.), tarita

(periphrasic future), taritavya, taraniya,

tarya (gerundive), tatara (perfect), tartum,

taritum (infinitive), tarayati (causative),

titlrsati (desirative), atarit, atarsit (aorist)

Vtyaj (IP) tyajati (pres, indict) he abandons,

tyaktva (gerund), tyak$yati (future), ty^jyate

(passive), tyakta (p.p.p.), tyakta (periphrasic

future), tyajaniya, tyaktavya, tyajya

(gerundive), taty^ja (perfect), tyaktum
(infinitive), tyajayati (causative), tityaksati

(desirative), aty3ksit (aorist)

Vda (3U) dadati, datte (pres, indict) he

gives, dattva (gerund), dasyati (future),

diyate (passive), datta, -daya (p.p.p.), data
(periphrasic future), daniya, datavya, deya
(gerundive), dadau (perfect), datum
(infinitive), dapayati (causative), ditsati

(desirative), adat (aorist)
1



Vdiv (4P) divyati (pres, indict.) he plays,

shines, increases, devisyati (future), divyate

(passive), dyuna, -dlvya (p.p.p.), devita

(periphrasic future), devitavya (gerundive),

dideva (perfect), devitum (infinitive),

devayati (causative), adevit (aorist)

Vdrs (IP) pasyati (pres, indict.) he sees,

drstva (gerund), draksyati (future), drSyate

(passive), drsta, -drsya (p.p.p.), drsta

(periphrasic future), drastavya, darSaniya,

dr^ya (gerundive), dadarsa (perfect),

drastum (infinitive), darsayati (causative),

didrksate (desirative), adrakslt (aorist)

Vdvis (2U) dvesti, dviste (pres, indict.) he

hates, dvista (gerund), dveksyati (future),

dvisyate (passive), dvista, -Kivisya (p.p.p.),

dvisyste (periphrasic future), dvesaniya,

dvesya (gerundive), didvesa (perfect),

dvestum (infinitive), dvesayati (causative),

didviksati (desirative), adviksat (aorist)

Vdha (3U) dadhati, dhatte (pres, indict.) he

places, dhitva, hitva (gerund), dhasyati

(future), dhiyate (passive), hita, -dhaya

(p.p.p.), dhata (periphrasic future),

dhatavya, dhaniya, dheya (gerundive),

dadhau (perfect), dhatum (infinitive),

dhapayati (causative), dhitsati (desirative),

adhat (aorist)
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% Vdhr (1U) dharati -te (pres, indict) he

holds, dhrtva (gerund), dharisyati (future),

dhriyate (passive), dhrta, -dhrtya (p.p.p.),

dharta (periphrasic future), dharaniya,

dhartavya, dharya (gerundive), dadhara
(perfect), dhartum (infinitive), dharayati

(causative), didharisati (desirative), adharsit

(aorist)

Vnand (IP) nandati (pres, indict.) he exults,

rejoices, nandisyati (future), nandyate
(passive), nandita, -nandya (p.p.p.),

nandita (periphrasic future), nandanlya,

nandya (gerundive), nananda (perfect),

nanditum (infinitive), nandayati (causative),

ninandisati (desirative), anandit (aorist)

Vni (lU) nayati -te (pres, indict) he leads,

nitva (gerund), nesyati (future), nlyate

(passive), nita, -nlya (p.p.p.), neta

(periphrasic future), nayaniya, netavya, neya
(gerundive), ninaya (perfect), netum_
(infinitive), nayayati (causative), ninisati

(desirative), anaisit (aorist)

Vpa(h (IP) pathati (pres, indict.) he reads,

pathitva (gerund), pathisyati (future),

pathyate (passive), pathita, -pathya

(p.p.p.), pathita (periphrasic future),

pathitavya, pathaniya, pathya (gerundive),

papatha (perfect), pathitum (infinitive),

pathayati (causative), pipathisati

(desirative), aphathit (aorist)



Vpad (4A) padyate (pres, indict.) he goes,

attains, pattva (gerund), patsyate (future),

padyate (passive), panna, -padya (p.p.p.),

patita (periphrasic future), padaniya,

pattavya, padya (gerundive), pede (perfect),

pattum (infinitive), padayati (causative),

pitsate (desirative), apatta (aorist)

pas (IP) pasyati (pres, indict.) he sees

Vpa (IP) pibati (pres, indict.) he drinks,

pitva (gerund), pasyati (future), piyate

(passive), pina, -piya (p.p.p.), pata
(periphrasic future), paniya, patavya, peya
(gerundive), papau (perfect), patum
(infinitive), payayati (causative), pipasati

(desirative), apat (aorist)

V prach (6P) prcchati (pres, indict.) he asks,

prstva (gerund), praksyati (future),

prcchyate (passive), prsta, -prcchya

(p.p.p.), prasta (periphrasic future),

prastavya, prcchya (gerundive), papraccha
(perfect), prastum (infinitive), pracchayati

_

(causative), piprcchisati (desirative), apraksit

(aorist)
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Vbudh (1U) bodhati -te (pres, indict) he

knows, buddhva (gerund), bodhisyati (future),

bhudyate (passive), boddha, -budhya

(p.p.p.),_ bodhita (periphrasic future),

bodhaniya, bodhitavya, bodhya (gerundive),

bubodba (perfect), bodhitum (infinitive),

bodhayati (causative), bubodhisati (desirative),

abhodit (aorist)

Vbrfl (2U) braviti, brute (pres, indict.) he

speaks

Vbhas (lA) bhasate (pres, indict.) he speaks,

bhasitva (gerund), bhasisyate (future),

bhasyate (passive), bhasita, -bhasya

(p.p.p.), bhasita (periphrasic future),

bha^itavya, bhasaniya, bhasya (gerundive),

babhase (perfect), bhasitum (infinitive),

bhasayati (causative), bibhasisate

(desirative), abhasista (aorist)

Vbhu (IP) bhavati (pres, indict.) he is,

bhOtva (gerund), bhavisyati (future),

bhuyate (passive), bhuta, -bhOya (p.p.p.),

bhavita (periphrasic future), bhavaniya,

bhavitavya, bhavya (gerundive), babhfiva

(perfect), bhavitum (infinitive), bhavayati

(causative), bubhusati (desirative), abhfit

(aorist)

i



Vman (4A) manyate (pres, indict.) he thinks,

manitva, matva (gerund), mamsyate (future),

manyate (passive), mata, -manya, -matva

(p.p.p.), manta (periphrasic future),

mantavya, mananiya, manya (gerundive),

mene (perfect), manitum, mantum (infinitive),

manayati (causative), mimamsate (desirative),

amamsta, amata (aorist)

Vmuc (6U) muncati -te (pres. indict.) he

releases, liberates, muktva (gerund),

moksyati (future), mucyate (passive),

mukta, -mucya (p.p.p.), mokta (periphrasic

future), mocaniya, moktavya, mocya
(gerundive), mumoca (perfect), moktum
(infinitive), mocayati (causative), mumuksati
(desirative), amucat (aorist)

Vyiu (7U) yunakti, yunkte (pres, indict.) he

unites, yuktva (gerund), yoksyati (future),

yujyate (passive), yukta, -yujya (p.p.p.),

yokta_(periphrasic future), yoktavya,

yojaniya, yojya (gerundive), yuyoja
(perfect), yoktum (infinitive), yojayati

(causative), yuyuksati (desirative), ayujat
(aorist)

Vram (1A) ramate (pres, indict.) he enjoys,

rantva, ratva (gerund), ramsyate (future),

ramyate (passive), rata, -ramya, -ratya

(p.p.p.), ranta (periphrasic future), ramaniya,

rantavya, ramya (gerundive), reme (perfect),

rantum (infinitive), ramayati (causative),

riramsate (desirative), aramsta (aorist)
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Vrudh (7U) runaddhi, rundhe (pres.

indict.) he blocks, opposes, ruddhva
(gerund), rotsyati (future), rudhyate
(passive), ruddha, -rudhya (p.p.p.), roddha
(periphrasic future), rodhya (gerundive),

rurodha (perfect), roddhum (infinitive),

rodhayati (causative), rurutsati (desirative),

arvdhat (aorist)

cT*T V labh (1A) labhate (pres, indict) he obtains,

labdhva (gerund), Iapsyate (future),

labhyate (passive), labdha, -labhya (p.p.p.)*

labdha (periphrasic future), labhya,

labdhavya, labhaniya (gerundive), lebhe

(perfect), labdhum (infinitive), iambhayati

(causative), lipsate (desirative), alabdha
(aorist)

Vvac (2P) vakti (pres, indict.) he says,

uktva (gerund), vaksyati (future), ucyate

(passive), ukta, -ucya (p.p.p.), vakta,

vacayita (periphrasic future), vacaniya,

vaktavya, vacya (gerundive), uvaca (perfect),

vaktom (infinitive), vacayati (causative),

vivaksati (desirative),avocat (aorist)

Vvad (IP) vadati (pres, indict.) he speaks, uditva

(gerund), vadisyati (future), udyate (passive),

udita, -udya (p.pjt), vadita (periphrasic future),

vaditavya, vadaniya, vadya (gerundive), uvada
(perfect), vaditum (infinitive), vadayati_

(causative), vivadisati (desirative), avadit (aorist)
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Vvas (IP) vasati (pres, indict.) he lives,

usitva (gerund), vatsyati (future), usyate

(passive), usita, -usya (p.p.p.), vasta

(periphrasic future), vastavya, vasaniya

vasya (gerundive), uvasa (perfect), vas(i)tum

(infinitive), vasayati (causative), vivatsati

(desirative), avatsit (aorist)

fcT^r Vvij (6A) vijate (pres, indict.) he fears',

vijisyati (future), vijyate (passive), vigna, -vijya

(p.p.p.), vijita (periphrasic future), vivije

(perfect), vijitum (infinitive), vejayati (causative),

vivijisati (desirative), avijit (aorist)

ft* V vid (4A) vidyate (pres, indict.) he is,

vetsyate (future), vidyate (passive), vitta, -vidya

(p.p.p.), vepta (periphrasic future), vivide

(perfect), vivitsate (desirative), avitta (aorist)

V vis (6P) visati (pres, indict.) he enters

vistva (gerund), veksyati (future), visyate

(passive), vista, -viSya (p.p.p.), vesta

(periphrasic future), veSaniya, vestavya,

vesya (gerundive), viyesa (perfect), vestum
(infinitive), vesayati (causative), viviksati

(desirative), aviksat (aorist)
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Vvrt (1A) vartate (pres, indict.) he is,

vrttva (gerund), vartisyate (future), vrtyate

(passive), v|*tta, -vrtya (p.p.p.), vartita

(periphrasic future), vartaniya, vartitavya,

vartya (gerundive), vavarta (perfect),

vartitum (infinitive), vartayati (causative),

vivartisate (desirative), avrtat (aorist)

91^ Vvraj (IP) vrajati (pres, indict.) he goes, he

walks, vrajitva (gerund), vrajisyati (future),

vrtyate (passive), vrajita, -vrajya (p.p.p.),

vrajita (periphrasic future),vr^jya

(gerundive), vavraja (perfect), vrtgitum

(infinitive), vrajayati (causative), vivr^jisati

(desirative), avriyit (aorist)

Vsak (5P) saknoti (pres, indict.) he is able,

saktva (gerund), sakisyati, saksyati (future),

sakyate (passive), sakita, sakta, -sakya

(p.p.p.), sakta (periphrasic future), sakya
(gerundive), sasaka (perfect) sakitum,

saktum (infinitive), sakayati (causative),

siksati (desirative), asakat (aorist)

V§ubh (lA) sobhate (pres, indict.) he shines,

sobhitva (gerund), sobhisyati (future),

sobhita, subhita (p.p.p.), sobhita

(periphrasic future), sobhaniya (gerundive),

susobha (perfect), sobhitum (infinitive),

sobhayati (causative), susobhisate

(desirative), aSusat (aorist)



Vsru (5P) srnoti (pres, indict.) he hears,

srutva (gerund), srosyati (future), sruyate

(passive), Sruta, -srutya (p.p.p.), €rota

(periphrasic future), sravaniya, srotavya,

sravva (gerundive), susrava (perfect),

srotum (infinitive), sravayati (causative),

susrusate (desirative), alrausit (aorist)

Vsu (5U) sunoti, sunute (pres, indict.) he

presses, sutva (gerund), sosyati (future),

suyate (passive), suta, -suya (p.p.p.), sota

(periphrasic future), sotavya (gerundive),

susava (perfect), sotum (infinitive), savayati

(causative), sususati (desirative), asausit

(aorist)

Vsrj (6P) srjati (pres, indict.) he creates,

emits, srstva (gerund), sraksyati (future),

srjyate (passive), srsta, -srjya (p.p.p.),

srasta (periphrasic future), srastavya, sarjya

(gerundive), sasarja (perfect), srastum
(infinitive), sarjayati (causative), sisrksati

(desirative), asraksit (aorist)

Vsev (1A) sevate (pres, indict.) he serves,

sevitva (gerund), sevisyate (future), sevyate

(passive), sevita, -sevya (p.p.p.), sevaniya,

sevitavya, sevya (gerundive), siseve (perfect),

sevitum (infinitive), sevayati (causative),

sisevisate (desirative), asevista (aorist)
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mr

Vstha (IP) tisthati (pres, indict.) he stands,

sthitva (gerund), sthasyati (future), sthiyate

(passive), sthita, -sthaya (p.p.p.), sthata

(periphrasic future), sthatavya, stheya

(gerundive), tasthau (perfect), sthatum
(infinitive), sthapayati (causative), tisthasati

(desirative), asthat (aorist)

Vsmi (lA) smayate (pres, indict.) he smiles,

smitva (gerund), smesyate (future), smiyate

(passive), smita, -smitya, -smayitya

(p.p.p.), smeta (periphrasic future),

smayaniya, smetavya, smaya (gerundive),

sismive (perfect), smetum (infinitive),

smayayati (causative), sismayisate

(desirative), asmesta (aorist)

Vsmr (IP) smarati (pres, indict.) he

remembers, smrtva (gerund), smarisyati

(future), smaryate (passive), smrta, -smrtya

(p.p.p.),_smarta (periphrasic future),

smaraniya, smartavya, smarya (gerundive),

sasmara (perfect), smartum (infinitive),

smarayati (causative), susmursate

(desirative), asmarsite (aorist)

Vban (2P) hanti (pres, indict.) he kills,

hatva (gerund), hanisyati (future), hanyate

(passive), hata, -hanya, -hatya (p.p.p.),

hanti (periphrasic future), hantavya
(gerundive), jaghana (perfect), hantum
(infinitive), ghatayati (causative), jighamsati

(desirative), avadhit (aorist)



Vhas (1P> hasati (pres, indict.) he laughs,

hasitva (gerund), hasisyati (future), hasyate

(passive), hasita, -hasya (p.p.p.), hasita

(periphrasic future), hasaniya, hasitavya,

hasya (gerundive), janasa (perfect), hasitum
(infinitive), hasayati (causative), jihasisati

(desirative), ahasit (aorist)

Vha (3P) jahati (pres, indict.) he abandons,

hitva (gerund), hasyati (future), hiyate

(passive), hina, -haya (p.p.p.), hata

(periphrasic future), hatavya, heya

(gerundive), jahau (perfect), hatum
(infinitive), hapayati (causative), jihasati

(desirative), aha(si)t (aorist)

Vhu (3P) juhoti (pres, indict.) he offers,

hutva (gerund), hosyati (future), hOyate

(passive), huta, -huya (p.p.p.), hota

(periphrasic future), hotavya, havya
(gerundive), juhava (perfect), hotum
(infinitive), havayati (causative), juhOsati

(desirative), ahausit (aorist)

Vhr (1U) harati -te (pres, indict.) he takes,

hrtva (gerund), harisyati (future), hriyate

(passive), hrta, -hrtya (p.p.p.), harta

(periphrasic future), haraniya, hartatya,

harya (gerundive), jahara (perfect) . hartum
(infinitive), harayati (causative), jihirsati

(desirative), aharsit (aorist)
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CLASS 1

Root: Vbhu ‘be’ Present stem: bhava

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

bhavati bhavatah bhavanti bhavate bhavete bhavante

bhavasi bhavathah bhavatha bhavase bhavethe bhavadhve

bhavami bhavavah bhavamah bhave bhavavahe bhavamahe

Imperfect

abhavat abhavatam abhavan abhavata abhavetam abhavanta

abhavah abhavatam abhavata abhavathah abhavetham abhavadhvam

abhavam abhavava abhavama abhave abhavavahi abhavamahi

Imperative

bhavatu bhavatam bhavantu bhavatam bhavetam bhavantam

bhava bhavatam bhavata bhavasva bhavetham bhavadhvam

bhavani bhavava bhavama bhavai bhavavahai bhavamahai

Optative

bhavet bhavetam bhaveyuh bhaveta bhaveyatam bhaveran

bhaveh bhavetam bhaveta bhavethah bhaveyatham bhavedhvam

bhaveyam bhaveva bhavema bhaveya bhavevahi bhavemahi
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CLASS 2

Root: V ad, ‘eat’ Present stem: at, at

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

att! attah adanti

atsi atthah attha

admi advah admah

Imperfect

adat attam adan

adah attam atta

adam adva adma

Imperative

attu attam adantu

addhi attam atta

adani adava adama

Optative

adyat adyatam adyuh

adyah adyatam adyata

adyam adyava adyam:

atte

atse

ade

adate

adathe

advahe

adate

addhve

admahe

atta

atthah

adi

adatam

adatham

advahi

adata

addhvam

admahi

attam

atsva

adai

adatam

adatham

adavahai

adatam

addhvam

adamahai

adita

adithah

adiya

adiyatam

adiyatham

adivahi

adiran

adidhvam

adimahi

.
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CLASS 3

Root: Vhu, ‘offer’ Present stem: juho, juhu

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

iuhoti juhutah juhuati juhute juhvate juhvate

iuhosi juhuthah juhutha juhuse juhvathe juhudhve

juhomi juhuvah juhumah juhve juhuvahe juhumahe

Imperfect

aiuhot ajuhutam ajuhavuh ajuhuta ajuhvatam ajuhvata

aiuhoh ajuhutam ajuhuta ajuhuthah ajuhvatham ajuhudhvam

ajuhavam ajuhuva ajuhuma ajuhvi ajuhuvahi ajuhumahi

Imperative

juhotu juhutam juhvatu juhutam juhvatam juhvatam

juhudhi juhutam juhuta juhusva juhvatham juhudhvam

iuhavani juhavava juhavama jithavai iuhavavahai _ iuhavamahai

Optative

juhuyat juhuyatam juhuyuh juhvlta juhviyatam juhviran

juhuyah juhuyatam juhuyata juhvlthah juhviyatham juhvldhvam

juhuyam juhuyava juhuyama juhviya juhvivahi juhvimahi
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CLASS 4

Root: Vdiv ‘play’ Present stem: divya

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

divyati

dlvyasi

divyami

divyatah

divyathah

divyavah

divyanti

dlvyatha

divyamah

divyate

divyase

divye

divyete

divyethe

divyavahe

divyante

divyadhve

divyamahe

Imperfect

adivyat

adivyah

adivyam

adivyatam

adivyatam

adivyava

adivyan

adivyata

adivyama

adivyata

adlvyathah

adivye

adivyetam

adivyetham

adivyavahi

adivyanta

adlvyadhvam

adivyamahi

Imperative

'

divyatu

divya

divyani

divyatam

divyatam

divyava

divyantu

dlvyata

divyama

divyatam

divyasva

divyai

divyetam

divyetham

divyavahai

divyantam

divyadhvam

divyamahai

Optative

divyet

divyeh

divyeyam

divyetam

divyetam

divyeva

divyeyuh

divyeta

divyema

divyeta

divyethah

divyeya

divyeyatam

divyeyatham

divyevahi

dlvyeran

divyedhvam

divyemahi
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CLASS 5

Root: Vsu, ‘press’ Present stem: suno, sunu

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

sunoti

wnosi

simomi

sunutah

sunuthah

sunuvah

sunvanti

sunutha

sunumah

sunute

sunuse

sunve

sunvate

sunvathe

sunuvahe

sunvate

sunudhve

sunumahe

Imperfect

asunot

asunoh

asunavam

asunutam

asunutam

asunuva

asunvan

asunuta

asunuma

asunuta

asunuthah

asunyi

asunvatam

asunvatham

asunuvahi

asunvata

asunudhvam

asunumahi

Imperative

sunotu

sunu

sunavani

sunutam

sunutam

sunavava

sunvantu

sunuta

sunavama

sunutam

' sunusva

sunavai

sunvatam

sunvatham

sunavavahai

sunvatam

sunudhvam

sunavamahai

Optative

sunuyat

sunuyah

sunuyam

sunuyatam

sunuyatam

sunuyava

sunuyuh

sunuyata

sunuyama

sunvita

sunvlthah

sunviya

sunviyatam

sunvlyatham

sunvivahi

sunviran

sunvidhvam

sunvimahi
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CLASS 6

Root: Vtud ‘push’ Present stem: tuda

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

tudati tudatah tudanti tudate tudete tudante

tudasi tudathah tudatha tudase tudethe tudadhve

tudami tudavah tudamah tude tudavahe tudamahe

Imperfect

atudat atudatam atudan atudata atudetam atudanta

atudah atudatam atudata atudathah atudetham atudadhvam

atudam atudava atudama atude atudavahi atudamahi

Imperative

tudatu tudatam tudantu tudatam tudetam tudantam

tuda tudatam tudata tudasva tudetham tudadhvam

tudani tudava tudama tudai tudavahai tudamahai

Optative

tudet tudetam tudeyuh tudeta tudeyatam tuderan

tudeh tudetam tudeta tudethah tudeyatham tudedhvam

tudeyam tudeva tudema tudeya tudevahi tudemahi
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CLASS 7

Root: V rudh, ‘block’ Present stem: runadh, rundh

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

runaddhi

runatsi

runadhmi

runddhah

runddhah

rundhvah

rundhanti

runddha

rundhmah

runddhe

runtse

rundhe

rundhate

rundhathe

rundhvahe

rundhate

runddhve

rundhmahe

Imperfect

aranat

arunat

aninadham

arunddham

arunddham

arundhva

arundhan

arunddha

arundhma

arunddha

arunddhah

arundhi

arundhatam

arundhatham

arundhvahi

arundhata

arunddhvam

.

arundhmahi

Imperative

runaddhu

runddhi

runadhani

runddham

runddham

runadhava

rundhantu

runddha

runadhama

runddham

runtsva

runadhai

rundhatam rundhatam

rundhatham runddhvam

Optative

rundhyat

rundhyah

rundhyam

rundhyatam rundhyuh

rundhyatam rundhvata

rundhyava rundhyama

rundhita

rundhlthah

rundhiya

rundhlyatam

rundhiyatham

rundhivahi

rundhlran

rundhidhvam

rundhimahi
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CLASS 8

Root: V tan, ‘stretch’ Present stem: tano, tanu

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

tanoti tanutah tanvanti tanute tanvate tanvate

tanosi tanuthah tanutha tanuse tanvathe tanudhve

tanomi tanuvah tanumah tanve tanuvahe tanumahe

Jmperfect

atanot atanutam atanvan atanuta atanvatam atanvata

atanoh atanutam atanuta atanuthah atanvatham atanudhvam

atanavam atanuva atanuma atanvi atanuvahi atanumahi

Imperative

tanotu tanutam tanvantu tanutam tanvatam tanvatam

tanu tanutam tanuta tanusva tanvatham tanudhvam

tanavani tanavava tanavama tanavai tanavavahai tanavamahai

Optative

tanuyat tanuyatam tanuyuh tanvita tanviyatam tanviran

tanuyah tanuyatam tanuyata tanvithah tanviyatham tanvidhvam

tanuyam tanuyava tanuyama tanviya tanvivahi tanvimahi
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CLASS 9

Root; V kri, ‘buy’ Present stem: krina, krlnl, krin

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

krinati krinitah krinanti krlnite krinate

krinasi krinithah krinitha krlnise krinathe

krinami krinivah krinimah krine krinivahe

Imperfect

akrinat akrinitam akrinan akrinita akrinatam

akrinah akrinitam akrinita akrinithah akrinatham

akrinam akrinlva akrinlma akrinl akrinivahi

Imperative

krinatu krinitam krinantu krinitam krinatam

krinihi krinitam krinita krinisva krinatham

krinani kripaya krlnama krinai krinavahai

Optative

kriniyat kriniyatam kriniyuh krinita kriniyatam

kriniyah kriniyatam kriniyata krinithah kriniyatham

kriniyam kriniyava kriniyama kriniya krinivahi

krinate

krinidhve

krinimahe

akrinata

akrlnldhvam

akrinimahi

krinatam

krinidhvam

krinamahai

kriniran

krinidhvam

krinimahi
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CLASS 10

Root: Vcur ‘steal’ Present stem: coraya

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

corayati corayatah corayanti corayate corayete corayante

corayasi corayathah corayatha corayase corayethe corayadhve

corayami corayavah corayamah coraye corayavahe corayamahe

Imperfect

acorayat acorayatam acorayan acorayata acorayetam acorayanta

acorayah acorayatam acorayata acorayathah acorayetham acorayadhvam

acorayam acorayava acorayama acoraye acorayavahi acorayamah i

Imperative

corayatu corayatam corayantu corayatam corayetam corayantam

coraya corayatam corayata corayasva corayetham corayadhvam

corayani corayava corayama corayai corayavahai corayamahai

Optative

corayet corayetam corayeyuh corayeta corayeyatam corayeran

corayeh corayetam corayeta corayethah corayeyatham corayedhvam

corayeyam corayeva corayema corayeya corayevahi corayemahi
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VERB ENDINGS
CLASSES 1, 4, 6, 10

Parasmaipada Atmanepada

Present

fcT crq; far * fa

fa sra; 2T fa fa fa

fa oRT
"N fa T fa fa

Imperfect

>
cTPT fa cf Tfa ^RT

cT srr: Tfa fa
*T T fa' fa

Imperative

I dIH, fa sfa ^Ffa

- m. Tfa fa
WT wfa wit

Optativive

tmrr #fa fa farar^

H fa ffa fa-fa

Pm fa fa ffa ffa



VERB CLASSES

VERB ENDINGS
CLASSES 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9

Present

Parasmaipada

fir mficf

fir
•s

ST

fir oRT TO

Imperfect

cT TOT to
*s

cW
"S

cT

*r

Imperative

5 dlH
.
*\

ft TO cT

wTfir TOT Mm

Optative

^TTcT TOTO "m-
TOT

"s
toto tot

TO^ tot tot

375

Atmanepada

TOT tot

TTO

cT TOTO
"S

to

TOT
*S

TOTO
*s •s

?

dlHN TOTO toftN

wsrnr TO%

fTOTPT

fTOT Itotot

$*T t^ft



VERB GLASSES

The present indicative atmanepada endings for classes 2, 3,

5, 7, 8, and 9:

prathama *

madhyama $

uttama

Root: Vtan Class 8 (stretch) Present Indicative itmanepada

prathama cF^cT

tanute tanvate tanvate

tanu+te tanu+ate tanu+ate

madhyama cF^
tanuse tanvathe tanudhve

tanu+se tanu+athe tanu+dhve

uttama cF^
tanve tanuvahe tanumahe

tanu+e

i i

tanu+vahe

i

tanu+mah
i i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that all forms are weak. Notice that the third person

plural has no n (ate rather than ante). Notice also that the

second and third person dual are slightly different than

classes 1, 4, 6, and 10.
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The imperfect middle endings for classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9:

prathama ^TcT

madhyama STTTT

uttama T crft nit

Root: Vtan Class 8 (stretch) Imperfect atmanepada

prathama ^Md^d ^Td^ldlH ^d*-qd

atanuta atanvatam atanvata

a+tanu+ta a+tanu+atam a+tanu+ata

madhyama ^d-cuSTFT

atanuthah atanvatham atanudhvam

a+tanu+thas a+tanu+atham a+tanu+dhvam

1—

^

uttama ildRi
atanvi atanuvahi atanumahi

a+tanu+i

i i

a+tanu+vahi

i i

a+tanu+mahi

i i

eka dvi bahu

Notice that while the imperfect active verbs for these classes

are strong in the singular, all imperfect middle verbs are

weak.
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The imperfect middle endings for classes 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9:

prathama cT

madhyama «5HT

uttama

Root: Vtan Class 8 (stretch) Imperfect atmanepada

prathama ^cf^TcT

atanuta atanvatam atanvata

a+tanu+ta a+tanu+atam a+tanu+ata

madhyama WcT^STT:

atanuthah atanvatham atanudhvam

a+tanu+thas a+tanu+atham a+tanu+dhvam

uttama

atanVi

a+tanu+i

i i

eka

atanuvahi

a+tanu+vahi

dvi

atanumahi

a+tanu+mahi

i _i
bahu

Notice that while the imperfect active verbs for these classes

are strong in the singular, all imperfect middle verbs are

weak.
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Root: Vkr 8P (do) Present Indicative parasmaipada

prathama

karoti

kar+o+ti

kurutah

kur+u+tas

kurvanti

kur+v+anti

madhyama

karosi

kar+o+si

kuruthah

kur+u+thas

kurutha

kur+u+tha

uttama

karomi

kar+o+mi

ftf:
kurvah

kur-u+vas

kurmah

kur-u+mas
1

! !

eka

i i

dvi

1

bahu

Root: V kr 8P (do) Imperfect parasmaipada

hahu
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Root Vkr 8P (do) Present Indicative parasmaipada

prathama

karoti kurutah kurvanti

kar+o+ti kur+u+tas kur+v+anti

madhyama

karoti kuruthah kurutha

kar+o+si kur+u+thas kur+U+tha

uttama

karomi kurvah kurmah

kar+o+mi

i i

kur-u+vas

i i

kur-u+mas

i i

eka dvi bahu

Root: Vkr 8P (do) Imperfect parasmaipada

prathama

akarot akurutam akurvan

a+kar+o+t a+kur+u+tam a+kur+u+an

madhyama

akaroh akurutam akuruta

a+kar+o+s a+kur+u+tam a+kur+u+ta

t'

uttama

akaravam akurva akurma

a+kar+o+am a+kur+va a+kur+ma
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VOCABULARY ?44p^:

^fcT

^rfcrf^r:

Wcffa

WsT

Wft

*3
^RR
^RT

WT

^f*

^PJcR

v

^T:

agnih (mas.) fire

angam (n.) limb

angiras (mas.) Angiras (a rsi)

ati (prefix) across, beyond,

surpassing

atithih (mas.) guest

ativa (ind.) very

atra (ind.) here

Vad (2P) atti he eats

adhi (prefix) above, over, on

anu (prefix) after, following

antar (prefix) within, between

anya (mfn adj.) other

apa (prefix) away, off

api (prefix) on, close on

api (ind.) also, too

abhi (prefix) to, against

abhisnehah (mas.) undue fondness,

attraction

amrtam (n.) immortality

ayam (mas. pro.) this

arjunah (mas.) Aijuna
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VOCABULARY -Hp^-

Wtcf

Wfcri%:

^rfsr

^RR
'S

^RT

W(
wf
^r
^f*r

^ipN

agnih (mas.) fire

angam (n.) limb

angiras (mas.) Angiras (a rsi)

ati (prefix) across, beyond,

surpassing

atithih (mas.) guest

ativa (ind.) very

atra (ind.) here

V ad (2P) atti he eats

adhi (prefix) above, over, on

anu (prefix) after, following

antar (prefix) within, between

anya (mfn adj.) other

apa (prefix) away, off

api (prefix) on, close on

api (ind.) also, too

abhi (prefix) to, against

abhisnehah (mas.) undue fondness,

attraction

amrtam (n.) immortality

ayam (mas. pro.) this

arjunah (mas.) Aijuna
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^rsf: arthah (mas.) object, purpose

Varh (IP) arhati he is worthy

wr alpa mf(a)n (adj.) little

ava (prefix) down, away, off

ava + Vgam avagacchati he understands

^f^TT avidya (fem.) ignorance

asvah (mas.) horse

asvakah (mas.) colt

w asta eight

WT astama mf(i)n (adj.) eighth

^RT V as (2P) asti he, she, it is

asiddhih (mas.) failure

asmad (pro.) we (used in

compounds)

^ft^l ahimsa (fem.) non-injury

wr aho (ind.) aha, hev!

a (prefix) back, return

W W{ a + Vgam agacchati he comes

m'ft a + V ni anayati he brings

^rrai'4: acaryah (mas.) teacher

'3»lrMH
*s

atman (mas.) Self

wf^r: adityah (mas.) sun
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^ I Is 3 Cladityavat (adv.) like the sun

anandah (mas.) joy, bliss

Vap (5P) apnoti he obtains

WTCT Vas (2A) aste he sits

Vi (2P) eti he goes

ffcT iti (ind.) (end of quote)

idam (n. pro.) this

indriyam (n.) sense

iyam (fem. pro.) this

iva (ind.) as if, like

Vis (6P) icchati he wishes, desires

iha (ind.) here, in this world

ud (prefix) up, up out

ud + V bhu udbhavati he is bom
#

ud + Vstha uttisthati he stands up

upa (prefix) towards

upa + Vgam upagacchati he goes toward,

approaches

ubha (mfn adj.) both (used in the dual)

^7f^: rsih (mas.) seer, sage

U.'fc eka one

1^‘ etad (mfn pro.) this
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wm

^TTWN

chfeld:

cFfit:

^T

^R:
chlo^H

f^FT

ena (pro.) this

eva(ind.) only, ever

evam (ind.) thus, in this way

ka (mas.pro.) who, what

katham (ind.) how

katha (fem.) story

kada (ind.) when

kanya (fem.) girl

karanam (n.) means of action,

instrument

kartr (mas.) maker, doer

kartri (fem.) maker, doer

karman (n.) action

kalilah (mas.) mire, thicket

kavih (mas.) poet

ka (fem. pro.) who, what

kamah (mas.) desire

kavyam (n.) poetry

kim (n. pro.) what, how, why

kirtih (fem.) glory, fame

kutra (ind.) where

kupita mf(a)n (adj.) angry
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kulam (n.) family

kurmah (mas.) tortoise, turtle

¥ Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute he makes, does,

performs

fiW: krsnah (mas.) mf(a)n adj. Krsna, black

kauSalam (n.) skill, good fortune,

prosperity

sift Vkri (9U) krlnati, krlnlte he buys, puchases

FTtF: krodhah (mas.) anger

^Ih ksemah (mas.) security, prosperity

FR
-

: gajah (mas.) elephant

FF Vgam (IP) gacchati he goes

W : gunah (mas.) quality, attribute, strand

m Vgup (IP) gopayati he protects

W- guruh (mas.) mf(vi)n adj. teacher, heavy

wt grham (n.) house

* Vgai (IP) gayati he sings

Ft go (mas.) bull

Ft go (fem.) cow

FIF: gramah (mas.) village

F ca (ind.) afid

caksus (n.) eye
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^31 catur four

caturtha mf(i)n (adj.) fourth

?FT cana (ind.) (marks indefinite after

ka, etc.)

:

=F?v candrah (mas.) moon

f^RT V cint (10U) cintayati -te he thinks

f^TcT
’N

cit (ind.) (marks indefinite after

ka, etc.)

31 Vcur (10U) corayati -te he steals

ced (ind.) if (placed after the

word it refers to)

^cRTV cetas (n.) mind, thought

^FTT chaya (fem.) shadow

-\
Vjan (4A) jayate he is bom

OTT janman (n.) birth, origin, rebirth

^rm jalam (n.) water

f*r Vji (lP)jayati he conquers

Vjiv (IP) jivati he lives

jivah (mas.) living individual

W Vjna (9U) janati, janite he knows

*TR*T
'NfN

jnanam (n.) knowledge

^iRm
*\

jyotis (n.) light, flame

rRT - tatah (ind.) therefore
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cnr tatra (ind.) there

cfSTT tatha (ind.) so, therefore

tad (pro.) he, she, it (used in

compounds)

cRTT tada (ind.) then

*N
Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute he stretches,

spreads, goes

ctto tapas (n.) austerity, increasing

heat

cPTn tamas (n.) darkness, dullness

I tu (ind.) but (not placed first

in a sentence)

35 Vtud (6U) tudati -te he pushes, strikes

si^ turiya mf(a)n (adj.) fourth

p; V tus (4P) tusyati he is satisfied, contented

f Vtr(lP) tarati he crosses over

trtiya mf(a)n (adj.) third

^5RT tejas (n.) light, splendor

C^f Vtyaj (IP) tyajati he abandons

tri three

tvad (pro.) you (used in compounds)

dasa ten

da£ama raf(i)n (adj.) tenth
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Vda (3U) dadati, datte he gives

datr (mas.) giver

datri (fem.) giver

danam (n.) giving

ft* Vdiv (4P) divyati he plays, shines,

increases

duhkham (n.) suffering

3* dus (prefix) ill, bad, difficult,

hard

duram (n.) distance

Vdrs (IP) pasyati he sees

& dehi (mas.) embodied one, a person

(in)

3737T dvandvam (n.) “two-by-two,” pairs of

ft

opposites

dvi two (follows the

r-v rv

declension ofdva)

dvitiya mf(a)n (adj.) second

ft^ Vdvis (2U) dvisti -te he hates

dhanuh (n.) bow (us)

9T Vdha (3U) dadhati, dhatte he places

SIIHH dharmika mf(i)n (adj.) virtuous

Sfr: dhih-(fem.) intellect

•f Vdhr (1U) dharati -te he holds
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§3 : dhenuh (fem.) COW

na (ind.) not

nadi (fem.) river

Vnand (IP) nandati he exults, rejoices ni

RRT namas (n.) reverence, homage

TTt narah (mas.) man

nava nine

wr navama mf(i)n (adj.) ninth

HIH nama (ind.) by name

FFR naman (n.) name

Pr ni (prefix) down, into

Pr
i

ni +V vrt nivartate he ceases

PTFT

f^v

nitya mf(a)n (adj.) eternal, continual,

perpetual

Hr4H nityam (ady.) always

Pf%^: nirvedah (mas.) indifference

Pr^r niscala mf(a)n (adj.) unmoving, steady

PRT nis (prefix) out, forth

* Vni (1U) nayati -te he leads

w* nrpah (mas.) king

nau (fem.) ship
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paksin (mas.)

TO panca

TOPT pancama mf(I)n (adj.)

Vpath (IP) pa{:hati

TOfr patni (fem.)

V pad (4A) padyate

TOT padam (n.)

para (mf(a)n adj.)

TO para (prefix)

pari (prefix)

TOT Vpas (IP) pasyati

PT Vpa (IP) pibati

pitr (mas.)

putrah (mas.)

gpnCT putrika (fem.)

5=^ punar (ind.)

pustakam (n.)

purna mf(a)n (adj. or noun)

purva (mfn adj.)

pautrah (mas.)

IT pra (prefix)

VOCABULARY

bird

five

fifth

he reads

wife

he goes, attains

place, state, step, foot

higher, beyond

away, forth

around* about

he sees

he drinks

father

son

daughter

again

book

full, fullness

former

grandchild

forward, onward,

forth
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ViW Vprach (IP) prcchati he asks

IFSIT praja (fem.) child, subject (of a king)

prajnah (mas.) intellect

UfcT prati (prefix) back to, in reverse

direction

UfrT ^r*TN prati + Vgam pratigacchati he goes back, returns

SrfcTW prati + V stha pratitisthati he establishes

im prathama mf(a)n (adj.) first

IT WT pra + Vap prapnoti he gains, arrives

ftRT priya mf(a)n (adj.) dear, beloved

f>RcFT priyatama (adj.) dearest

f^PTcR priyatara (adj.) dearer

^FT phaiam (n.) fruit

^psr: bandhah (mas.) bondage

bahu mf(vi or u) n (adj.) much, many

balah (mas.) boy

^TeTT bala(fem:) girl

Vbudh (1U) bodhati -te he knows

buddhih (fem.) intellect, intelligence

brahman (n.) the absolute

1 Vbru (2U) braviti, brute he speaks

qw bhagavat m£n (adj.) fortunate,glorious
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i

I

bhayam (n.)

siref bharya (fem.)

Vbhas (1A) bhasate

^rnrr bha$a (fem.)

bhita mf(a)n (adj.)

% Vbhu ( IP) bhavati

bhumih (fem.)

bhratr (mas.)

mad (pro.)

Vman (4A) manyate

manas (n.)

^41to manisin (mas.)

marut (mas.)

H t?l maha (in comp.)

tTTf matr (fem.)

’TTeTT mala (fem.)

mitram (n.)

5frfT: muktih (fem.)

W Vmuc (6U) muncati -te

munih (mas.)

fear

wife

he speaks

description, sign

afraid

he is

earth

brother

I (used in compounds)

bethinks

mind

wise person

wind

great (maha is used in

compounds for mahat,
or mahant.)

mother

garland

friend

liberation

he releases, liberates

sage
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3
J
TP mrgah (mas.) deer

JTTF: mofaah (mas.) delusion

^cT: yatah (ind.) since

yatra (ind.) where

2T2TT yatha (ind.) since

yad (rel. pro.) who, what, which

(declined like tad)

TO yada (ind.) when

yadi (ind.) if

Vyuj (7U) yunakti, yunkte he unites (also found in

other classes)

yusmad (pro.) you (used in

compounds)

-qfrj: yogah (mas.) union, acquisition

jftPrff

yogin (mas.)

yogini (fem.)

practitioner of yoga

(male)

practitioner of yoga

(female)

Vram(lA) ramate he enjoys

wjfr^r ramaniya mf(a)n (adj.) pleasant

TTF rasah (mas.) taste, essence, nectar

TFT: ragah (mas.) attachment, passion, red

color, melody

trr; rajan (mas.) king
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TTWT rajyam (n.)

TFT: ramah (mas.)

Vrudh (7U) runaddhi.

rundhe

cFT Vlabh (1A) labhate

Vvac (2P) vakti

TOT vaca'nam (n.)

Vvad (IP) vadati

vadhuh (fem.)

vanam (n.)

varjam (adv.)

oRT
% V vas (IP) vasati

m va (ind.)

s vak (fem.)

vapi (fem.)

f^r vi (prefix)

V vij (6A) vijate

V vid (4A) vidyate

f^rai vidya(fem.)

f^tT vina (ind.)

fcf ^CT vi ni >/ vrt viniyartate

virah (mas.)

VOCABULARY

kingdom, real

Rama

he blocks, opposes

he obtains

he says

speech

he speaks

woman

forest

except

he lives

or

speech

pond

apart, away, out

he fears

he is

knowledge

without

he turns away

hero
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foRT V viS (6P) visati he enters

f^RT* visayah (mas.) concern, sphere of

action, object

V vrt (1A) vartate he is

vedah (mas.) knowledge

crt^T: vaidikah (mas.) scholar of the Veda

sMv V vraj (IP) vr^jati he goes, he walks

VSak (5P) Saknoti he is able

WT sakya (mfan adj.) possible, able

satruh (mas.) enemy

WW{ Saranam (n.) refuge, shelter

^FT sasin (mas.) moon

Wf%: santih (fern.) peace

sastram (n.) scripture

f^T: sisyah (mas.) student

?fr?r sighra mf(a)n (adj.) swift

sukla mf(a)n (adj.) white

Vsubh (1A) sobhate he shines

fw subham (n.) the good, the pleasant

sobhana mf(a or i)n (adj.) shining, bright,

beautiful

% Vsru (5P) srnoti he hears

1

h
FIS
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#r: grutih (fem.) Veda, scripture

Sfr: srih(fem.) radiance, splendor

sas six

w sastha mf(i)n(adj.) sixth

W: sangah (mas.) attachment, clinging

TTMFT sattvam (n.) purity

MI satyam (n.) truth

TRT sapta seven

TRFT saptama mf(i)n (adj.) seventh

TFT
"N

sam (prefix) together

tt*t^ sam Vhr samharate he withdraws, takes

together

TFT sama mf(a)n (adj.) balanced, equal, same

TFTMF samatvam (n.) balance, equanimity

TFTrf^r: samadhih (mas.) transcendental

TFf:

awareness

sargah (mas.) creation

TFf sarva (mfn adj.) all

TT^T sarvatra (ind.) everywhere, always

TT#W: sarvasah (ind.) on all sides, completely

TTF saha (ind.) with

siddhah mf(a) one who attains

perfection
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RTf^: siddhih (mas.) perfection,

attainment, proof

tfTcTC sita (fem.) Sita

su (prefix) well, very, good, right,

easy

Vsu (5U) sunoti, sunute he pressesw sukham (n.) happinessw sukham (adv.) happily

wz sundara mf(i)n (adj.) beautifulw suktam (n.) hymn

^f: suryah (mas.) sun

V srj (6P) srjati he creates, emits

ifrr sena (fem.) army

^r
~\

Vsev (1A) sevate he serves

V stha (IP) tisthati he stands

sprha (fem.) longing, desire

fPT Vsmi (1A) smayate he smiles

W Vsmr (IP) smarati he remembers

w sva (mfn adj.) own

svasr (fem.) sister

FT V ban (2P) hanti he kills

havis (n.) oblation
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Vhas (IP) hasati

Hi * hastah (mas.)

hastin (mas.)

¥T Vha (3P) jahati

hetuh (mas.)

f¥ hi (ind.)

ftrwr^ hiranyamaya (adj.)

Vhu (3P) juhoti

Vhr (1U) harati -te

he laughs

hand

elephant

he abandons

cause, motive

indeed, certainly, for

(not first in a

sentence)

made of gold,

golden

he offers

¥ he takes
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ENGLISH-SANSKRIT

VOCABULARY abandon Vtyaj (IP) tyajati

abandon Vha (3P) jahati

able Vsak (5P) saknoti

able, possible sakya (mf a n adj.)

above, over, on adhi (prefix)

absolute brahman (n.)

acquisition, union yogah (mas.)

across, beyond, surpassing ^fcr ati (prefix)

action karma (n.)

afraid ^ftcT bhita (mf a n adj.)

after, following anti (prefix)

again punar (ind.)

against abhi (prefix)

aha, hey! aho (ind.)

all sarva (mfn adj.)

also, too, to api (ind.)

always f^r nityam (adv.)

always, everywhere sarvatra (ind.)

Angiras angiras (mas.)

and ca (ind.)
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anger sFtsr: krodhah (mas.)

angry l?facr kupita (mfa n adj.)

apart, away, out ft vi (prefix)

approach, go toward upa + Vgam

upagacchati

Aijuna arjunah (mas.)

around, about pari (prefix)

arrive, gain pttot pra + V ap prapnoti

as if, like iva (ind.)

ask Vprach (6P) prcchati

attachment, passion, red

color, melody

WT-- ragah (mas.)

attachment, clinging sailgah (mas.)

attain, go 'K Vpad (4A) padyate

attraction, undue fondness abhisneha (mas.)

attribute, quality, strand 1JW: gunah (mas.)

austerity, increasing heat cTQRT tapas (n.)

away, off TOT apa (prefix)

away, down, off TOT ava (prefix)

away, forth TO para (prefix)

back, return TO a (prefix)

bad, ill, difficult, hard dus (prefix)
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back to, in reverse direction

balance, equanimity

balanced, equal, same

beautiful

beloved, dear

between, within

beyond, higher

bird

birth, origin, rebirth

black

bliss, joy

block, oppose

bondage

book

bom

bom

both (used in the dual)

bow

boy

bright, beautiful, shining

bring
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UfcT prati (prefix)

TTRWT samatvam (n.)

sama (mfa n adj.)

sundara (mf in.)

priya(mfan adj.)

antar (prefix)

para (mf a n adj.)

paksin (mas.)

WT janman (n.)

fW krsna (mfanadj)

ananda (mas.)

Vrudh (7U) runaddhi,

rundhe

cF«T: bandhah (mas.)

pustakam (n.)

ud + Vbhu udbhavati

'SPT Vjan (4A) jayate

ubha (mfn adj.)

dhanus (n.)

balah (mas.)

^TT«R Sobhana (mf a or I n adj.)

a + V nl anayati
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brother bhratr (mas.)

bull nt go (mas.)

but (not placed first in a sentence) I tu (ind.)

buys, puchases Vkn(9U) krinati, krinlte

cana (marks indefinite after ka, etc.)
:
^FT cana (ind.)

cause, motive hetuh (mas.)

cease ni + V vrt nivartate

certainly, indeed, for

(never first in a sentence)

It hi (ind.)

child, subject (of a king) TRT praja (fem.)

clinging, attachment TTf: saiigah (mas.)

cit (marks indefinite after ka, etc.) ftcT cit (ind.)

color, attachment, passion, red

melody

TFT: ragah (mas.)

colt asvakah (mas.)

comes a + Vgam agacchati

completely, on all sides sarvasah (ind.)

concern, sphere of action, object ftW visayah (mas.)

conquer ft Vji <1P> jayati

contented, satisfied V tus (4P) tusyati

continual, eternal, perpetual nitya(mfan adj.)

go (fem.)cow
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COW

create, emit

creation

crosses over

darkness, dullness

daughter

dear, beloved

dearer

dearest

deer

delusion

description, sign

desire

desire, longing

desires, wishes

difficult, ill, bad, hard

distance

doer, maker

does, makes

down, away, off

403

dhenuh (fem.)

Vsrj (6P) srjati

sargah (mas.)

Vtr (IP) tarati

tamas (n.)

putrika (fem.)

finr priya(mfan adj.)

priyatara (adj.)

ftrwr priyatama (adj.)

1J7T: mrgah (mas.)

mohah (mas.)

bhasa (fem.)

kamah (mas.)W sprha (fem.)

V is (6P) icchati

dus (noun prefix)

dOrani (n.)

kartr (mas.)

¥ Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute

ava (prefix)

ft ni (prefix)down, into
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drink TT Vpa (IP) pibati

earth bhumih (fern.)

easy, well, very good, right su (prefix)

eat Vad (2P) atti

eight asta

eighth astama (mf i n adj.)

elephant gajah (mas.)

elephant hastin (mas.)

embodied one, a person dehin (mas.)

emit, create ^3T V srj (6P) srjati

(end of quote) ifcT iti (ind.)

enemy satruh (mas.) 4

enjoy Vram (lA) ramate

enter V vis (6P) visati

equal, balanced, same sama (mfa n adj.)

equanimity, balance samatvam (n.)

establish afrr •w prati + Vstha

pratitisthati

essence, taste, nectar VR- rasah (mas.)

eternal, continual, perpetual nitya (mf a n)

ever, only eva (ind.) (adj.)
[
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every

everywhere, always

except

exult, rejoice

eye

failure

fame, glory

family

father

fear

fears

fifth

fire

first

five

flame, light

foot, place, state, step

for, indeed, certainly

forest

former

sarva (mfn adj.)

sarvatra (ind.)

r ...

.

varjam (adv.)

Vnand (IP) nandati

caksus (n.)

asiddhih (mas.)

kirtih (fern.)

kulam (n.)

pitr (mas.)

WT bhayam (n.)

fersrs V vij (6A) vijate

WT pancama (mf i n adj.)

agnih (mas.)

wr prathama (mf a n adj.)

tot panca

jyotis (n.)

wr padam (n.)

ft hi (ind.)

vanam (n.)

purva (mfn adj.)

TO para (prefix)forth, away
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forth, out Prcr nis (prefix)

fortunate, glorious bhagavat (mfn)

forward, onward, forth tr pra (prefix)

four catur

fourth caturtha (mf i n adj.)

fourth I^T turiya(mfan adj.)

friend tor
’N

mitram (n.)

fruit
*s

phalam (n.)

full purna (mf a n adj.)

fullness pOrna (mf a n noun)

gain, arrive pra + Vap prapnoti

garland mala (fem.)

girl kanya (fem.)

girl cfTefT bala (fem.)

giver datr (mas.)

giver datri (fem.)

gives Vda (3U) dadati, datte

giving danam (n.)

glorious, fortunate bhagavat (mfn adj.)

glory, fame kirtih (fem.)

go j Vi (2P) eti
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go Vgam (IP) gacchati

go, attain Vpad (4A) padyate

go, spread
“\

Vtan (8U) tanoti, tanute

go, walk sFST i vraj (IP) vrajati

go back, return yfcTTFT
'N

prati + V gam pratigacchati

go toward, approach upa + V gam upagacchati

good, pleasant subham (n.)

good fortune, skill, prosperity wrefit kausalam (n.)

grandchild *fhr: pautrah (mas.)

great (maha is used in compounds

for mahat or mahant.)

^TWT maha (in comp.)

guest atithih (mas.)

golden, made of gold hiranyamaya (adj.)

hard, ill, bad, difficult dus (prefix)

hates V dvis (2U) dvisti, dviste

happily w sukham (adv.)

happiness sukham (n.)

hand hastah (mas.)

he, she, it (used in compounds) tad (pro.)

hear € Vsru (5P) srnoti

heavy, teacher W : guruh (mas.)

here atra (ind.)
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here, in this world iha (ind.)

hero cftT: virah (mas.)

higher, beyond TT para (mf a n adj.)

hold ¥ Vdhr (1U) dharati -te

homage, reverence TOT namas (n.)

horse asvah (mas.) (mf vi n adj.)

house tpFT grham (n.)

how katham (ind.)

how, what, why kim (n.)

hymn TJrTnr sGktam (n.)

I (used in compounds) mad (pro.)

if yadi (ind.)

if (placed after the word it refers to) ced (ind.)

ignorance ^fcmT avidya (fem.)

ill, bad, difficult, hard dus (prefix)

immortality amrtam (n.)

increases f^t V div (4P) divyati

indeed, certainly, for hi (ind.)

indifference nirvedah (mas.)

instrument, means of action TOFR karanam (n.)

Sft dhi (fem.)intellect
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liberate, release

liberation

light, flame

light, splendor

like the sun

limb

little

live

live

living individual

longing, desire

made of gold, golden

maker, doer

maker, doer

make, do

Vmuc (6U) muncati -te

muktih (fern.)

jyotis (n.)

tejas (n.)

adityavat (adv.)

angam (n.)

alpa(mfan adj.)

Vvas (IP) vasati

Vjiv (IP) jivati

jivah (mas.)

sprhah (mas.)

hiranyamaya (adj.)

kartr (mas.)

kartri (fern.)

V kr (8U) karoti, kurute

man

means of action, instrument

melody, attachment, passion, red

color

TFT*

mind IRTT

mind, thought
*v

mire, thicket <=bF<^d

narah (mas.)

karanam (n.)

rigah (mas.)

manas (n.)

cetas (n.)

kalilah (mal)

t
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moon

moon

mother

motive, cause

much, many

name

name, (by)

nectar, taste, essence

nine

ninth

non-injury

not

object, purpose

object, concern, sphere of action

oblation

obtain

obtain

off, down, away

offer

on, close on

candrah (mas.)

sasin (mas.)

matr (fem.)

hetuh (mas.)

iff bahu (mf vi or u n adj.)

TO
*\ naman (n.)

HIM nama (ind.)

rasah (mas.)

nava

navama (mf i n adj.)

ahimsa (fem.)

na (ind.)

W2f: arthah (mas.)

visayah (mas.)

?f^r havis (n.)

WT
-\

Vap (5P) apnoti

Vlabh (1A) labhate

ava (prefix)

¥ Vhu (3P) juhoti

api (prefix)

ekaone
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only, ever eva (ind.)

onward, forward, forth tt pra (prefix)

oppose, block V rudh (7U) runaddhi,

rundhe

opposites, pairs of, “two-by-two” SFSTT dvandvam (n.)

or va (ind.)

origin, birth, rebirth janman (n.)

other ^RT anya (mfn adj.)

out, apart, away vi (prefix)

out, forth Pm% nis (prefix)

own sva (mfn adj.)

passion, attachment, red color,

melody

TFT: ragah (mas.)

perform ¥ Vkr (8U) karoti, kurute

perpetual, eternal, continual Ptft nitya(mfan adj.)

peace santih (fern.)

perfection, attainment, proof siddhih (mas.)

perfection, one who attains siddhah (mas. fern, a)

place m Vdha (3U) dadhati, dhatte

place, state, step, foot WT padam (n.)

play, shine V div (4P) divyati

pleasant ramaniya (mf an adj.)

pleasant (the), the good subham (n.)

,
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poet Wft: kavih (mas.)

poetry kavyam (n.)

pond
vapi (fem.)

possible, able WT sakya (mf a n adj.)

practitioner of yoga (male) yogin (mas.)

practitioner of yoga (female) 4tf^Ffr yogini (fem.)

proof, perfection, attainment M&: siddhih (mas.)

prosperity, security ^T* ksemah (mas.)

prosperity, skill, good fortune cbWlelH kausalam (n.)

protect Vgup (IP) gopayati

press Vsu (5U) sunoti, sunute

purchase, buy sF V kri (9U) krinati, krinite

purity
sattvam (n.)

purpose, object ^T2f: arthah (mas.)

push, strike V tud (6U) tudati -te

quality, attribute, strand W : gunah (mas.)

radiance, splendor sfr sri (fem.)

Rama TFR": ramah (mas.)

read
*\ Vpath (IP) pathati

real, kingdom
s rajyam (n.)

rebirth, birth, origin jannian (n.)
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red color, attachment, melody <1 J
l
: ragah (mas.)

refuge, shelter WT saranam (n.)

rejoice, exult Vnand (IP) nandati

release, liberate Vmuc (6U) muncati -te

remember W Vsmr(lP) smarati

return, back w a (prefix)

returns, goes back yfcr'TFT
"N

prati + Vgam

pratigacchati

reverence, homage namas (n.)

well, very good, right, easy su (prefix)

river ^r nadi (fem.)

sage munih (mas.)

sage, seer rsih (mas.)

same, balanced, equal sama (mf a n adj.)

satisfy V tus (4P) tusyati

says N V vac (2P) vakti

scholar of the Veda vaidikah (mas.)

scripture VIIW4 sastram (n.)

scripture, Veda #r: srutih (fem.)

second fskcfl <4 dvitiya (mf a n adj.)

security, prosperity ksemah (mas.)

rsih (mas.)seer, sage
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see Vdrs (IP) pasyati

see Vpas (IP) pasyati

Self WR atman (mas.)

sense indriyam (n.)

serve Vsev (lA) sevate

seven TRf sapta

seventh Wm saptama (mf i n adj.)

shadow ^RT chaya (fem.)

she, he, it (used in compounds) tad (pro.)

shelter, refuge mm% saranam (n.)

shine, play f^; V div (4P) dlvyati

shine Vsubh (lA) sobhate

shining, bright, beautiful sobhana (mf a or i n adj.)

ship nau (fem.)

sign, description bhasa (fem.)

since m- yatah (ind.)

since w yatha (ind.)

sing % Vgai (IP) gayati

Sita rfrcIT sita (fem.)

sits WRt
~\ Vas (2A) aste
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sixth

sister

skill, good fortune, prosperity

smile

so, therefore

son

speak

speak

speak

speech

speech

sphere of action, concern, object

splendor, light

splendor, radiance

spread, stretch, go

stand

stand up

state, step, place, foot

steal

step, state, place, foot

w sastha(mfin adj.)

svasr (fem.)

chLienr% kausalam (n.)

fPr Vsmi (1A) smayate

cr^rr tatha (ind.)

putrah (mas.)

V bru (2P) braviti

*s
Vbhas (1A) bhasate

Vvad (IP) vadati

-s
vacanam (n.)

vak (fem.)

f^PT: visayah (mas.)

tejas (n.)

sfr sri (fem.)

cR V tan (8U) tanoti, tanute

W Vstha (IP) tisthati

ud + V stha uttisthati

WT padam (n.)

H Vcur (10U) corayati -te

wt padam (n.)

katha (fem.)story
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strand, quality, attribute

stretch, spread, go

strike, push

student

subject (of a king), child

suffering

sun

swift

take

take together, withdraw

taste, essence, nectar

teacher

teacher

ten

tenth

then

there

therefore

therefore, so

thicket, mire

think
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W : gunah (mas.)

cR ^tan (8U) tanoti, tanute

Vtud (6U) tudati -te

sisyah (mas.)

1T3T praja (fem.)

duhkham (n.)

suryah (mas.)

^ft¥ sighra(mfan adj.)

¥ V hr (1U) harati -te

sam Vhr samharate

rasah (mas.)

acaryah (mas.)

W : guruh (mas, fem vi

)

dasa

dasama (mf i n adj.)

cRT tada (ind.)

cR tatra (ind.)

cRH tatah (ind.)

(T2TT tatha (ind.)

kaiilah (mas.)

f^Rt V cint (10U) cintayati -te
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think Vman (4A) manyate

third trtiya(mfan adj.)

this WTFT ayam (mas. pro.)

this idam (n. pro.)

this iyam (fem. pro.)

this etad (mfn pro.)

this ena (pro.)

thought, mind ^cTTT
-s

cetas (n.)

three ft tri

thus, in this way evam (ind.)

together TFT
*\

sam (prefix)

tortoise, turtle kOrmah (mas.)

towards upa (prefix)

transcendental awareness TFTTft: samadhih (mas.)

truth TT^FT
"S

satyam (n.)

turn away vini Vvrt vinivartate

turtle, tortoise kurmah (mas.)

two (follows the declension of dva) ft: dvi

understand -\
ava + V gam avagacchati

undue fondness, attraction abhisnehah (mas.)

union, acquisition ^FT: yogah (mas.)
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unite (also found in other classes)

up, up out

Veda, scripture

very

very good, well, right, easy

village

virtuous

walk, go

water

we (used in compounds)

well, very good, right, easy

what, how, why

what, who, which

when

when

where

where

which, what, who

white

who,what

"3^ Vyuj (7U) yunakti, yunkte

ud (prefix)

srutih (fem.)

ativa (ind.)

su (prefix)

TIFT: gramah (mas.)

snfsfe- dharmika (mf i n adj.)

Vvraj(lP) vrajati

HWT jalam (n.)

asmad (pro.)

su (prefix)

kim (n.)

yad (rel. pro.)

kada (ind.)

yada (ind.)

kutra (in.d)

yatra (in.d)

yad (rel.. pro.)

sukla(mfan adj.)

ka (mas.)

ka (fem.)who, what
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who, what, which

why, what, how

wife

wife

wind

wise person

wish, desire

with

withdraw, take together

within, between

without

woman

worthy

you (used in compounds)

you (used in compounds)

yad (rel. pro.) (declined like

tad)

kim (n.)

patni (fern.)

‘*TRT bharya (fem.)

marut (mas.)

TFftf^T manisin (mas.)

V is (6P) icchati

saha (ind.)

sam Vhr samharate

antar (prefix)

f^TT vina (ind.)

vadhuh (fem.)

Varh (IP) arhati

tvad (pro.)

yusmad (pro.)
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INDEX OF
GRAMMATICAL TERMS

PAGE
(includes Part One and Part Two)

aksara: syllable 3 (Part One ); 4, 63 (Part Two )

aksara-samamnaya: “enumeration of letters/’ alphabet

63 (Part Two)

aghosa: unvoiced 1 0 (Part One)

anga: stem, base 5 (Part One)

anadyatana: “not of today/’ periphrastic future,

first future 1 12, 155 (Part Two)

anudatta: unraised tone

anunasika: nasal

27 (Part One)

10 (Part One)

anupradana: external effort 1 1 1 (Part Two)

anusvara: “after sound,” m, nasal sound 20 (Part One)

antahstha: “in-between,” semi-vowel 19 (Part One)

abhyasa: “doubling,” reduplication 72 (Part Two)

ayogavaha: “formed in union with a” 133 (Part Two)

ardha-sprsta: “half contacted,” (referring to sibilants)

19 (Part One)

alpa-prana : unaspirated 1 0 (Part One)

avagraha: “separation, pause,” (
’ ) represents

a missing a 90, 183 (Part One)

avyaya: indeclinable word 6 (Part One)

avyayibhava: compound composed of an

indeclinable and a nominal 236 (Part One)

akhyata: “declared,” verb x (Part One)

agama: augment 1 88 (Part One)

atmanepada: “word for oneself,” middle endings,

middle voice 25, 112 (Part One)

abhyantara prayatna: internal effort 1 10 (Part Two)

itaretara-dvandva: compound whose members are

viewed separately 211, 235 (Part One)

isat-sprsta: “slightly contacted,” (referring to semi-vowels)

19 (Part One)

udatta: raised tone 27 (Part One)

236 (Part One)

x (Part One)

188 (Part One)
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upadhmaniya: “on-breathing,” h before p or ph

1 13 (Part One); 132 (Part Two)

upapada-samasa: compound whose last member is

an adjusted verbal root 236 (Part One); 13 (Part Two)

upasarga: verb prefix

x, 188, 197 (Part One); 75, 336 (Part Two)

upasarjana: the subordinate member of a compound

233 (Part One); 5 1 (Part Two)

ubhayapada: “word for both,” verb that can take

active or middle endings 25 (Part One); 3 1 (Part Two)

usman: “heat, glow,” sibilant 19 (Part One)

ostha: lips 9 (Part One)

osthya: labial 9, 22 (Part One)

kantha: throat 9 (Part One)

kanthya: velar 9, 22 (Part One)

karana: “instrument,” tongue 1 10 (Part Two)

kartari prayoga: agent construction (or active construction),

subject is the agent of action

34 (Part One); 34, 182 (Part Two)

kartr: agent of action 34 (Part One); 34 (Part Two)

karmani prayoga: passive construction 34, 182 (Part Two)

karmadharaya: tatpurusa compound whose members

refer to the same object and would be in the same case

if the compound were dissolved 233, 236 (Part One)

karman: object of action 34 (Part One); 34 (Part Two)

karaka: “instrument of action”

kartr: the agent

karman: the object

karana: the instrument

sampradana: the purpose

apadana: separation

adhikarana: location

krt pratyaya: primary suffix

krtya: gerundive suffixes

182 (Part Two)

182 (Part Two)

182 (Part Two)

182 (Part Two)

182 (Part Two)

182 (Part Two)

182 (Part Two)

7, 245 (Part Two)

116 (Part Two)
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krdanta: “having a krt ending,” includes participles

7, 66 (Part Two)

ktva: “tva ending” for a gerund 162 (Part One)

gana: “list, group,” class of verb roots

5 (Part One); 141, 181 (Part Two)

class of syllables

guna: strengthened vowel

guru: heavy syllable

ghosavat: voiced

caturtha: “fourth,” fourth letter in each varga

chandas: meter

87 (Part Two)

167 (Part One)

86 (Part Two)

10 (Part One)

10 (Part One)

3, 4 (Part Two)

gayatri

usnik

anustubh

brhati

pankti

tristubh

jagati

4 (Part Two)

4 (Part Two)

3, 4, 87 (Part Two)

4 (Part Two)

4 (Part Two)

3, 4 (Part Two)

4 (Part Two)

jihvamuliya: “formed at the base of the tongue,”

h before k or kh 113 (Part One); 132 (Part Two)

nijanta: the causative 7, 222 (Part Two)

tatpurusa: “his man,” general class of compounds

whose second member is principal (The term

tatpurusa is often used for vyadhikarana-

233, 235 (Part One)

7, 247 (Part Two)

9, 22 (Part One)

9 (Part One)

5 (Part One)

tatpurusa. See below.)

taddhita pratyaya: secondary suffix

talavya: palatal

talu: palate

tin: verb ending

tinanta: “tin ending,” verb, word taking verb endings

5 (Part One)

trtiya: “third,” third letter in each varga 10 (Part One)

danda: “stick,” vertical line used in many letters,

vertical line at the end of a sentence 69, 7 1 (Part One)
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danta: teeth 9 (Part One)

dantya: dental 9, 22 (Part One)

dasa-gana: ten claases of verbs 24, 141 (Part Two)

Vbhu gana: class 1 (be) 24, 364, 374 (Part Two)

Vad gana: class 2 (eat) 137, 365, 375 (Part Two)

Vhu gana: class 3 (offer)

72, 95, 366, 375 (Part Two)

V div gana: class 4 (play) 28, 367, 374 (Part Two)

V su gana: class 5 (press) 120, 368, 375 (Part Two)

Vtud gana: class 6 (push) 29, 369, 374 (Part Two)

V rudh gana: class 7 (block)

96,370, 375 (Part Two)

V tan gana: class 8 (stretch) 30, 37 1 , 375 (Part Two)

V kri gana: class 9 (buy) 140, 372, 375 (Part Two)

Vcur gana: class 10 (steal) 29, 373, 374 (Part Two)

dlrgha: long vowel 2 (Part One)

devanagari: script of the “city of immortals” 4 (Part One)

dvandva: “two-by-two,” copulative compound; both

members are principal. Ifcompound were dissolved,

members would be joined by “and.” 210, 235 (Part One)

dvigu: “worth two cows,” karmadharaya compound

that begins with a number 236 (Part One)

dvitiya: “second,” second letter in each varga 10 (Part One)

dhatu: root x (Part One); 347 (Part Two)

nan-samasa: negative compound 213, 236 (Part One)

namadhatu: the denominative 7, 222, 269 (Part Two)

naman: “name,” nominal x (Part One)

nasikya: “pertaining to the nose,” nasal sound 133 (Part Two)

nipata: indeclinable, particle x (Part One)

pancama: “fifth,” fifth letter in each varga 10 (Part One)

pada-patha: “word-reading,” (without sandhi) recitation

of the individual words of the,Veda

ix (Part One); 47 (Part Two)

parasmaipada: “word for another,” active endings.
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actives voice

piitha: reading

25, 112 (Part One)

ix (Part One); 46 (Part Two)

46 (Part Two)

47 (Part Two)

48 (Part Two)

48 (Part Two)

48 (Pat Two)

4, 87 (Part Two)

5, 25 (Part One)

5, 25 (Part One)

5, 25 (Part One)

5, 25 (Part One)

91, 170 (Part One)

7, 245 (Part Two)

samhita-patha: collected reading

pada-patha: word reading

krama-patha: step reading

jata-patha: twisted reading

ghana-patha: “killer'’ reading

pada: “foot,” line

purusa: person

prathama: “first,” third

madhyama: “middle,” second

uttama: “last,” first

pragrhya: vowel not subject to sandhi

pratyaya: suffix

pratyayanta dhatu derivative verb, secondary verb

222 (Part Two)

prathama: “first,” first letter in each varga 10 (Part One)

pradhana: the principal member of a compound

233 (Part One); 51 (Part Two)

pratipadika: noun stem 33 (Part One)

pluta: “floating,” vowel held for three counts, protracted

2 (Part One)

bahuvrihi: “much rice,” compound whose principal is

outside itself (he whose rice is much)

236 (Part One); 51 (Part Two)

bahya-prayatna: external effort 111 (Part Two)

bhavisyan: simple future, second future

221 (Part One); 112, 155 (Part Two)

bhavavacana: abstract noun 9 (Part Two)

bhave prayoga; abstract construction 34 (Part Two)

bhute krdanta: past passive participle 67 (Part Two)

maha-prana: aspirated 10 (Part One)

matra: count, measure, duration, quantity

2 (Part One); 86, 1 10 (Part Two)
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murdhan: roof

murdhanya: retroflex

yaiianta: the intensive

yati: pause

yama: “twin,” twin sound

repha: “snarl,” the sound ra

lakara: the ten tenses and moods

9 (Part One)

9, 22 (Part One)

222, 269 (Part Two)

4, 88 (Part Two)

132 (Part Two)

10 (Part One)

25 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

lat: present indicative, vartamana

24, 25 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

lit: perfect, paroksabhuta

25 (Part One); 155, 156 (Part Two)

lut: periphrastic future, anadyatana

25 (Part One); 112,155 (Part Two)

lrt: simple future, bhavisyan

25, 221 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

let: subjunctive, asih 25 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

lot: imperative, syna 25 (Part One); 1.1, 155 (Part Two)

lan: imperfect, anadyatanabhuta

25, 188 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

lin: optative, potential, vidhi

25 (Part One); 155, 166 (Part Two)

lun: aorist, bhuta 25 (Part One); 155, 270 (Part Two)

Irn: conditional, samketa

25 (Part One); 155, 270 (Part Two)

laghu: light syllable

Iinga: “mark, characteristic,” gender

pum-linga: masculine

stri-linga: feminine

napumsaka-linga: neuter

luk: loss (of case ending)

lyap: “ya ending” for a gerund with a prefix

vacana: number

86 (Part Two)

73 (Part One)

73 (Part One)

73 (Part One)

73 (Part One)

210 (Part One)

162 (Part One)

26 (Part One)

eka: singular 5, 26, 73 (Pah One)
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dvi: dual

bahu: plural

varga: set, row, class

varna: sound, phoneme, letter

vartamane krdanta: present participle

24, 202, 324 - 326 (Part Two)

13, 26, 73 (Part One)

24, 26, 73 (Part One)

9 (Part One)

2 (Part One)

vigraha: analysis of a compound

vibhakti: “division,” case

prathama: “first,” nominative

dvitiya: “second,” accusative

titiya: “third,” instrumental

caturthi: “fourth,” dative

pancami: “fifth,” ablative

sasthi: “sixth,” genitive

saptami: “seventh,” locative

sambodhana: “awakening, arousing,” vocative

(not a separate case, but a modification of the

nominative case) 72, 73 (Part One)

virama: “pause,” oblique stroke that removes the a

55 (Part One)

visesana: “qualifying,” adjective

129 (Part One); 134, 321 (Part Two)

211 (Part One)

33, 73 (Part One)

33, 73 (Part One)

33. 73 (Part One)

45. 73 (Part One)

45, 73 (Part One)

58. 73 (Part One)

58, 73 (Part One)

72, 73 (Part One)

visarga: “letting go,” h -(often represents final s or r)

20 (Part One)

visarjaniya: h (often represents final s or r) 20 (Part One)

vrtti: aggregate formation 7 (Part Two)

vrddhi: strengthened vowel 167 (Part One)

vyaiijana: “manifesting,” consonant 2 (Part One)

vyadhikarana: having different objects and forming

different cases. 234 (Part One)

vyadhikarana-tatpurusa: compound whose members

refer to different objects and would be in different

cases if dissolved 235 (Part One)

vyakarana: “taken apart,” grammar

ix (Part One); 1 80 (Part Two)
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suddha: “pure,” simple vowel 2 (Part One)

samyukta: “connected,” complex vowel 2 (Part One)

samskrta: “put together, perfected,” Sanskrit vi, 2 (Part One)

samhita: “togetherness,” euphonic junction point

87 (Part One)

samhita-patha: “collected reading,” (with sandhi)

recitation of the “collected” text of the Veda

ix (Part One); 46 (Part Two)

sakarmaka dhatu: transitive root 222 (Part Two)

samkhya: numeral 157 (Part One); 272, 332 - 335 (Part Two)

sandhi: “combination, junction, connection,”

euphonic combination 14 (Part One)

svara-sandhi: vowel sandhi

87, 89, 167, 320 (Part One); 339 (Part Two)

visarga-sandhi: final h (s or r) sandhi

87, 108, 182, 321 (Part One); 340, 341 (Part Two)

hal-sandhi: consonant sandhi

, 87, 126, 197, 205, 218, 229, 323, 326 (Part One);

342 -346 (Part Two)

internal sandhi 97 (Part Two)

sannanta: the desiderative 7, 222, 252 (Part Two)

samanadhikarana: having the same object and formed

with the same case 233 (Part One)

samanadhikarana-tatpurusa: a karmadharaya

236 (Part One)

samasa: “put together,” compound 210 (Part One)

samahara-dvandva: compound whose members are

viewed as a whole. Last member takes

neuter, singular ending. 212, 235 (Part One)

samprasarana: corresponding semi-vowel - 9 1 (Part One)

sarva-naman: “all-name,” pronoun (which names

anything) 128 (Part One)

sup: nominal ending 33, 144, 210 (Part One)

subanta: “sup ending,” nominal, word taking

case terminations 33, 129 (Part One)
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sthana: point of articulation 9 (Part One); 110 (Part Two)

sparsa: “contact,” stop 9 (Part One)

sprsfa: “making complete contact,” (referring to stops)

19 (Part One)

svara: “sounded,” vowel, tone

2, 27 (Part One); 108, 109 (Part Two)

svarabhakti: “fragment ofsound” 133 (Part Two)

svarita: moving tone 27 (Part One)

hrasva: “dwarfish, small,” short vowel 2 (Part One)
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i

PAGE

Absolute construction 209 (Part Two)

Accent 27 (Part One)

Active endings, active voice 25, 112 (Part One)

Adjectives 129 (Part One); 134, 321 (Part Two)

Adverbs 250 (Part Two)

Agent construction (active construction)

34 (Part One); 34, 182 (Part Two)

Alphabet in devanagarl 44 (Part One); 153 (Part Two)

Alphabet in roman script

22 (Part One); 132,152 - 154 (Part Two)

Analysis of a compound

anusvara

Aorist verbs

V as (active)

Vas (imperfect)

Aspirate (ha)

Aspirated

Augment for imperfect

avagraha (
’

)

bahuvrihi compound

ca (placement of ca)

Case

Nominative

Accusative

Instrumental

Dative

Ablative

Genitive

211 (Part One)

20 (Part One)

270 (Part Two)

130. 315 (Part One)

210. 315 (Part One)

19 (Part One)

10 (Part One)

188 (Part One)

90, 183 (Part One)

51 (Part Two)

28 (Part One)

33,

73

(Part One)

33. 73 (Part One)

33, 73 (Part One)

45. 73 (Part One)

45. 73 (Part One)

58. 73 (Part One)

58, 73 (Part One)

Locative 72, 73 (Part One)

Vocative (part of the nominative case) 72, 73 (Part One)

Causative 222 (Part Two)

Complex vowels 2 (Part One)
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Compounds 210, 235 (Part One)

bahuvrihi 51 (Part Two)

dvandva 210 (Part One)

karmadharaya 233 (Part One)

tatpurusa 233 (Part One)

upapada 13 (Part Two)

Compounds, summary 235 (Part One)

Conditional verbs 270 (Part Two)

Demonstrative pronoun 149 (Part One)

Dental 9, 22 (Part One)

Desiderative 7, 222, 252 (Part Two)

devanagari script 4 (Part One)

Vowels 4, 12 (Part One)

Consonants 23, 32, 42 (Part One)

Vowels following consonants 55 (Part One)

Conjunct consonants 68 (Part One)

Diacritics 3 (Part One)

Direct quotation 59 (Part One)

Double accusative 46 (Part One)

dus 75 (Part Two)

dvandva compound 210, 235 (Part One)

External effort 111 (Part Two)

Gender (nominals) 73 (Part One)

Masculine 73 (Part One)

Feminine 73 (Part One)

Neuter 73 (Part One)

Genitive absolute 211 (Part Two)

Gerund 161 (Part One)

Gerundive 116 (Part Two)

guna 167 (Part One)

Half contact (sibilants) 19 (Part One)

“Have” 112 (Part One)

Imperative 1 1, (Part Two)

Imperfect active 188, 316 (Part One)
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;

Imperfect middle 199, 317 (Part One)

| Indeclinable word 6 (Part One)

Indefinite pronouns 163 (Part Two)

Infinitive 185 (Part Two)

Internal sandhi 142 (Part One) ; 97, 346 (Part Two)

.i Interrogative pronouns 162, 322 (Part Two)

iti 59 (Part One)
f

iva 149 (Part One)

karmadharaya 233, 236 (Part One)

Labial 9, 22 (Part One)

Locative absolute 209 (Part Two)
i

Long vowels 2 (Part One) !

Loss of case ending 210 (Part One)

i

Manuscripts 23 (Part Two)
i

Memorization 46 (Part Two)
! Meta- 2 (Part One); 3, 86 (Part Two)

1 Middle endings, middle voice 25, 112 (Part One)

Nasal 10 (Part One)
f-

i

Negative compound 213, 236 (Part One)

Nirukta xvi (Part One)

Nominal, word taking case terminations

Nominal declensions

33, 129 (Part One)

Masculine a 74, 298 (Part One) <

Neuter a 92, 299 (Part One)

Feminine a 144, 300 (Part One)

;

-

Masculine i, feminine i 160, 301 (Part One)

Feminine i 171, 302 (Part One) i

t

i

#
Masculine an 208, 303 (Part One)

t

Neuter an 209, 304 (Part One)

!
Masculine r, feminine r 220, 305 (Part One)

Masculine u, feminine u 232, 306 (Part One)
i

Masculine mat, vat 306 (Part Two)
, ,i Neuter mat, vat 307 (Part Two)

Feminine mat, vat 308 (Part Two)
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Neuter as

Masculine as. Feminine as

Masculine in

Neuter in

Feminine monosyllabic nouns

Feminine nouns ending in consonants

Masculine nouns ending in consonants

Feminine u

Neuter is

Neuter us

Masculine o. Feminine o

Feminine au

Noun bases

Noun summary

Nouns in apposition

Number (verbs and nominals)

Singular

Dual

Plural

Numerals 157, 319 (Part One)

Optative verbs

Ordinal numbers

Palatal

Panini xvi (Part

Parsing

Participles

Future active and middle

Gerund

309 (Part Two)

inine as 3 10 (Part Two)

311 (Part Two)

312 (Part Two)

abic nouns 313 (Part Two)

ding in consonants 314 (Part Two)

tiding in consonants 315 (Part Two)

316 (Part Two)

317 (Part Two)

318 (Part Two)

line o 319 (Part Two)

320 (Part Two)

33 (Part One)

73 (Part One)

34 (Part One)

minals) 26 (Part One)

5, 26, 73 (Part One)

13, 26, 73 (Part One)

24, 26, 73 (Part One)

157, 319 (Part One); 332, 338 (Part Two)

166 (Part Two)

158, 319 (Part One)

9, 22 (Part One)

xvi (Part One); 180 (Part Two)

26, 73 (Part One)

66 (Part Two)

liddle 27 1 (Part Two)

161 (Part One)

Gerundive (future passive)

Infinitive

Past active

Past passive

Present active

Present middle

116 (Part Two)

185 (Part Two)

271 (Part Two)

66, 67 (Part Two)

202 - 207, 324 - 326 (Part Two)

202, 208 (Part Two)
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Passive construction

Perfect verbs

Periphrastic future verbs

Person (verbs)

34, 182 (Part Two)

155, 156 (Part Two)

112, 155 (Part Two)

Third

Second

First

Point of articulation

5, 26 (Part One)

5, 26 (Part One)

5, 26 (Part One)

9 (Part One)

Prefixes x, 188, 197, 318 (Part One); 75, 336 (Part Two)

Present Participle 24, 202 — 208, 324 — 326 (Part Two)

Present System 24, 364 - 373 (Part Two)

Imperative 1 1, 155, 364 - 373 (Part Two)

Imperfect 188, 199 (Part One); 155, 364 - 373 (Part Two)

Optative 155, 166, 364 - 373 (Part Two)

Present indicative

5, 13,24 (Part One); 155, 364 - 373 (Part Two)

Present participle 202 - 208, 324 - 326 (Part Two)

Primary suffixes 7, 245 (Part Two)

Pronominal adjectives 134 (Part Two)

Pronoun declensions

1, we; mad, asmad

you; tvad, yusmad

he; tad (masculine)

it; tad (neuter)

she; tad (feminine)

Interogative pronouns

128, 307 (Part One); 301 (Part Two)

129, 308 (Part One); 302 (Part Two)

146. 309 (Part One); 303 (Part Two)

147. 310 (Part One); 304 (Part Two)

148, 311 (Part One); 305 (Part Two)

322 (Part Two)

ayam

ena (masculine, neuter, feminine)

etad

idam

327 (Part Two)

330 (Part Two)

323 (Part Two)

328 (Part Two)

iyam

Pronouns

Protracted vowels

Reduplication

329 (Part Two)

128 (Part One)

2 (Part One)

72 (Part Two)
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Relative-correlative clauses

Retroflex

Roots

samahara-dvandva compound

sandhi, euphonic combination

172 (Part One)

9, 22 (Part One)

xvi, 5, 33 (Part One)

212, 235 (Part One)

14 (Part One)

Vowelsandhi 87, 89, 167, 320 (Part One); 339 (Part Two)

Final h (s or r) sandhi

87, 108, 182, 321 (Part One); 340, 341 (Part Two)

Consonant sandhi 87, 126, 323 (Part One); 342 (Part Two)

Final m
Final n

Final t

Additoinal rules

Internal sandhi

sandhi, word breaks in

Sanskrit

Semi-vowels

Short vowels

Sibilants

Simple future verbs

Simple vowels

Slight contact (semi-vowels)

Standard nominal endings

Stem, base

Stop

197, 323 (Part One); 342 (Part Two)

205, 324 (Part One); 342, 343 (Part Two)

218, 325 (Part One); 342, 344 (Part Two)

229, 326 (Part One); 345, 346 (Part Two)

142, 327 (Part One); 97, 346 (Part Two)

127 (Part One)

xi, 2 (Part One)

19 (Part One)

2 (Part One)

19 (Part One)

221 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

2 (Part One)

19 (Part One)

144 (Part One)

5 (Part One)

9 (Part One)

su

Suffixes

Primary

Secondary

Summary sheets

Lesson Two

Lesson Three

Lesson Four

Lesson Five

75 (Part Two)

7, 245 (Part Two)

7, 247 (Part Two)

17 (Part One)

30 (Part One)

40 (Part One)

52 (Part One)
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Lesson Six 65 (Part One)

Lesson Seven 84 (Part One)

Lesson Eight 101 (Part One)

Lesson Nine 118 (Part One)

Lesson Ten 136 (Part One)

svara 27 (Part One); 108 (Part Two)

Syllable 3 (Part One); 4, 63 (Part Two)

tatpurusa compound 233, 235 (Part One)

Tone 27 (Part One)

Unaspirated 10 (Part One)

Unraised tone 21 (Part One)

Unvoiced 10 (Part One)

upadhmaniya 113 (Part One)

upapada compound 13 (Part Two)

Velar 9, 22 (Part One)

Verb classes 141, 364 ^380 (Part Two)

Class 1 (Vbhfi) 24, 364, 374 (Part Two)

Class 2 (Vad) 137, 365, 375 (Part Two)

Class 3 (Vhu) 72, 95, 366, 375 (Part Two)

Class 4 (V div)
. 28, 367, 374 (Part Two)

Class 5 (Vsu) 120, 368, 375 (Part Two)

Class 6 (V tud) 29, 369, 374 (Part Two)

Class 7 (Vrudh) 96, 370, 375 (Part Two)

Class 8 (Vtan) 30, 371, 375 (Part Two)

Class9(VkrI) 140, 372, 375 (Part Two)

Class 10 (V cur) 29, 373, 374 (Part Two)

Verb roots 5, 312 (Part One); 141, 181, 347 (Part Two)

Verbs, derivative (secondary) 7, 222 (Part Two)

Causative 222 (Part Two)

Denominative 269 (Part Two)

Desiderative 252 (Part Two)

Intensive 269 (Part Two)

Verbs, moods 25 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

Conditional 270 (Part Two)
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Imperative 1 1 (Part Two)

Optative 166 (Part Two)

Subjunctive 155 (Part Two)

Verbs, tenses 25 (Part One); 155 (Part Two)

Aorist 270 (Part Two)

Imperfect 188, 199, 316, 317 (Part One)

Perfect 156 (Part Two)

Periphrastic future (first future) 112 (Part Two)

Present indicative 5, 13, 24 (Part One)

Simple future (second future) 221 (Part One)

virama 55 (Part One)

visarga (h) 20 (Part One)

Voice, active and middle 25, 112 (Part One)

Voiced 10 (Part One)

Vowels 2 (Part One)

Vyakarana xvi (Part One); 180 (PartTwo)

vrddhi 167 (Part One)

Word order 34, 46 (Part One)

yad 177 (Part One)

Yaska xvi (Part One)


